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PRELIMINARY

STATEMENT .

Circumstances
have
rendered
it necessary
to
account
to the public
for the appearance
of the
following
Recollections
in their present
form .
A work
had been announced
as preparing
for
, entitled
publication
« Private
Correspondence
of Lord Byron , including
his Letters
to his Mo¬
ther , written
from Portugal , Spain , Greece , and
other
parts of the Mediterranean
, in the years
1809 , 1^ io , and 1811 , connected
by Memoran¬
dums
and Observations
, forming
a Memoir
of
his Life , from the year i8o8to
1814 . By R . C .
Dallas , Esq . ” Much expectation
had been raised
by this announcement
, and considerable
interest
had been excited in the public
mind . The Vice , however , was applied
Chancellor
to by Messrs .
Hohhouse
and Hanson , for an injunction
to
restrain
publication A , which
was
123 . the intended
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granted as a matter of form ; since
summarily
which the Lord - Chancellor has been pleased to
confirm the "Vice - Chancellor ’s injunction , but
the public have never been furnished -with any
report of his decision , nor been further informed
upon the subject .
Under these circumstances , the public expecta¬
tion has been disappointed , and the interest which
was created has been left unsatisfied ; while , on
the other hand , the intended publication has
been exposed to the charge of raising an ex¬
pectation , and exciting an interest , which it was
improper and unlawful to gratify . The nature
of the letters , and memoirs themselves , has thus
teen left to the vague surmises which might be
formed by every thoughtless mind , pampered by
the constant food of personality and scandal ,
which the press has lately afforded in such abun¬
dance , and excited by the depraved character of
many of those works which Lord Byron , in his
to their
fallen stale , has himself administered
morbid appetite .
Thus situated , no one can deny that it became
Mr . Dallas ’s bounden duly , both to defend him
self from the charge which might thus be brought
against him , and to lay before the public such
an account of the work he had announced as
might fairly explain its nature , and shelter it
from the suspicions of impropriety , which the

3
very name of Lord Byron seems so generally
to
excite . The latter of these objects
lias produced
the publication
of the present
work ; to which
the reader is confidently
referred , that he may
form his opinion
of the nature of that which has
been suppressed . To obtain
the former
object ,
it can only be necessary
to publish
a simple nar¬
rative
of the facts connected
with the formation
of the work , with its intended
, and
publication
with its suppression
.
Such a narrative
it was in
the contemplation
of the author
of the following
Recollections
to have written , but it did not
please God to prolong
his life for the execution
of his purpose . lie has been
taken
from
this
world , and the task he had proposed
has devolved
upon the Editor
of the present
volume ; who ,
having
been principally
, during
concerned
his
father ' s absence from England , in the transactions
which will be recorded , is enabled to state them
from his own information
.
Mr . Dallas ' s knowledge
of Lord
Byron , and
the circumstances
which gave rise to his intention
of writing
any thing concerning
him , are fully
detailed
in the following
work . A few words ,
however , will convey
such a recapitula
ion of
them
as will be necessary *to enable the reader
to understand
this narrative .
Having been in
habits of intimacy
, and in frequent
correspon¬
dence with Lord Byron , from the year 1808 to
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the end of 1814 , which correspondence
about
that period ceased , Mr . Dallas had many times
beard him read portions of a book in which his
Lordship inserted his opinion of the persons with
whom he mixed . This book , Lord Byron said ,
be intended for publication after his death ; and ,
from this idea , Mr . Dallas , at a subsequent pe¬
riod , adopted that of writing a faithful delinea¬
tion of Lord Byron ’s character , such as he had
known him , and of leaving it for publication
after the death of both ; and , calculating upon
the human probability of Lord Byron ’s surviving
himself , he meant the two posthumous works
should thus appear simultaneously . Mr . Dallas ’s
work was completed in the year 1819 ; and , in
November of that year , he wrote to inform Lord
Byron of his intended purpose * .
* The body of the letter which he wrote upon
this occasion , will be found in the last
chapter of this work , page 3 o 8 . Although
Lord Byron never replied to this letter , its
writer had assurance that he received it —
for , some time afterwards , a mutual friend
who bad been \fith Lord Byron , told him
that his Lordship had mentioned the re¬
ceiving of it , and referred to part of its
contents .
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The event proved the fallacy of human prob¬
ability — Mr . Dallas lived , at seventy , to see the
death of Lord Byron , at thirty -seven . The idea
of digesting his -work into a different form , and
of publishing it with the greater part of the let¬
ters which it contained , came into his mind even
before the report of Lord Byron ' s death was fully
confirmed . This , together with a circumstance
more important to the object of this narrative ,
may be gathered from the contents of a letter
which he wrote to the present Lord Byron from
France , on the 18th of May , 1824 . The follow¬
ing extract from which will show , that Mr . Dal¬
las ' s first thought respecting these letters , was to
consult with the most proper person , his nearest
male relation and successor .
« I hear that you have been presented with a
frigate by Lord Melville — I congratulate you
on this , too ; but I own I suspect myself to be
more sorry than pleased at it , particularly if
you are to go on a station of three years
abroad . There are reports respecting your
cousin , the truth of which would render your
absence very awkward — pray state this to Mr .
Wilmot , and consult him upon it . I hope ,
if you do go abroad , that you will run over
in one of the Havre packets , to spend a few
days with me previously . I cannot look for -
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ward to seeing you again in this world , and
I should like to have some conversation with
you , not only respecting the situation in which
you stand as to the title , hut also respecting
Lord Byron himself . I have many letters from
him , and from your father and mother , which
are extremely interesting . Do not fail to see
me , George , if hut for a couple of days . The
Southampton
packets are passing Portsmouth
three times a week , and if you could not stay
longer , I would not press you to do otherwise
than return by the packet you came in . ”
The next packet , however , brought Mr . Dallas
the confirmation of the report of Lord Byron ’s
death , and he was not long in deciding upon the
intention which he afterwards put in execution .
The work , as it existed at that lime , had been
written with a view to publication
at a period
when , after the common age of man , Lord Byron
should have quilted this world — that is , thirty
or forty years hence . The progress of the bane¬
ful influence which certain persons , calling them¬
selves his friends , obtained over Lord Byron ’s
mind , when his genius first began to attract at¬
tention to him , was , in that work , more distinct¬
ly traced . Many circumstances were mentioned
in it which might give pain to some now living ,
who could not he expected to he living then , or
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who , if they were then alive , would probably
feelings at that time to those
different
experience
the circumstances
recall
with which they would
,
now . In the form it then possessed , therefore
it ;
of publishing
not think
would
Mr . Dallas
the correspondence
to arrange
but he determined
an interest¬
present
as should
in such a manner
of Lord Iiyron ’s mind , and connect ing picture
and observations
ing the letters by memorandums
memoir
the whole a faithful
of his own , render
the corre¬
to which
the period
of his life during
referred .
spondence
were
upon this , the materials
Having decided
can , of
; and the Kditor
accordingly
arranged
, assert , that many parts of
his own knowledge
were omitted , in tender¬
manuscript
the original
the very persons
of both
ness for the feelings
has since so
which
the partnership
composing
of the Corre¬
the publication
opposed
violently
of the parts then
that none
, and
spondence
to appear in the pre¬
have been allowed
omitted
was completed
alteration
this
When
.
sent work
into an agree¬
he came to London , and entered
ment with Mr . Charles Knight , of Pall Mall East ,
The book
*.
of the copyright
for the disposal

The introduction
the publication

of Mr . Colburn ’s name , in
of the book , was in conse -

<
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was immediately
put to press , and the usual
announcements
of it were inserted
in the news¬
papers .
During
the short stay which
Mr . Dallas made
in London , he endeavoured
fruitlessly
to see the
present
Lord Byron , who arrived
in town , and
sought
him
at his hotel
the very day that he
had left it , and therefore
no sufficient
commu¬
nication
took place at that time respecting
the
work
which
was about
to appear .
According
to circumstances
, which
afterwards
,
occurred
this was unfortunate
, for had Lord Byron then
seen Mr . Dallas , he would
have been able at
once to give bis opinion
when applied
to by the
; instead of which , when an application
executors
was made
to him to join in opposing
the in¬
tended publication
, being ignorant
of its nature ,
be was of course
unable
to express his approba¬
tion of the work so fully as he afterwards
did .
The necessary
arrangements
being made , Mr .
Dallas
returned
to France , for the purpose
of
taking steps for the simultaneous
publication
of
a French
, in Paris . Of this , further
translation
notice will be taken hereafter , and it is not ne -

quence of a subsequent
arrangement
Mr . Knight
and that gentleman
,
the author
was not concerned
.

between
in which
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cessary , for the present , to refer to it . In pass¬
ing through
Southampton
, Mr . Dallas paid a visit
to his niece , the sister of the present
Lord By¬
ron , who was in correspondence
with Mrs . Leigh ,
the half sister of the late Lord Byron . Through
her he sent a message to Mrs . Leigh , informing
her of the nature of the Correspondence
then in
the press . This
is worthy
of remark , as it is
one of the many
assurances
that the nature
of
the intended
publication
was such as could not
but be satisfactory
to the real friends
of Lord
Byron , which
have been afforded to the parties
who
have prevented
the Correspondence
from
being laid before
the British public . This mes¬
sage was sent on the 20th of June , 1824 , and it
was faithfully
forwarded
to Mrs . Leigh .
On the 23 d of June , however , Mr . Hobhouse
addressed
the following
letter to Mr . Dallas :

« Dear

« 6 , Albany
Sir ,

, London

, June

23.

« I see by the newspapers
, and I have heard
from other quarters , that it is your intention
to publish
a volume
of memoirs , interspersed
with letters
and other
documents
relative
to
Lord Byron . I cannot
believe
this to be the
case , as from what I had the pleasure
of know¬
ing of you , I thought
that you would
never

xo
think
of taking such a step without
consulting
,
or at least giving warning
to the family and
more
immediate
friends
of Lord Bjron . As
to the publication
of Lord Byron ’s private
let¬
ters , I am certain , that for the present , at
least , and without
a previous
inspection
by his
family , no man of honour
and feeling
can for
a moment
entertain
such an idea — and I take
the liberty
of letting
you know , that Mrs .
Leigh , his Lordship ’s sister , would
consider
such a measure
as quite unpardonable
.
« An intimacy
of twenty years with his Lord ship , may perhaps
justify me in saying , that I
am sure be would deprecate , had he any means
of interfering
, the exposure
of his private
writings , unless after very mature
consultation
with
those who have the greatest
interest
in
his fame and character , I mean his family and
relations .
« I trust you will be so kind as to excuse me
for my anxiety
on this point , and for request¬
ing you would
have the goodness
to make an
early reply to this communication
.
« Yours , very faithfully
,
« John C . Hobuouse

.”

It is particularly
to be remarked
, that this
letter is written
without
professing
to be by any

other authority whatever than that which the
writer ’ s w intimacy ” with the late Lord Byron
might give him . He « takes the liberty of letting
Mr . Dallas know that Mrs . Leigh , his Lordship ’s
sister , would consider ” the measure which he
knew that gentleman had taken « to be quite un¬
pardonable
he has the modesty to acknowledge
that this is a liberty ; but he takes a very much
greater liberty without any similar acknowledg¬
ment ; he asserts , that « no man of honour and
feeling can for a moment entertain such an idea , ”
as that which he writes to say he has seen by the
newspapers , and has heard from other quarters ,
Mr . Dallas has not only entertained , but acted
upon . But the principal point to be considered
is , that Mr Hobhouse writes , perhaps , in the
character of Lord Byron ’s « more immediate
friend
but that he does not hint at having any
authority , and least of all , the authority of an
Executor ; and this for the strongest possible
reason , that he was not then aware that he had
been appointed Lord Byron ’s executor , which fact
he himself acknowledged upon a subsequent oc¬
casion . Certainly , on receiving this letter , Mr .
Dallas had no idea of its being written by an
executor , nor is it to be concealed , that its re¬
ceipt excited feelings of considerable irritation
in his mind .
Very shortly after writing this letter , Mr .
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Hobhouse found himself associated with Mr . John
Hanson , as executor to Lord Byron ' s will ; and
not receiving any letter from Mr . Dallas , he , on
the doth June , called upon Mr . Knight , the
publisher , taking with him a gentleman whom
he introduced as Mr . Williams . This gentleman
was to be witness to the conversation that might
take place ; though Mr . Hobhouse prefaced Lis
object by expressions of a friendly tendency . Mr .
Knight not having any reason to expect a visit
of the nature which this proved to be , was not
prepared with any one to stand in a similar si¬
tuation ' on his part ; but the very moment that
the conference was ended he took notes of what
had passed . Mr . Hobhouse stated , that he had
written to Mr . Dallas , to complain of the inde¬
licacy of publishing Lord Byron ’s letters , before
the interment of his remains ; that Mrs . Leigh
had not been consulted ; and that Mr . Dallas had
not the concurrence
of Lord Byron ’s family in
the intended publication ; — that he called on
Mr . Knight officially , as Executor , to say this ,
though when he wrote to Mr . Dallas he did not
know that Lord Byron had appointed him one of
his executors . Mr . Hobhouse thought Mr . Dallas
had a right to publish Lord Byron ’s letters to
himself ! ; but he doubted his right to publish
those of Lord Byron to his mother . Mr . Knight
said that he believed Mr . Dallas would be able

to show , that Lord Byron had given those letters
to him . Mr . Hothouse
replied , that if Mr .
Dallas failed in that , he should move for an In¬
junction . Mr . Knight said , that the question of
delicacy , as to the time of publication , must be
settled with Mr . Dallas ; — that the publisher
could only look to that question in a commercial
view ; but that having read the work carefully ,
he could distinctly state , that the family and the
executors need feel no apprehensions as to its
tendency , as the work was calculated to elevate
Lord Byron ' s moral and intellectual character .
Mr . Hobhouse observed , that if individuals were
not spoken of with bitterness , and opinions very
freely expressed in these letters , they were not
like Lord Byron ' s letters in general . He himself
had a heap of Lord Byron ' s letters , but he could
never think of publishing them . The conference
ended by Mr . Knight stating , that a friend of
Mr . Dallas , a gentleman
of high respectability ,
superintended the work through the press ; that
Mr . llobhouse ’s application should be mentioned
to him ; — but that he , Mr . Knight , was not
then at liberty to mention that gentleman ’s
name .
Mr . Knight lost no time in informing the pre¬
sent editor of the conversation he had had with
Mr . Hobhouse ; and as the publisher had referred
to some one intrusted by Mr . Dallas with the

charge of conducting
the progress of the work
through the press , hut had hesitated mentioning
his name , not having authority to do so , the
editor immediately addressed the following letter
to Mr . ilobhouse , without however being aware
of that which he had w ritten to Mr . Dallas : —
nlVcoburn f^ icarage , near Beaconsjield ,
Bucks , id July , 18 .24 .
« Sir ,
« Mr . Knight

has

informed

me

of

the con¬

versation
he has had with you upon the subject
of Lord Byron ’s correspondence
.
« I might have expected that as you are not

unacquainted
with my father , his character
would have been a sufficient guarantee of the
proper nature of any work which should ap¬
pear before the public under his direction ;
and I might naturally have hoped that it would
have guarded him from the suspicion of im¬
propriety or indelicacy . In the present case ,
Loth his general character as a Christian and a
gentleman , and his particular connexion with
the family of Lord Byron , should have pre¬
vented the alarm which appears to have been
excited in your mind , for I will not suppose
the relations of Lord Byron and my father to
have participated in it ; — an alarm which I

as it is un¬
must consider as unjustifiable
grounded .
« Since these causes have not had their pro¬
per effect in your mind , it becomes necessary
for me , as my father ' s representative and agent
in the whole of this business , distinctly to state *
of the
correspondence
that the forthcoming
late Lord Byron contains nothing which one
gentleman ought not to write , nor another
gentleman to publish . The work will speedily
speak for itself , and will show that my father ' s
object has been to place the original character
of Lord Byron ' s mind in its true light , to show
the much of good that was in it ; and the work
leaves him when the good 1 ccame obscured in
the much of evil that I fear afterwards pre¬
dominated . There is no man on earth , Sir ,
who loved Lord Byron more truly , or was
more jealous for his fair fame , than my father ,
as long as there was a possibility of his fame
being fair ; and though that possibility ceased ,
the affection remained , and will be evinced by
the forthcoming endeavour to show that there
existed in Lord Byron that which good men
might have loved .
of others
« As to any fear for the character
who may be mentioned in the work , ray fa¬
ther , Sir , is incapable of publishing personal¬
ities ; and Lord Byron , at the time he corre -

sponded with my father , was , I believe , inca¬
pable of writing what ought not to be pub¬
lished . If , at any subsequent period , in cor¬
responding with others , he should have de¬
graded himself to do so , I trust that his
correspondents will be wise enough to abstain
from making public what ought never to have
been written .
« The letters which Lord Byron wrote to his
mother were given by him unreservedly to my
father , in a manner which seemed to have re¬
ference to their future publication ; but which
certainly rendered them my father ’s property ,
to dispose of in what way he might think fit .
Should you think it necessary to resort to any
measures to obtain further proof of this , it
will only tend to the more public establishing
of the authenticity
of these letters , and can
only be considered as a matter of dispute of
property , as Lord Byron ' s best friends cannot
but wish them published .
(( Being charged by my father with the entire
arrangement of this publication , you may have
occasion to write to me ; it may therefore be
right to inform you that I have long since
left the profession in which I was engaged
when we met at Cadiz ; and , having taken
orders j I have the ministerial charge of this

parish ; to which
this is dated .

letters

may

be directed

« I remain ,
« Your obedient
Servant ,
<, Alex R . C . Dallas

as

.”

Although
]\ Ir . Dallas
had not thought
proper
to reply
to Mr . Hobhouse ' s unauthorised
com¬
, lie did not leave it altogether
munication
unre¬
garded ; but , immediately
upon receiving
it , he
wrote to Mrs . Leigh the following
letter : —
« Ste Addresse
« Madam ,
« I have just received
close you a copy .
I
through
what channel
to me . As the letter
a gentleman
, I would
it in such a manner
as

, June

3o lh ^ 1824 .

a letter , of which I in¬
see by the direction
,
it has been forwarded
is signed by the son of
answer it , could I do
to be of service to the

mind
of the writer , but having no hope of
that , I shall content
myself with
practising
the humility
of putting
up with it for the pre¬
sent .
And here I should
conclude
my letter
to you , did I not , my dear madam , remember
you not only as the sister of Lord Byron , but
as the cousin
of the present
Lord ILron
and
123 .
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of Julia Heath . But in doing this , I cannot
relinquish my feelings . I must profess that 1
do not believe that you authorised such a letter .
That you should have felt an anxiety upon the
occasion , I think very natural , and I should
have been glad to have prevented it . It was
not my fault that it was not prevented , for
( premising , however , that I neither saw nor
do see any obligation to submit my conduct
to the guidance of any relation of Lord B/s )
I took some pains to let my intention be known
to his family , and even to communicate
the
nature of the publication I had in view . On
the report of Lord B/s death , 1 wrote to Ge
orge , and mentioned these papers ; before I
despatched my letter , his death was confirmed .
I urged my wish to see George — I bad no
answer — I arrived in London , wrote to him
and requested to see him — I inquired also if
you were in town — the servant brought me
word that both you and Lord B ., were out of
town , but that any letter should be forwarded
— I was two days at the New Humniums , and
I received no answer . I do not state this as
being hurt at it — George had much to oc¬
cupy him — but I soon after saw Julia Heath ,
who mentioned your anxiety , This channel
of such a communication
was natural , and cer¬
tainly the next best to a direct one from your -

self , which 1 trust would have reflected no
dishonour on you — hut I met the communi¬
cation by my niece hindiy , and sent you a
message through her which she thought would
please you , and certainly I did not mean to
displease you by it . By that communication
I must still abide , repeating only , that if , in
the booh I am about to publish , there is a
sentence which should give you uneasiness , I
should be totally at a loss to find it out my¬
self . I will go further , my dear madam , and
inform you , that Lord Byron was perfectly
well acquainted with the existence of my MS . ,
and with my intention of publishing it , or ra¬
ther of having it published when it pleased
God to call him from this life — but I little
suspected that I should myself see the publi¬
cation of it . I own , too , that the MS . , as in¬
tended for posthumous publication , does con¬
tain some things that would give you pain ,
and much that would make others blush —
but , as I told Julia Heath , I wished as much
as possible to avoid giving pain , even to those
that deserved it , and I curtailed my MS nearly
a half . If I restore any portion of what I have
crossed out , shall I not be justified by the in¬
solence of the letter 1 have received from a
pretended friend of Lord Byron , and who seems
to be ignorant that a twenty years ’ coinpani *
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onship may exist without
a spark of friendship
?
I do not wonder
at his agitation
; it is for
himself
that he is agitated , not for Lord By¬
ron . But I will not w’aste your time on this
subject . I will conclude
, by assuring
you ,
that I feel that Lord B . will stand in my vo¬
lume
in the amiable
point
of view that
he
ought and would have stood always but for his
friends .
« It was my purpose
to order a copy of the
volume
to be sent to you . As I trust you will
do me the honour
by a few lines , to let me
know that it was not your intention
to have
me insulted , I will hope still to have that
pleasure .
« Iam , dear madam ,
« Yours , faithfully
,
« R . C . Dallas .

It has been attempted
to throw all the blame ,
in the whole of the subsequent
transactions
, upon
this letter . Perhaps
it might
have been more
desirable
that it should
not have been written
immediately
upon the receipt
of one which was
felt as an insult , however
it might have been in¬
tended ; and Mr . Dallas
did not scruple
after¬
wards to express his regret , not only for any ex¬
pression
in this letter which might appear to be

im¬
or hasty , hut for the irritated
intemperate
it , and he has au¬
produce
could
pulse which
; in do¬
the editor to state this publicly
thorised
from
refrain
ing which , however , he cannot
to which
against the misrepresentation
protesting
appears
It
.
has been subjected
letter
the whole
of
into the conveyance
that it has been distorted
to insert in the
intended
a threat that the writer
to
give pain
would
what
publication
proposed
Mrs . Leigh , and make Lord Byron 's friends blush .
the whole
person , after reading
No fair -judging
say that he
of the letter , can conscientiously
rises from it with such an idea in his mind . In
to the editor , Mr . Dallas
letter
a subsequent
points this out . He says , « It must be
strongly
the letter , to say
to misunderstand
a resolution
to restore what I had erased . 4If
that I intended
) in the book I am about to publish ,
( conditional
can give you uneasi¬
which
is a sentence
there
at a loss to find it my¬
be totally
ness 1 should
this ?
exist after reading
Can any doubt
self/
— 4Ix* I restore
for publication/
4As intended
I have read the letter again , and
any portion/
for blame
the ground
it affords
do not think
well of
thought
upon me , after having
thrown
it . }>
can fairly
But besides that no sucb intention
from the letter , it must not be for¬
be gathered
that the
to be observed , that in stating
gotten
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manuscript , as intended for posthumous publica¬
tion , does contain some things which -would give
Lord Byron ^s sister pain , the writer only meant
to suppose that a sister must feel pain on being
told of the errors of a brother . It was not in
his mind to convey an idea that Mrs . Leigh
would feel pain on her own account from any
thing which was disclosed in the original ma¬
nuscript . The Editor has read that manuscript ,
which is now in his possession , with great care ,
more than once , and lias been unable to discover
one word that could have that tendency . How
is it , then , that upon the ground which this let¬
ter is said to afford , that the correspondence
« contained
observations upon or affecting per¬
sons now living , and the publication
of which
is likely to occasion considerable
pain to such
persons * , ” such an alarm was excited in the
mind of Mrs . Leigh ?
That a very great alarm was excited , which
ultimately led to the legal proceedings , is most
certain . The letter was sent to the present Lord
Byron as proof of the offensivencss of the pro¬
posed publication , and an immediate answer re¬
quired of him to sanction the opposition to it .
Quoted from the Bill in Chancery , filed by
Messrs . Hobhouse and Hanson .
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His conduct was indeed very different . In a sub¬
sequent letter to the editor ( dated 11th July ) ,
he says , ,, I was applied to for my opinion . I
answered , that if they had good grounds that any
part of the work was likely to hurt the feelings
of any relations , that the work ought to be in¬
spected by one or two of his ( Lord Byron ’s ) re¬
latives ; but , I added , if I knew Mr . Dallas , as
I thought I did , I was convinced he could not
object to show the work to Lady Noel Byron as
a relative ; but I felt convinced there was nothing
in it that could reflect discredit on the deceased ,
or any one related to him — that I knew my
uncle ’s opinion was highly in favour of the late
Lord Byron , as his admiration was unbounded
be¬
of his genius . Besides the correspondence
tween them was of a date far before any dome¬
ap¬
being
at
stic misery ensued . I felt distressed
plied to , and not being on the spot could not
say what had taken place . ”
The
that a
Byron
in the

Editor has good grounds for believing
similar application was made to Lady Noel
on the subject , who declined interfering
matter .

Previously , however , to any legal steps being
pursued , Mrs . Leigh wrote the following answer
to Mr . Dallas ’s letter :
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(<St . James ’s Palace , July
« Sir ,

3 , 1824 .

« I have to acknowledge
the receipt
of your
letter
of the 3 olh June , and am sorry to oh *
serve the spirit in which it was written .
« In consequence
of the message you sent me
through
Mrs . Heath , ( confirming
the report
of your intention
to publish
your manuscript
,)
I applied
to Mr . Hobhouse
, requesting
him to
write to you , and expressing
to
I did ,
as I still do , think that it wouldhimbe that
quite un¬
pardonable
to publish
private
letters
of my
poor brother ’s without
previously
consulting
his family . I selected
Mr . Hobhouse
as the
most proper
person
to communicate
with you ,
from
his being
my brother ’s executor , and
one
of his most
intimate
and confidential
friends , although
, perhaps , I might have he¬
sitated
between
him and the present Lord By¬
ron , ( our mutual
relative , ) had not the illness
and hurry
of business of the latter , determined
me not to add
to his annoyances
— and I
must also state , that I was ignorant
of your
communication
to him unlil I received
your
letter .
« I feel equal regret
and surprise
at your
thinking
it necessary
to call upon me to dis¬
claim
an intention
of « having you insulted
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misun so entirely
— regret , that you should
my feelings ; and surprise , because
derstand
read over Mr . Hobhou after having repeatedly
in it one word
discover
se ’s letter , T cannot
on your
which could lead to such a conclusion
part .
may prove
explanation
that this
« Hoping
,
satisfactory
« I remain , Sir ,
servant
« Your obedient
« Augusta

,
Leigh . ”

points in this letter ,
There are several curious
to draw the atten¬
to which it will be necessary
to
Mr . Dallas ^ message
of the reader .
tion
Mrs Ilcath , was one
Mrs . Leigh , sent through
<t She ( Mrs . Heath )
which he states in his letter
he
would please her , and that certainly
thought
to displease her by it . ” He refers
did not mean
( in writing
, and repeats
to that communication
had been only verbal ) that « if in
what before
to publish , there was a
the book he was about
give her uneasiness , he
should
which
sentence
at a loss to find it out him¬
be totally
should
was , to assure
self . ” The object of the message
Mrs . Leigh of the harmless , not to say pleasing ,
; and yet , in
publication
of the intended
nature
the
to the message , and acknowledging
referring
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receipt of a letter which contained a repetition
of it in writing , she only observes that it « con¬
firmed the report of Mr . Dallas ’s intention to
publish his manuscript ,
and that , in conse¬
quence , she requested Mr . Hobhouse to let him
know that she should think , his conduct would
be unpardonable . It is also somewhat strange ,
that having been so applied to by Lord Byron ’s
sister , Mr . Hobhouse , who at that time had no
title to authority for making such a communi¬
cation in his own name , should not have stated
the title which such an application
from a near
relation seemed to give him , and have written
to Mr . Dallas as by direction of Mrs . Leigh , in¬
stead of merely « taking the liberty of letting
hint know ” what Mrs . Leigh thought about the
matter .
But there is a still more extraordinary
cir¬
cumstance in this letter . Mr . Hobhouse ’s con¬
versation with Mr . Knight , which took place be¬
fore Mr . Williams who came to act as witness ,
has been verified upon oath by Mr . Knight , from
whose affidavit , registered in the Court of Chan¬
cery , the following is an extract : —
(f On the 3oth of June last , said plaintiff , John
Cam Hobhouse , told defendant , Charles Knight ,
that he , said plaintiff , John Cam Hobhouse , had
written such letter to said defendant , Robert
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Charles Dallas , and at the same time , told de¬
fendant , Charles Knight , that he , said plaintiff ,
John Cam Hobhouse , did not , at the time when
he wrote said letter , know that he , said last named plaintiff , had been appointed an executor
of the said Lord Byron . "
Thus it appears , that at the time of writing the
letter in question * Mr . Hobhouse was ignorant
that he was the legal representative of Lord By¬
ron ; but , from Mrs . Leigh ’s letter , it also ap¬
pears that she was not ignorant of that circum¬
stance ^ since it was the special motive which in¬
duced her to ,< select Mr . Hobhouse , " as the
with Mr . Dallas
proper person to communicate
in preference to ,< the present Lord Byron , a
mutual relative . " As , therefore , it io impossible
to suppose , that the lady in question could state
what was not true ; we can only wonder that ,
being privy to the contents of her brother ’s will ,
and knowing whom he had chosen to be his exe¬
cutors , she should never have informed them of
the selection he had made .
was
of the Correspondence
The appearance
promised to the public on the 12th of July , 1824 ;
and it had nearly gone through the press when ,
on the 7th of July , Messrs . Hobhouse and Han¬
son , as the legal representatives of the late Lord
Byron , filed a Bill in Chancery , and , in conse -
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({ucnce , obtained
, on the same day , from
Vice - Chancellor
, an Injunction
to restrain
.
publication
This Bill was founded
upon
joint
affidavit
of the executors , the matter
which , divested
of its technicalities
, was as
lows : —

tbe
the
the
of
fol¬

The deponents
swear , that in the years 1809 ,
1810 , and part of 1811 , Lord Byron was travel¬
ling in various countries
, from whence
he wrote
letters
to his mother , Mrs . Cliatherine
Cordon
Byron , « that such letters
were principally
of a
private and confidential
nature , and none of them
were intended
to be published . ” That Mrs . C .
G . Byron died in the year 1811 , intestate , and
that Lord Byron being properly
constituted
her
legal
personal
, possessed himself
representative
of those letters , and becamcabsolutely
and wholly
entitled
to them as his sole property . The de¬
ponents
then swear , w that
they have been in¬
formed , and verily believe , that the said Lord
Byron was in the habits
of correspondence
with
Robert
Charles
Dallas , ” and that , in the course
of such correspondence
, Lord Byron wrote
let¬
ters , u many of which were , as the said deponents
believe , of a private and confidential
nature ” —
« and that the said Lord Byron being about again
to leave this country , deposited
in the hands of
the said Robert
Charles
Dallas for safe custody ,
ail , and every , or a great many of the said let -
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and sent to his mo¬
tors , wliicTi he had written
ther *. ” And that , at the time of Lord Byron ' s
of the
were in the custody
death , such letters
his
with those which
said R . C . Dallas , together
Byron ' s
Lord
to him .
had written
Lordship
change of name to Noel Byron , and his death ,
are then sworn to ; and also his will , and the
became
of it , by which the deponents
proving
.
his Lordship ' s legal representatives
then swear ,
Hanson
and
Messrs . Hobhouse
« lhat soon after the death
in England ,
was known

of the said Lord Byron
the said R . C . Dallas ,

as the said deponents verily

believe , formed

a

the same ,
scheme , or plan , to print and publish
,
and publishing
and with a view to such printing
pretended to be the absolute owner of all the
of « such pretended
disposed
said lettersand
sum of money .
” for a considerable
copyright
is
Correspondence
the
of
Then the advertisement
to the
sworn to , and the belief of the deponents
,
for publication
of the letters advertised
identity
to in the affidavit .
referred
before
those
with

are quoted
of the affidavit
The exact words
points , which
when they relate to important
this nar¬
in
to
referred
be afterwards
will
rative , that the reader may judge fairly for
himself .
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The affidavit goes oil to affirm , « that the said
Robert Charles Dallas never apprised him the
said deponent , John Cam Hobhouse , of his in¬
tention to print and publish the said letters , or
any of them . " And Mr . Hobhouse swears that
he wrote the letter of the 23d of June to Mr .
Dallas ; and he swears too that he got no an¬
swer ; but he swears that , on the 3oth of June ,
he « called on the said Charles Knight , and
warned him not to proceed with the printing
and publication of the said letters , and informed
him that if he persevered in his intention , " the
two deponents , Messrs . Hobhouse and Hanson ,
« would , most probably , take legal means to
restrain him . "
The affidavit next states , that the deponents
verily believe that Lord Byron ' s letters to his
mother « were wholly written and composed by
him , and that he did not deliver the same to
the said K . C . Dallas , for the purpose of publi¬
cation , but to be disposed of as he , the said Lord
Byron , might direct . ” And that he never meant
nor intended that they should be published —
that they were , as the deponents verily believe ,
at the time of Lord Byron ' s death , his own sole
and absolute property ; and that they now belong
to the said deponents , as his legal personal re¬
presentatives . The deponents go on to swear
that the letters written by Lord Byron to Mr .
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Dallas -were , as tliey verily believe , « also wholly
written and composed by the said Lord Byron ;
and that such letters are not , and never were ,
the sole and absolute property of the said B . C .
Dallas ; but that the said Lord Byron , in his life
time had , and the said deponents , as his legal
representatives , now have , at least , a partial and
qualified property in such letters , ” which has
never been relinquished or abandoned ; and that
Lord Byron never intended or gave permission
to Mr . Dallas to publish them or any part of
them .
Then comes the following clause , « And the
said deponents verily believe , that the said se¬
veral letters were written in the course of private
and confidential correspondence , and the said
deponents believe that many of them contain
observations upon , or affecting , persons now
living ; and that the publication of them is li¬
kely to occasion considerable pain to such per¬
sons . ”
The affidavit closes with the affirmation that
in question was intended to be
the publication
made for the profit and advantage of the defend¬
ants ; and « that such publication was , as the
deponents conceived and believed , a breach of
private confidence , and a violation of the rights
of property , ” which , as the representatives of
Lord Byron , they had in the letters .
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Previous to slating the reply to this Affidavit ,
it may not be improper to malic some observa¬
tions upon the nature of its contents . It contains
matter of opinion ; but no matter of fact relating
to ihc point in question . There is a great deal
of belief expressed , but not one reasonable ground
upon which the belief is founded .
It is really a matter of surprise that any one
should so implicitly
believe that to be fact ,
which , upon the face of the business , he can
only suppose to be so . Mr . Hobhouse never saw
or read the letters written by Lord Byron to his
mother , yet he swears ( and in this case without
the mention , that he verily believes ; but as of
his own knowledge , ) . K that such letters were
principally of a private and confidential nature . M
Any one might suppose that a man writiug to
his mother may write confidentially ; but few
men would allow that supposition
so much
weight in their minds , as to enable them to
swear that it was so . Mr . Hobhouse was travel¬
ling with Lord Byron during the lime when
many of these letters were written , and probably
he supposes that his Lordship may have often
mentioned him to his mother . This seems an
equally natural supposition with the other ; and
if it should have entered into Mr . Hobhouse ^s
bead , lie would , by analogy , be equally ready
to swear , not that he supposed he was often
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mentioned , but that be really was so . And yet ,
after reading Lord Byron ’s letters to bis mother ,
it would never be gathered from them that his
Lordship had any companion at all in his tra¬
vels , as he always writes in the first person sin¬
gular y except , indeed , that Mr . Ilobhouse ’s name
is mentioned in an enumeration
of his suite >
and , upon parting with him , Lord Byron ex¬
presses his satisfaction at being alone .
To the assertion respecting these unseen let¬
ters , Mr . llobhouse adds , that « none of them
were intended to be published . ” If it is meant
to say , that they were n &t written with the in¬
tention of being published , as the sentence may
seem to imply , nobody will deny the fact . If
they had been , they would not have contained
the natural and unrestrained
development
of
character
which makes them valuable to the
public now . But their not having been written
with the intention of publication , by no means
precludes the possibility of Lord Byron himself
subsequently
intending
them to be published .
Mr . Dallas has it in his Lordship ’s own hand¬
writing , that he did subsequently intend part of
them , at least , to be published ; because , having
kept no other journal , he meant to cut up these
letters into notes for the first and second Cantos of
Childe Harold . This was , however , previous to
his having given them to Mr . Dallas .
123 .
C
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The same observation as that which has been
made upon Mr , Hobhouse ' s swearing that Lord
Boron ’s letters to his mother were confidential ,
will equally apply to his swearing that he believes
his Lordship ' s letters to Mr . Dallas were so also .
But when he swears « that Lord Byron , being
about again to leave this country , deposited the
letters to his mother in the hands of R . C . Dallas
for safe custody
— when he states this upon
oath , not as verily believing it — not as sup¬
posing it — but as knowing that it was so —
without stating any ground whatever for his
knowledge of a circumstance
in which he had
been in no way concerned , it is hardly possible
to conjecture how’ extensive Mr . Hobhouse ’s in¬
terpretation of an oath may become . Upon this
subject I cannot forbear inserting an extract from
a letter written by Mr . Dallas to his publisher
from Paris , immediately that he was informed
of the issuing of the injunction , and before he
was fully made acquainted with the whole cir cumsiances . He says , « so far from thinking it
wrong to publish such a correspondence , I feel
that it belongs in a manner to the public ; and
that I have no right to withhold it . If the "ViceChancellor has been made acquainted with the
spirit of the work , there is an end to the in¬
junction ; for as to the property in the letters
from Lord Byron to his mother the affidavit sets
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that at rest * ; and in the volume itself it may be
seen that Mr . Hobhouse made a false assertion
rl hope

it was not

upon

oath , ) in his application

for the injunction , when he says that Lord Byron
deposited them with me for safe custody only ,
when his Lordship was going abroad . The text
shows , that I have long considered them as mine ,
before Lord Byron thought of leaving England ;
and that he also considered them so . There was
made of the circumstance ; it
no memorandum
was a gift made personally , and as had happened
in the case of Childe Harold and of the Corsair .
What can be more conclusive than the words
with which he accompanied the gift ? The ad¬
ditional words I allude to , conveyed an idea of
some dissatisfaction with others , and a feeling
were more
and judgment
that my attachment
to be relied upon . I trust that the circumstances
have been made clear to the Vice - Chancellor ;
and that all the disgraceful insinuation of the
application , that I am capable of publishing let * He alludes to an affidavit relating princip¬
ally to this point , which he sent in this
letter the moment he heard of the Injunc¬
tion ; but which , not being sufficiently full
upon other points , was not made use of in
the legal proceedings .
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ters which ought not to be made public , has
been wiped away
I shall be glad to find this
carried even so far as to show , that , although I
did not strictly or morally hold myself bound
to submit my intentions of publishing
to the
direction of Lord Byron ' s family , I was attentive
to their feelings , and that it was not my fault
that a communication
did not take place upon
the subject . As to any delicacy towards the
executors , I declare to you , on my honour , that
till I saw it afterwards in a public newspaper , I
did not know that the executors of Lord Byron
were those confidential friends , the Mr . H . ’s ,
though one of them ( Mr . Hobhouse ) bad thought
proper to give me counsel in very improper lan¬
guage . “ « Again , why should Lord Byron depo¬
sit these letters with me for safe custody , when
these two confidential friends were at hand , and
other confidential friends , and his sister ? There
is an absurdity on the face of the assertion . ”
It is not intended here to answer Mr . Hob house ’s statements , which will be better met by
the counter - affidavits themselves , but merely to
make some necessary observations ; and , amongst
them , it is impossible not to observe , with re¬
gret , that Messrs . Hobhouse and Hanson , in
swearing that they proved Lord Byron ' s will in
the proper Ecclesiastical Court , and became bis
Lordship ' s legal representatives , did not insert

the date of the probate , or even the period when
came to their knowledge * .
their appointment
Such an insertion might have prevented all ob¬
scurity in a subsequent part of the affidavit ,
where it is sworn , « that on the 23d June last ,
being soon after the deponents were informed of
such intention , ( of publishing , ) deponent , John
Cam Hobhouse , wrote and sent a letter of that
date to R . C . Dallas , representing to him the im¬
said letters . ” As the
propriety of publishing
passage stands , it does not appear whether Mr .
immediate friend ”
more
the
«
<
as
wrote
Hobhouse
of Lord Byron , or with the authority of an exe¬
cutor . The difference is somewhat material ;
and as the affidavit mentions that the letter was
written soon after the deponents ( in the plural
number ) were informed of Mr . Dallas ' s inten¬
tion , it certainly wants the information which
the reader now possesses , but which the affidavit
does not supply , to make it clear that he wrote
merely as « the more immediate friend . ”
* It was understood that Lord Byron ' s will was
not to be opened till his remains arrived in
Lngland ; — the vessel which bore those re¬
mains reached the JVore on the 1st of July ,
seven days after the date of Mr . Hobhousc ' s
letter to Mr . Dallas .

But the said deponents « verily believe » that
formed a scheme to print and pub¬
lish the letters « soon after the death of Lord
Byron was known in England . n What could
possibly have been the grounds of a belief so
firm , that the persons believing come forward to
attest it by affidavit in a Court of Justice P The
gravamen of the matter is , that the scheme was
formed soon after Lord Byron ’s death was known ,
and not before ; and this Messrs , llobhouse and
Hanson swear they belive to be the case . A
dozen persons of the highest respectability
read
the letters arranged for publication , in the first
intended
memoir , years before Lord Byron ’s
death ; some of whom state it upon oath , and
all the others would have done so if it had been
considered necessary by the legal advisers . It
is to be lamented that so much firm faith has
been thrown away upon so slight a foundation ;
and it is to be hoped , that the persons who can
believe so easily are not inconsistently difficult
of belief , upon points which will hereafter more
materially concern themselves .
When it was known that the injunction had
been obtained , intelligence of it was forwarded
to Mr . Dallas , at Paris , and his immediate pre¬
sence was required in London . The following
certificate , enclosed in a letter from a friend , was
the reply received to this communication
: —
Mr . Dallas
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that Robert Charles Dallas
is now labouring under a very severe attack of
inflammation of the chest , which was attended
by fever and delirium ; — that he is now under
my professional care , and that his symptoms
were of so dangerous a character as to render
large bleedings necessary , even at his advanced
un¬
age . He is at present better , but certainly
able to undertake a journey .
« Given under my hand at Paris , Rue du Mail ,
Hotel de Mars , this i ith day of July , 1824 .
« This is to certify

<( David

Barry

, M. D.”

illness it
In consequence of this unfortunate
became necessary to send out a commission
from the Court of Chancery , to receive Mr . Dal¬
las ' s answer at Paris . This occasioned consider¬
able expense , and a delay which was regretted at
the time ; but it afterwards appeared that the
decision in the cause could not have been hasten¬
ed even had no obstacle of this nature inter¬
vened .
The Answer was founded upon several affida¬
vits , of which the first was that of Mr . Dallas
himself , wherein he « denies it lobe true , that
the letters of Lord Byron to his mother were
of a private and confidential nature ;
principally
but , on the contrary , affirms that such letters
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were principally
of a general nature ; and for
the most part consisted of accounts and descrip¬
tions of various places which the said Lord Byron
visited , and scenes which he witnessed , and ad¬
ventures which he encountered , and remarkable
persons whom he met with in the course of his
travels , and observations upon the manners , cu¬
stoms , and curiosities of foreign countries and
people j and although he admitted that in some
of such letters matters were mentioned , or al¬
luded to , of a private nature , yet he swears that
such matters of a private nature were only oc¬
casionally and incidentally mentioned or alluded
to , and did not form the principal contents or
subjects of the letters . ” And he further says ,
that « to the best of his judgment and belief none
of these letters are of a confidential or secret
nature , ” or contain any matters of such a na¬
ture .
Mr . Dallas goes on to swear , that « being in
habits of friendship and correspondence with Lord
Byron , as Mr . Hobhouse had stated , in the course
of that friendship his Lordship gave him , as free
and absolute gifts , the copyrights
of the first
and second Cantos of Childe Harold ’s Pilgrimage ^
and of the Corsair , * which gifts v\ ere respectively
made by word of mouth and delivery of the ori¬
ginal manuscripts to him ; and that a consider¬
able portion of the letters from Lord Byron to

himself were written « at the times when the
poems were preparing for or in the course of
publication , ” and that they « contained or re¬
lated to divers alterations , additions , and amend¬
ments which were from time to time made , or
proposed to be made in the poems , or otherwise
related to them , ” — and that « other parts of
these letters related to matters of general litera¬
ture , morals , and politics , snd other subjects of
opinions
a general nature , and the individual
and feelings of Lord Byron ; ” and that « some
very few parts of such letters related to other
private matters , which were only occasionally
and incidentally mentioned or alluded to therein ,
and did not form the principal contents or sub¬
jects of such letters , and were notin any respect
of a confidential or secret nature . ”
Mr . Dallas then states , in his affidavit , that
Lord Byron thought of leaving England in 1816 ,
hut that « in or about the month of April , 1812 ,
he being in conversation * with Lord Byron , his
Lordship promised to bring and give to him a
letter which he had written to his mother on
the matter which formed the subject of such
conversation , and that some time afterwards ,
* The sale of Newstead Abbey was the subject
of these conversations .
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that is to say , in the month of June , 1814 ,
Lord
Byron , in performance of such promise ,
brought ,
and gave , and delivered to him not only
the let¬
ter so promised , but also all the rest of
the let¬
ters which he , Lord Byron , had written
to his
mother , and at the same time he addressed to
Mr .
Dallas the following words : —
« Take them . — They are yours
to do what
you please with . Some day or other
they will
be curiosities . "

From this Mr . Dallas swears that he ,<
believes
that Lord Byron in so delivering these
letters
to him , and addressing him in this
manner , did
fully intend to give the same letters and
every
of them , and the copyright thereof , and
all his ,
Lord Byron ' s , property , right , title , and
interest
therein to him , Mr . Dallas , for his own use
and
benefit , as a free and absolute gift , in the
same
manner as he had given the copyrights of
poems ; " and further , « that at the time of the
this
gift Lord Byron contemplated
the probability of
the letters being afterwards published
by Mr .
Dallas . "
The deponent distinctly denies that the
letters
were left with him for safe custody ; and
alleges
that Lord Byron did not leave England until
1816 ,
that is , two years after the gift of the
letters .
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The affidavit further states , that for several
years previous to the death of Lord Byron the
deponent was engaged in compiling aud writing
memoirs of his life and writings , and that in
these memoirs were inserted and embodied many
of the letters both to Mrs . C . G . Byron arid to#
himself j and that he did so for the purpose of
illustrating and giving authority to the memoirs ,
and of placing in a just and favourable point of
view the conduct , character , and opinions of
Lord Byron , their insertion being essential to
the illustrating and giving authority to the me¬
moirs ; and that for many years previous to the
death of Lord Byron , he had formed the inten¬
tion and plan to publish these letters in the be memoirs ; and that Lord Byron ,
forementioned
so long ago as the year 1819 , was aware of his
intention and plan so to publish them . The let¬
ter to Lord Byron , inserted in the last chapter
of the following Recollections , is there sworn to ;
with the addition , that his Lordship never ap¬
plied to , or requested Mr . Dallas to desist or
abstain from publishing the memoirs , nor from
inserting in them any of the letters in his pos¬
session .
These are the important parts of the affidavit
made by Mr . Dallas , although it necessarily fol¬
lows the whole of the Bill filed against him , de¬
nying or admitting its several allegations , as the
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case requires . There is , however , one other
part of the affidavit which is important , though
only matter of opinion . It states , that to the
best of Mr . Dallas ' s judgment
and belief , the
publication of the correspondence
as advertised ,
« will be of considerable
service to the cause of
literature
and poetry , as being illustrative of
many of the best poems , and oilier valuable
works , of the said Lord Byron ; and will also
tend greatly to improve and exalt the public
estimation of his conduct , character , and opi¬
nions . »
The affidavits of Mr . Charles Knight and Mr .
Henry Colburn follow , which are mere matters
of form ; except only as far as relates to the con¬
versation which Mr . Knight held with Mr . llob house on the doth June . An extract from
Mr .
Knight ' s affidavit has been already given , in
which he slates , that Mr . Hobhousc declared to
him that he did not know he was Lord
's
executor at the time he wrote to Mr . Byron
Dallas .
Mr . Knight , who had read all the letters , also
swears , that none of them were of a confidential
nature .
The affidavit of the Editor of the present work
is the next . It states , that he had
frequently
seen and read the original manuscript
of the
memoirs first compiled by his father , containing
the letters in question ; and knew * so long ago
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as 1C22 , oi' his intention to publish them at a
future period . That , in that year , Mr . Dallas
deposited the original manuscript in his hands ,
with directions to publish it in such manner as
he should think fit , after the death of Lord By¬
ron ; Mr . Dallas assuming that he should die
before his Lordship . The affidavit then details
the change which took place in this intention ,
and the alterations in the work , to fit it for
publication when Lord Byron ’s death was known ;
declaring , at the same time , the deponent ’s opi¬
nion , that as now’ intended for publication , there
is not a single passage in the letters which could
affect or injure the character , or give pain to
the feelings of any person whomsoever . The
Editor corroborates the testimony already given ,
that none of the letters were of a confidential
nature . He sw’ears that the present Lord Byron
has read the intended publication , and knows of
the intention to publish it ; that he has never ex¬
pressed to the present Editor any disapprobation
of or objection to the publication ; but , on the
contrary , has expressed to him his concurrence
in , and approbation of it . The Editor also swears ,
that for several years previously to the death of
Lord Byron , he had frequently heard Mr . Dallas
declare that his Lordship had made him a pre¬
sent of his letters to his mother ; and had also
frequently seen in Mr . Dallas ’s possession a bundle
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of letters inclosed in a cover or envelope , on
which was written « Letters of Lord Byron to his
mother , given to me by him , June , 1814or
words to that effect .
The only other corroborative
affidavit which
the legal advisers thought necessary to make use
of, was one made by Alexander Young Spearman ,
Esq . , who states , that so long ago as the
year
1822 , he had read the manuscript
memoir in
which was embodied the letters in question , and
that , to the best of his judgment , there was no¬
thing contained in the work , or in the letters
which could lower the character of Lord Byron ,
or which was of a confidential or secret nature ;
but , on the contrary , that from reading them ,
he had formed a higher and better opinion of
the character and conduct of Lord Byron than
he had previously entertained ; and that the let¬
ters were , for the most part , upon subjects of
general and public interest ; and of such a na¬
ture , that their publication would be an advan¬
tage to the cause of literature , and no breach of
honour or confidence .
From the substance of these affidavits , it may
probably strike the reader as singular , that Mr .
Dallas himself should have said nothing concern¬
ing the approbation of the present Lord Byron ;
while the Editor swears directly to his knowledge
of, and concurrence in , the publication . To ac -
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count for this , and to prove how ready both the
Author of the memoirs and the Editor were to
make any reasonable arrangement by which the
pledge to the public might be fulfilled , it will
be necessary to state some circumstances which
occurred previous to the filing of the Answer to
the Bill in Chancery ; which , as has already been
shown , was unavoidably delayed .
The present Lord and Lady Byron happened
to be on a visit to the Editor at his house at
Wooburn , towards the end of July ; and there
of reading the whole
they had an opportunity
of the work as intended for publication , and
which had so nearly gone through the press , that
they read three -fourths of it in print . Whatever
pain Lord Byron might feel on account of the
early development of the seeds of vice in his pre¬
decessor and near relation , he felt immediately
that the work was highly calculated to raise his
Lordship ’s character from the depth into which
it had subsequently fallen ; and he unreservedly
expressed his wish that the publication should
proceed . A single passage in the narrative part ,
which was observed upon by Lord Byron , was
to his desire . With these
omitted according
feelings he endeavoured , in the kindest manner ,
to clear away the obstacles which impeded its
progress ; and fearing lest his former reply to
the sudden demand for his opinion upon the sub -
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jecl , as it had been conditional , might be con¬
strued into direct disapprobation , he expressed
himself ready to state his concurrence
in the
publication . The following
affidavit was ac¬
cordingly drawn up , with the approbation of his
own legal adviser : —
,< George Anson , Lord Byron , maketh oath ,
and saith , that he well knows the defendant , R .
C . Dallas , who is the uncle of this deponent ,
and that he well knows that the said R . C . Dallas
was formerly in the habit of corresponding with
the late George Gordon , Lord Byron , to whom
the deponent is the nearest male relation and
successor . And this deponent further saith , that
having been informed that a certain work was
proposed to be published by the said R . C . Dallas ,
and to include certain letters written by the said
George Gordon , Lord Byron , to him , and to
Mrs . Catharine Gordon Byron , the mother
of
the said George Gordon , Lord Byron , this de¬
ponent declared his reluctance
to such publica¬
tion taking place until the said work should
have been examined by the relatives and friends
of the said George Gordon , Lord Byron ; and
that the said deponent now maketh oath and
saith , that he has since read the said work , en¬
titled « Private Correspondence , etc . ; ” and the
letters from the said George Gordon , Lord By -
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ron , to Kis mother , and to the defendant , R .
C . Dallas , included therein ; and this deponent
further saith , that he does not now entertain
any objection
to the publication
of the said
work .
This affidavit received the sanction of Lord
Byron ; but it having been ascertained that the
executors did not intend to make any use of the
conditional
opinion that his Lordship had ex¬
pressed , it was not thought necessary that he
should swear it ; as from motives of delicacy it
was wished if possible not to mix him up with a
dispute in which he stood in close connexion
with both sides . Nothing but the absolute ne¬
cessity which now exists of making the public
fully acquainted with all the circumstances con¬
nected with this strauge proceeding , would in¬
duce the Editor to refer to him . As , however ,
his Lordship ^s conduct throughout
the whole
business has been not only manly and open , but
also guided by an amiable desire of conciliation ,
the public mention of these transactions can only
be a testimony highly to his credit .
In consequence of what had taken place , Lord
Byron called on Mr . Hobhouse , and personally
stated his own knowledge of the nature of the
work , and his opinion respecting the propriety
of its publication . He also stated , that he knew
123 .
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the editor
was by no means averse to enter into
any reasonable
arrangement
by which
the dif¬
ficulties
in the minds
of the executors
might
be
overcome . It appears
that the plea
by which
their opposition
was defended , was , that
other
persons
possessed
letters
of the late Lord Byron ,
which
it would
be highly
improper
to give to
the public ; and that the executors
felt it their
duty to establish
their right
to prevent
the pub¬
lication
of any letters . However , Mr . Hobhousc
supposed
that matters
might
be arranged
if Mr .
Dallas would
consent
to insert
in the title - page
of the work , « published
by permission
of the
executors/
* of course
submitting
it first to the
inspection
of some person approved
of by them .
Upon immediate
consultation
with the Editor ,
he declined
giving
a promise
that such words
should
be used until
he had seen his legal ad¬
visers ; but he authorised
Lord
Byron
to state
that
he perfectly
concurred
in the spirit
of the

proposed

arrangement

, and offered at once to

submit
the work to the inspection
of a friend of
Lord Byron ’s , well known to the executors , but
with whom the Editor
himself
was totally
unac¬
quainted
, and to abide
by his opinion . This
was mentioned
within
the same
hour
to Mr .
Hobhouse
, who was satisfied with the person na¬
med , and promised
to consult
his colleague , Mr .
Hanson , upon the business . It may not be ini *
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proper here to insert part of a letter , written
by Mr . Dallas to the Editor , upon hearing of
this proposal : <—
« A $ to an executor ' s veto — shall an executor
be allowed to decide on the publication
of a
work ( letters ) on general topics , when it may
be enough that there is in it a difference of opi¬
nion on religion , morality , or politics ? This
is an argument which should be strongly urged .
I see neither law nor equity in such a veto , yet
do not deny either , if the letters are libellous ;
but this is not to be vaguely supposed , and my
letter to Mrs . Leigh , far from supporting such a
suggestion , supports the contrary .« « However ,
I do not wish to keep up contention , and have
no objection ( go which way the Chancellor ’s de¬
cision may ) to say , printed with consent of the
executors — and they will be foolish not to con¬
sent , for the circulation of the work would be
but wider if they do not ; so act in this as you
judge best . But I do not think the sheets should
be shown to him .
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I believe I cut out the Portsmouth anecdote . I
know I did , and he is hardly even alluded to in
any of the letters ; but he ought not to see it . **
« The Chancellor ' s dissolving this injunction
is
no reason why he should not grant injunctions
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against the publications of Moore or * * * which ,
unsupported
by such an answer and such testi¬
monies as mine , might be confirmed . Our case
does not decide the general question : our docu¬
ments take it out of the general case of publishing
injurious letters . ”
While Mr . Hobhouse went to consult his col¬
league , the Editor applied to his legal advisers ,
by whom certain legal difficulties , about the
word « permission , ” were slated to him . In con¬
sequence of what there took place , he drew out
the following statement , which he gave to Lord
Byron as the ground for the future conducting of
the negotiation .
« Mr . Dallas has no objection
to insert the
following advertisement
after the title page of
the work .
« ADVERTISEMENT

.

« The publication
of this work having been de¬
layed in consequence of an injunction from the
Court of Chancery , obtained on the application
of the executors of Lord Byron , it is proper to
stale upon their authority that the work had not
been submitted to their inspection , when they
entertained
their objection to its publication ;
but that , having since been made acquainted
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with its contents , they have withdrawn their ob¬
jection , and consented to the dissolution of the
injunction . M
of the executors of the late
« If the objection
of this
Lord Byron be , that the publication
work should not be drawn into a precedent by
others , for giving to the world their improper
relative to Lord
compilations
and unauthorised
Byron , it is presumed that this advertisement
will be considered sufficient for that purpose .
If the executors do not consider this to be
sufficient for that purpose , Mr . Dallas would
only object to the words ‘ published by permis¬
sion of the executors of the late Lord Byron/
being printed with the work , inasmuch as it
may seem to acknowledge a property as belong¬
ing to the executors , which he does not acknow¬
ledge to belong to them — but to meet the sup¬
posed object of the executors , as above stated ,
Mr . Dallas will consent to the insertion of those
words , if the executors will sign a paper to the
following effect : —
u ‘ We , the executors of the late Lord Byron ,
hereby assign and make over to R . C . Dallas ,
his heirs , executors , or assigns , all and every
interest , properly , right , claim , or demand
whatsoever , ( if any such we have , ) in such let¬
ters of the said Lord Byron as are inserted in a
work , entitled ‘ Private Correspondence of Lord
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Byron , etc . etc . * •whether such letters are ad¬
dressed to the said R . C . Dallas , or to Mrs . Ca¬
therine Gordon Byron , the mother of the said
Lord Byron/ ”
In the mean time , however , the two executors
had consulted together , and Lord Byron received
the following communication
from Mr . Hob house : —
« I saw Mr . Hanson this evening , and have to
inform you , that he objects to stopping the pro¬
ceedings until the question can be laid before
counsel , after your friend Mr . Dallas has filed
his affidavits , or made his answer . ”
This opening being thus closed up , the answer
and affidavits were filed . Whether
the question
of negotiation was laid before counsel or not ,
Mr . Hanson best knows ; but all that the Editor
can say is , that four affidavits were immediately
filed , intended to oppose the dissolution of the
injunction .
The first was the affidavit of William Fletcher ,
in which he swears that he had lived with Lord
Byron for the last eighteen years , as his Lord¬
ship ' s valet and head servant , and accompanied
him abroad in the month of April , t8i6 . He
then declares , .. that when he was with Lord By¬
ron at Venice , in the latter end of the year 1816 ,
or the beginning of 1817 , ina conversation which
he then and there had with his Lordship , touching

\
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liis property and tilings which lie had left behind
to
him in England , the deponent represented
him , that some of his ( Fletcher ' s ) property had
been seized by his Lordship ’s creditors , together
with his own property , when Lord Byron stated
to the deponent , that he would make good his
( Fletcher ' s ) loss . And he , the said Lord Byron ,
then told the deponent , that he was extremely
glad that he the said Lord Byron had taken care
of most of the things that were of most conse¬
quence to him , such as letters and papers , which
he thought of more consequence than all they
had seized ; for that he the said Lord Byron had
before left them with several of his friends , to
be taken care of for him ; some with Mr . Hob house , others with Mrs . Leigh , and others with
Mr . Dallas , meaning the above - named defendant ,
Robert Charles Dallas , at the same time saying
to deponent , ‘ You know Mr . Dallas , he who
used so often to call on me , ' or to that effect . ”
To this assertion Fletcher adds his opinion and
impression , that in speaking of the letters and
papers so left in the care of Mr . Dallas , Lord
Byron spoke of them as his own property , and
did not convey to Fletcher ' s mind any notion
that he had given them to Mr . Dallas .
It was really necessary that Fletcher should
have sworn to his impression and opinion , as
to the proprietor of the papers so left , for , from
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the subject of the conversation , in the course of
which they were casually mentioned , it seems
doubtful whether Fletcher did not think Lord
Byron meant that they were his ( Fletcher ’s ) pro¬
perly , to make up for the loss of the articles
seized by his lordship ’s creditors . This interpre¬
tation however would militate against Mr . Hob house ’s affidavit , where he swears that Lord By¬
ron never meant the letters to be published , as
the only value they could have been to Fletcher
would be from the « valuable consideration ” which
he might obtain for their publication .
But no ; this was not Fletcher ’s - idea of the
matter . He understood
that whatever papers
Lord Byron left with Mr . Dallas were left for
safe custody , because , as Mr . llobhouse says , he
was going to leave England .
It is somewhat singular
that leaving papers
and letters , several boxes containing great quan¬
tities of them , as is afterwards sworn , which he
considered of more consequence than the goods
and chattels of which his creditors had deprived
him , with Mr . Hobhouse and Mrs . Leigh , Lord
Byron should have selected a very small bundle
of particular letters , and left them , and them
only , in the charge of another person nearly
two years before he went abroad . So small and
particular a selection from the great mass of his
papers seems strange , unless , having high value
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for them , he did not consider that -which was
safe custody for his other papers was safe custody
for these . But there is a stranger circumstance ,
that the letters
too , which under the supposition
were so left for special safe custody when he was
going abroad , is not only strange but absolutely
unaccountable . In the autumn of the same year ,
1814 , on which this sacred deposit was supposed
to be made , and only a few months after , the
person to whom this precious charge was given ,
took the very step , the intention of doing which
is said to have produced the deposit . He left
the country and went abroad ; and on the day
before he set off from London , in conversation
with Lord Byron , he told him that his object in
then going , was to seek the most eligible place
for a future residence for himself and his family
abroad . Yet did nothing pass upon the subject
look place
of such a deposit . A communication
between them , when Mr . Dallas was at Bordeaux ,
in Dec . 1814 . And when , in March , i 8 i 5 , the
return of Buonaparte to France brought him home
again , he visited Lord Byron as before ; yet did
nothing pass upon the subject of such a deposit .
At the end of the year i 8 i 5 , Mr . Dallas took
his family abroad and settled in IN'ormandy ,
taking with him the letters which Lord Byron
had made him a present of . Lord Byron knew
of this second going abroad , and heard from Mr .

Dallas when he had fixed upon his place of re¬
sidence ; yet did nothing pass upon the subject
of such a deposit .
But to come nearer to the time mentioned in
Fletcher ' s affidavit , that in which his conversa¬
tion occurred with Lord Byron . In the begin¬
ning of the very same year , 1816 , his lordship ,
being then about to leave England , himself pro¬
posed to Mr . Dallas ’s son , ( the Editor who now
writes this narrative , ) to accompany him in his
travels . A long conversation took place upon
the subject , in which Mr . Dallas was mentioned ;
and perhaps the Editor will be pardoned , under
the present circumstances , for adding that he
was mentioned by Lord Byron with a grateful
feeling , as « one of his oldest and best friends . ”
His place of residence was referred to ; and yet
not one word passed that had the least reference
to any deposit of papers or letters as having
been made to him . If Lord Byron had given va¬
luable papers in charge to Mr . Dallas for safe
custody , when his lordship was going abroad ,
would it not have been natural that he should
resume them when he found that the person with
whom he had deposited them was himself in
the situation which had induced him to put
them out of his own custody P And when in fact
he was leaving the country , in conversing with
Mr . Dallas ’s son would he not most probably

have mentioned tlic circumstance , as a remem¬
brance or as a renewal of the charge , if even he
had not thought fit to resume it ? If therefore
Fletcher ’s remembrance of a very casual remark
at the distance of eight years lie correct , it is
more reasonable to suppose that Lord Byron
merely the literary
spoke loosely , recollecting
he had so long had with Mr .
communication
Dallas , than to place such an incidental remark
against the body of circumstantial evidence which
has been brought to prove the gift of these let¬
ters to Mr . Dallas .
The next affidavit is really ludicrous ; it is
sworn by the Honourable Leicester Stanhope ;
and begins by slating « that for several months
prior , and down to the time of Lord Byron ’s
death , which happened on the 19th of April last
at Missolonghi , an intimacy subsisted between
him , the deponent , and the said Lord Byron . *
It is truly absurd to see how all Lord Byron ’s
the word intimacy .
monthly friends prostitute
of his Lordship ’s Conversations ,
The reporter
lately published , is a remarkable iStance of this ,
and the present affidavit is no less so ; it shall
be g ’ven to the reader in Mr . Stanhope ’s own words .
The honourable deponent goes on thus : —
cjSaith , that about three months before said
Lord Byron ’s death , he , deponent , held a con *

Go
vcrsatvn with said Lord Byron , touching the
events of his Lordship ' s life , and the publication
thereof at a future period ; and , upon that oc¬
casion , said Lord Byron , in talking to him , de¬
ponent , of certain persons who , he said , were
in possession of the requisite information
for
writing a Memoir , or History of his , said Lord
Byron ' s , Life , he , said Lord Byron , made no
allusion whatsoever to the defendant , Robert
Charles Dallas , or to any Memoir , or History
of his Lordship , or the events of his life , pre¬
paring , or prepared by him , said Robert Charles
Dallas ; but , on the contrary , said Lord Byron ,
in the course of the conversation above alluded
to , named two individuals by name , as being
the most competent
to write the History , or
Memoir , of his life , neither of whom was said
Robert Charles Dallas .
« Saith , that said Lord Byron never , in con¬
versation which deponent so had with him as
aforesaid , or in any other conversation which
be , deponent , had with said Lord Byron , ever
mentioned , % r alluded , to the name of said
Robert Charles Dallas , or intimated , or con¬
veyed , to deponent , that he , said I .,oru Byron ,
knew that said Robert Charles Dallas had any
intention of publishing any Memoir , or History ,
or Life of his Lordship , or that he had given
said Robert Charles Dallas any permission
to

write or publish any thing concerning said Lord
Byron , or any letters written by him , said Lord
Byron , and which deponent thinks it extremely
probable said Lord Byron would have done had
he possessed any knowledge of said RobertCharlcs
Dallas ’s intention to publish any thing concern¬
ing him , said Lord Byron , and more particularly
if said Lord Byron had given said Robert Charles
Dallas any consent or permission so to do . ”
The Honourable Leicester Stanhope ’s idea of
of a few months
the necessary communicativeness
intimacy is somewhat new , and will , of course ,
have sufficient weight to prevent any but the two
persons who are properly qualified from writing
any thing about Lord Byron .
After this Mr . liobhousc appears again to aver ,
in an affidavit , « that for the space of seventeen
years previous , and down to the time of the death
of the above - named Lord Byron , which happened
about the 19th of April last , he was upon terms
of the closest intimacy and friendship with Lord
Byron ; and , during the years 1814 and i8i5 ,
he associated much with Lord Byron , and was
in the habit of corresponding with Lord Byron
from the time he last left England , which was
in the month of April , 1816 ; and the deponent
declares that upon Lord Byron ’s going abroad ,
his Lordship left in his hands , and under his
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care , several boxes , containing great quantities
of private letters and papers , which he desired
deponent t j take care of for him during his ab¬
sence from England . ” lie goes on to swear ,
« That Lord Byron did also , previous to his so
going abroad , as deponent believes , leave quan¬
tities of letters and papers of a private nature ,
with others of his friends in England for safe
custody , and to be taken care of for him . And ,
that Lord Byron , for many years previous to his
so going abroad , as aforesaid , was in the habit
of imparting his private concerns and transactions
to him , but that Lord Byron never told him , or
gave him , in any manner , to understand , that
he had presented , or given , any letters whatsoever
to R . C . Dallas , for his own use , or benefit , or
to be published . ”
If this assertion is good for any thing , it is
good to prove Lord Byron did not leave the let¬
ters with Mr . Dallasybr safe custody • for , if in
the course of such confidential communication ,
as is here described , his Lordship never men¬
tioned to Mr . llobhouse having done so , even
while placing large quantities of papers in his
own hands for safe custody , when it would have
been so very natural to refer to the circumstance ,
the inference is strong that no such circumstance
took place . If Lord Byron had mentioned to
Mr . llobhouse
having so done , he certainly
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would

Lave

sworn

to that fact , when ,

from

the

paucity
of positive information
, he was reduced
to the necessity
of swearing
to suppositions
, as
lias been shewn .
The case , therefore
, stands
thus : Mr . ilobhouse
docs swear - that Lord Byron
did not tell him that he had given the letters to
Mr . Dallas ; and Mr . Ilobhouse
does not swear
that Lord Byron
told him he had left them for
safe custody
with
Mr . Dallas ; the one proves
one fact at least , as much
as the other
proves
the other , and , therefore
, in this debtor
and
creditor
account
of the affidavit
the balance
is
isothikg .
Mr . Ilobhouse
ends his affidavit
by swearing
« that
Lord Byron
had it in contemplation
, to
the knowledge
of the deponent
, to go abroad
about June , 1814 , and had actually
made pre¬
parations
for such his last - mentioned
journey ,
and that the deponent
had agreed to accompany
him , but that Lord Byron afterwards
altered
his
intention
, and did not go . ”
This point also forms
the opening
assertion
of
the next deponent , the Honourable
Augusta Mary
Leigh , the half sister of the late Lord Byron .
She states that
she well remembers
that Lord
Byron did , about June , 1814 , make preparations
,
and then had it in contemplation
to go abroad ,
but that he did not then go abroad
as be had
contemplated
and intended .
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When

a lady swears

merely

to her remem *
make a mistake
in a year , especially after the lapse of ten years
since the circumstance took place . But , in this
case , Mr . Hobhouse swears « to the knowledge
of the deponent , M therefore we are bound , not
only to believe what he asserts , but to under¬
stand , that previous to so positive an assertion
upon a point where the difference of time makes
all the difference in the matter , he must have
consulted any memorandums
he may have made ,
referred to pocket -books or letters , so as to con¬
vince himself from some more tangible data than
that furnished by memory , that it really was
« about June , 1814 , ” and not , « about June , i8i3 n
that the intention
of going abroad existed in
Lord Byron ' s mind .
These observations have arisen from a singular
coincidence . Amongst the late Mr . Dallas ' s pa¬
pers the Editor has found a printed catalogue of
books belonging to Lord Byron , to be sold .
The Editor has frequently before seen this cata¬
logue , and been informed by Mr . Dallas that it
referred to an intended sale of Lord Byron ' s li¬
brary , which was to have taken place in conse¬
quence of his intention to go abroad ; but that
he altered his intention before the day of sale ,
though after the announcement , and that conse¬
quently the books were saved from the hammer .
}>ranee , she may very innocently
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The catalogue is curious , as many of the boohs
•were presentation
copies , given to his Lordship
by the authors , with their autographs in them ;
but its particular curiosity is from its containing
the following description of two lots :
Lot i5i

A silver sepulchral urn , made with
great taste . Within it are contained
human bones , taken from a tomb
within the long wall of Athens , in
the month of February , 1811 . The
urn weighs 187 02 . 5 dwt .

Lot \ $ 2 A silver cup , containing
« Root of hemlock , gathered in the
dark , ”
according
to the direction
of the
•witches in Macbeth .
The hemlock
was plucked at Athens by the noble
proprietor , in 1811 . — The silver
cup weighs 29 oz . 8 dwts .
’

The title -page of this catalogue is as follows :—
« A catalogue of books , the property of a noble¬
man about to leave England on a tour to the
Morea . To which are added a silver sepulchral
urn , containing relics brought from Athens , in
1811 ; and a silver cup , the property of the same
noble person ; which will be sold by auction by
123 .
E

G6
R . H . Evans , at "his house , No . 26 ,

Pall Mall ,
on Thursday , July 8th , and the following day .
Catalogues to he had , and the books viewed at
the place of sale . ”
So far this all corroborates the statement made
in the two affidavits under consideration , that
Lord Byron intended to go abroad , and made
preparations to that effect , about June — for it
is to be supposed that the 8th of July may fairly
come within the interpretation
of that phrase * .
There is , however , a generally neglected part of
the title page , which happened to catch the Edi¬
tors eye on reading it oyer ; it is the date fol¬
lowing the printer ' s name , which runs thus ,
« Printed
by JJ ' . Bulmer and . Co . Cleveland -row ,
St . James ’s , i8i3 . ” This may possibly be a ty¬
pographical
error , and this .sale of books may
really have been a part of the preparation
for
going abroad , which Mr . Hobhouse and Mrs .
Leigh swear was made by Lord Byron , in 1814 ,
r should the date of this catalogue be correct ,
probably Lord Byron made an annual prepara *
tion for leaving England about June . If any
* The gift of the letters to Mr . Dallas was
made by Lord Byron , on the 10th of June ,
1814 , in performance of a promise made in
April , 1812 .

*

6;

reader happens to know of a similar preparation
made by Lord Byron , about June , in the year
1812 , or about June , in the year i8i5 , the chain
of preparations
between his first return about
June , in 1811 , and his second departure , about
June , 18165 will be established , and the fact of
the two preparations
before referred to will be
strongly corroborated .
The object of Mr . llobhouse and Mrs . Leigh
is to establish their statement , that Lord Byron
placed the letters in question with Mr . Dallas ,
for safe custody , ,< being about to leave the
country . ” That statement would altogether fall
to the ground if Lord Byron ' s intention to go
abroad was in June , i8i3 , as he gave the letters
in June 1814 , a twelvemonth after he had aban¬
doned his intention , having promised to give
one of them in April , 1812 , a twelvemonth be¬
fore he formed his intention . It is , therefore ,
to be regretted , as there is proof in print that
the intention to leave the country was in i8i3 ,
that Mr . Hobhouse , in his affidavit concerning
his knowledge of the fact , did not mention or
allude to some of the tangible data , upou which
he doubtless established that knowledge in his
own mind , instead of resting altogether upon the
corroborative
remembrance of Mrs . Leigh .
Mrs . Leigh , by her affidavit , further presents ,
upon oath , a debtor aud creditor account , si-
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rnilar to that -which Mr . Hohhouse had already
exhibited respecting the fact of Lord Byron ’s ne¬
ver having mentioned either the delivery for safe
custody , or the gift of the disputed letters . This
account having been sufficiently audited in the
former case , it is only necessary to state in the
present , that a similar examination of it leads
to a similar
thitc .

conclusion

that

the

balance

is no -

This honourable lady , upon her oath , declares
also , that she « believes that such letters were
left or deposited , by Lord Byron , in the care
or beeping of R . C . Dallas , for the use of him ,
the said Lord Byron , in the same manner as his
Lordship left such other letters and papers with
deponent and others of his friends ” — that is to
say , she swears that she docs not believe Mr .
Dallases assertion upon oath , which she must
have seen , as these affidavits were filed in answer
to it . Mr . Dallas felt it unnecessary to give
himself the pain of positively contradicting
the
belief sworn to in this affidavit . But the Editor
refers the reader to the whole of the foregoing
observations , that he may form his opinion as
to the grounds upon which the contradiction
might have been given .
The Editor ’s task is now drawing to a close ,
After a considerable , though unavoidable delay ,
arising from the mass of business which perempto -

)

rily occupied the attention of the Court of Chan¬
cery , on the very last day of the Lord Chancel¬
lor ' s public sittings , an attempt was made to
bring on the consideration
of the cause , Hob house v Dallas , out of its proper rotation . This
was resisted ; but Lord Eldon being informed of
the pressing nature of the business , kindly con¬
sented to take the papers to his house , and with¬
out calling for the arguments of counsel , gave
his decision at a private sitting . * Accordingly ,
on the a 3 d of August , 1824 , the Lord Chancel¬
lor delivered the following judgment in his pri¬
vate room . It is copied literally from the short¬
hand writer ' s notes .
„ Lord

Chakcellor

. — In the case of Hobhouse

and Dallas , I shall reserve my judgment on one
point till Wednesday , because I think it an ex¬
tremely difficult point . But upon the point ,
whether this gentleman can publish the letters
that Lord Byron wrote to himself , I cannot say
that it is possible for him to be allowed to do
that . I apprehend the law , as it has been settled
with respect to letters — the property in letters
* It is owing to this circumstance that no re¬
port of the cause has appeared in the public
papers .

7°
( and -whether that was a decision that could
very well have stood at first or not , I will not
undertake to say , but it is so settled , therefore I
do not think I ought to trouble myself at all
about it , ) that if A . writes a letter to B . , B . has
the property in that letter , for the purpose of
reading and keeping it , but no property in it to
publish it ; and , therefore , the consequence of
that is , that unless the point which relates to
the letters that were written by Lord Byron to
his mother is a point that can be extended to the
letters written by Lord Byron to this gentleman
himself , — unless the point on the first case af¬
fect the point on the second , it appears to me
that the letters written to himself clearly fall
within that rule which I am now alluding to .
« The other is a thing which , after carefully
reading the bill , and answers of these gentlemen
who propose to be the publishers , I have formed
an inclination of opinion about it , but which I
w' ill not at this moment express , because 1 think
that opinion must be wrong , unless it is founded
on every word that is to be found in all the an¬
swer relative to the transaction of Lord Byron ’s
putting these letters into the hands of Mr . Dallas .
That is a point on which I would rather reserve
my opinion till "Wednesday morning , and then
I will conclude it with respect to that question .
With respect to the letters written to himself ; I

is ,

7 1

no doubt at all about it .
confess I entertain
And there is another circumstance too , I think ,
which is , that it is a very different thing with
respect to letters written by Lord Byron to his
mother — it is a very different thing , as it ap¬
pears to me , publishing as information what those
as matters of
letters may have communicated
the letters themselves . If
fact , and publishing
morning , 1 will
you are here on Wednesday
give you my judgment on the point which I have
reserved , and if you are not hare , 1 will give it
on Saturday . "
« Counsel . — Then of course the injunction
continues as to the letters written to Mr . Dallas
himself ? "
« Lord

Chancellor

— Yes ; and

with

respect

to

the others that will stand over till Wednesday .
I don ’ t see if an action was brought against Mr .
Dallas for publishing the other letters , I don ’ t
see how he could defend that action ; for the
question about the other letters depends entirely ,
I think , on what is supposed to have passed be¬
tween himself and Lord Byron alone ; and , there¬
fore , if an action was brought against him , there
could be no evidence at all that would take his
case out of the reach of the law . "
These are the words of the Lord Chancellor ’s
decision as far as it goes . Nothing took place
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on the Wednesday with respect to the reserved
points but his Lordship left town on the follow¬
ing Monday , and previously to so doing , he de¬
sired the Registrar of the Court to inform Mr »
Dallas ’s solicitor , that « the injunction must re¬
main in all its points . ”
That no step might be omitted which could by
possibility enable Mr . Dallas to redeem the pledge
which he had given to the public , the following
letter was sent to the executors by the parties
restrained , b ^^ ahe injunction
of the Court of
Chancery , froi ^ rublishing the letters in question *
« To the Executors

of the late Right Honour¬
able Lord Byron .

« London , 24th of September , 1824 .
« Gentlemen

,

« As the Lord Chancellor

has given his opi¬
nion that the Letters of the late Lord Byron ,
contained in the work which we intended to
publish , cannot be made public without the
permission of his Lordship ’s executors , we beg
to state to you , that the work in question has
been perused by the present Lord Byron , who
has . expressed his approbation
of it , and his
desire that it should appear ; and we now re¬
quest the permission of the executors for its
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publication , declaring , at the same time , our
readiness to submit the work to tbcinspection
of any person to be mutually approved of by
both parties in this transaction ; and if any
omissions should be suggested to make all suck
as , upon a fair examination , may be considered
propel ' .
« The favour of an immediate
answer is re¬
quested , addressed under cover to our soli¬
citors , Messrs . S . Turner and Son , lied Lion square .
(iWe remain , gentlemen ,
« Your most obedient servants ,
« Alex . R . C . Dallas , for R . C . Dallas
« Charles
Knight , for myself ,
and Henhy Colburn . >}

,

In consequence of this letter written by the
parties to the executors themselves , Messrs . Tur¬
ner and ^ on , the solicitors to those parties , re¬
ceived the following letter , without a date , from
Mr . Charles Hanson , the solicitor
to the exe¬
cutors : —
« Gentlemen

,

uZIohhouse and another v . Dallas and others .
« Iaxi

directed

by

the

executors

of the

late

Lord Byron , in answer to a letter addressed to
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a proposal
them by your clients , containing
of the laic Lord Byron ' s
for the publication
you ,
inform
to
,
question
in
work
the
in
letters
to
do not deem it proper
that the executors
of any of Lord By the publication
sanction
ron ' s letters ; and that they are advised to pur up
the delivering
to compel
sue legal measures
as they are en¬
to them such of the letters
to possess . It has
titled as his representatives
that a pub¬
to the executors
been represented
has been
in question
of the letters
lication
do not
The executors
abroad .
contemplated
vouch for the truth of this report ; but 1 think
to mention , that if such a thing
it proper
by the
be deemed
be done , it will
should
granted
of the Injunction
a contempt
executors
in this cause .
« I am , etc .
<( CllAS . IIansok

.”

avenue
This letter having closed every possible
could be given to
the correspondence
by which
, T>Ir .
the British public , as had been promised
was
which
in the situation
was placed
Dallas
; and
narrative
of this
at the beginning
stated
left to him but the step
there was no alternative
Re¬
has now been taken . The following
which
establish
will , it is hoped , sufficiently
collections

)
\
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the propriety
of the intended
publication
as far
as relates to the nature of ils contents j this state¬
ment is now given to the public
with a view to
prove
the propriety
of Mr . Dallas ’s intention
and conduct
in promising
its publication
; and
the existence
of the injunction
relieves him from
all blame
in not performing
his promise .
After the full statement
that has been made , it
will not be necessary
to detain
the reader
much
longer
from
the perusal
of the Recollections
themselves .
There are , however , three
points
to which
the Editor
begs to draw attention
:—
The first is the difference
between
the words
« private
* and „ confidential
. * The parties who
oppose
the publication
of the correspondence
made use of them as synonymous
; against
this
use of them , the parlies
who intended
the pub¬
lication
distinctly
protest .
The private
letters
of a public
man are those in which , unrestrained
by the present
intention
of publication
to the
world , he naturally
and inartificially
conveys his
thoughts
, sentiments
, and opinions
to a friend .
Can it be said that when a man ’s celebrity
has
raised him from his peculiar
circle to belong
to
the unlimited
one of all mankind
, and when his
death has made him the subject
of history , and
rendered
the development
of his character
in¬
teresting
to all the world , it is a breach
of con¬
fidence to give to the world
such private
letters

7

6

so written ? Confidential letters are those in
which any man intrusts that which at the time
he would not make known , tq the keeping and
secrecy of one in whom he confides . Such let¬
ters , it is a breach of confidence , and highly
dishonourable , to publish . The editor submits
these definitions to the criticism of the public ;
and by them he wishes the matter in question to
be tried . Messrs . Hobhouse and Hanson , without
ever having read one word of the letters pro¬
posed to be published , swear , that they are con¬
fidential , and that the publication of them would
he a breach of honour and confidence . Mr . Dal¬
las , Mr . Spearman , Mr . Knight , and the present
Editor , after having carefully read over all the
letters , swear , that they are wot confidential .
that they are
Mr . Dallas not only acknowledges
private 3 according to the above definition , but
he publishes them because they are so j if they
were not they would not be worth publishing
now . But had they been confidential no induce¬
ment on earth wrould have prevailed with Mr .
Dallas to submit them to the inspection of any
third person whatever , much less to publish
them .
The second point to be attended to is the re¬
luctance of Mr . Dallas to submit the correspon¬
dence to the inspection of the executors , with a
view to their decision on its publication . This

point has been already
incidentally
touched
upon ; but a few more observations may , per¬
haps , be pardonable . Mr . Dallas never denied
the right of an executor to prevent the post¬
humous publication of letters which were either
libellous , or injurious to the deceased , or other¬
wise improper for publication j but , without ad¬
verting to the legal question , he did deny that
persons differing from an author in opinions
respecting religion , morality , politics , and pa¬
triotism , ought to have unlimited control , and
the power of an unalterable veto , over a work ,
in which those subjects were more or less dis¬
cussed . For this reason he refused to submit
the work in question to Messrs . Hobhouse and
Hanson , because , as far as he knew , or had
heard of cither , he had grounds for believing
that he differed materially from them both on
one or other of those points . But when a third
person was mentioned , to whom the book might
be submitted , the greatest readiness was shown
to make an amicable arrangement ; and the pro¬
position contained in the iinal letter to the exe¬
cutors , is exactly the same as was made in a pre¬
vious stage of the business through the present
Lord Byron .
The third point to be mentioned is that , after
reading this narrative , it cannot but be painful
to be forced to the conviction that the opposition
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of the executors amounts , by their ovrn confes¬
sion in the affidavits , to a matter oj property
only . They cannot venture to say , in the face
of all the evidence adduced as to the nature of
^
in
the work , that they oppose its publication
tenderness to Lord Byron ' s character ; they know
it is more likely to exalt his character , as far as
it may be exalted , than any other work that can
be written ; they know that those who most de¬
sire to see Lord Byron ' s character placed , if
possible , in a better light than it stands at pre¬
sent , approve of the work , and wish it to be
made public . Neither can they venture to say
to
that they fear to allow this correspondence
appear , lest it should be taken as a precedent ,
and other letters less proper should afterwards
come forth ; for they have the power offered to
them of sanctioning the work in the title page
by their « permission , '* which would leave them
at liberty to resist any unsanctioned publication .
They , therefore , are forced to acknowledge , as
they do in the course of these proceedings , that
their opposition is a matter of property , — that
is to say , that they want to make the most of
these letters for the benefit of the late Lord By *
rou ’s legatee * .
* It is hardly possible to be believed that all
these oaths , as of knowledge upon surmis -
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No one , under all the circumstances , can
doubt , morally speaking , that Lord Byron made
a free gift to Mr . Dallas of his mother ' s letters .
Ollier proof than that which can now be given
might , perhaps , be necessary to satisfy the re¬
quirements of law ; but , certainly , the oaths
that have been sworn are not calculated
to re¬
move the moral conviction from the mind , that
the letters arc the property of Mr . Dallas . As it
is not according to the rules of law that matters
of feeling are decided , there is a circumstance ,
of no slight importance , which should be taken
into consideration
iii forming an opinion upon
this transaction . For many years of his life Lord
Byron never saw Mrs . Leigh , and would have no
communication
with her ; he was averse to the
ings , have for their object to add a few
hundreds to the hundred thousand of pounds
that Lord Byron has stripped from an ancient
and honourable title which they were meant
to support — not to give to his daughter ,
which would have put the silence of feeling
upon the reproach of justice , but to enrich
his sister of the half blood , she being mar¬
ried , and of course naturally bound only
to expect and to follow the fortunes of her
husband .

o
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society of the sex , and thought lightly of family
This separation continued from his boy¬
ties .
hood up to the year 1812 ; during the latter part
of which period Mr . Dallas , continually , hut
fruitlessly , endeavoured to induce Lord Byron to
take notice of Mrs . Leigh . However , after his
return to England , when the publication oiChilde
Harold was approaching , his arguments were
urged with more force , and Lord Byron , at
length , yielded to them . The gift of an early
was one of the first steps
copy of the Pilgrimage
towards a renewal of intercourse ; and the kind
and affectionate terms in which that gift was ex¬
pressed , as mentioned in the following Recol¬
lections , were the result of feelings which Mr .
Dallas had endeavoured to excite . That gentle¬
man , during his life time , never took merit to
himself for promoting this union , though he has
to the
frequently mentioned the circumstances
Editor , who now makes use of them without
having been entrusted to do so ; but , impelled
by the necessity of vindicating his father under
the unexpected treatment he has experienced * .
* The result of this union , 50 produced , has
been , that Lord Byron , against all moral
right , has applied the money procured by
the sale of ISewstead Abbey , to enrich his

)

The Lord Chancellor ’s decision sets the question
of law at rest j and the Editor is anxious distinctly
to state , that neither Mr . Dallas nor himself have
ever presumed to call in question the soundness
of an opinion given by the venerable LordEldon .
Neither of them , indeed , had taken the legal
view of the subject , which his Lordship appears
to have entertained ; and they were warranted in
bringing the matter to an issue , by the opinion of
one of the most deservedly celebrated lawyers at
the Chancery Bar . "Without
such an opinion ,
half sister , and left the family title without
the family estate which belonged to it . It
may be said against all moral right , because
the grant of Newstead was made by Henry
VIII . , to his ancestor , as the representative ,
at that time , of a very ancient and honour¬
able family , which was afterwards ennobled
by James I . , having the estate , as well as
that of Rochdale , in possession , to support
the title so given . Lord Byron received this
title and estate together in collateral descent ,
he being the grand nephew only of his pre¬
decessor . The law which destroyed the per¬
petuity of entails could not destroy the feeling
which makes a man morally bound to trans¬
it .
F
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they certainly would not have added the heavy
expenses of a Chancery Suit , to the already con¬
siderable loss occasioned by the nearly completed
preparations for publishing a large edition of the
necessary ,
work in quarto . It is particularly
thus publicly to declare an humble submission
to the authority of the Court of Chancery , as the
appearance of the work in France may induce
a supposition that the Author and Editor could
be guilty of an intentional contempt of that
Court . To prevent such a supposition , which
mit such honours and such an estate together
to his successors ; and had Lord Byron ' s
grand uncle sold News lead and Rochdale ,
because he had no son , nor even brother ,
nor nephew , nor cousin , to succeed him ,
but only a grand nephew , his Lordship
would have been the first to have felt the
moral injustice done him . Lord Byron is
succeeded in a nearer relationship than that
in which he stood to his predecessor ; yet
he leaves a title and a name distinguished in
almost every generation , from the conquest ,
without any of the rewards which were given
to the successive bearers of that name , to
support its ancient honours .
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be very far from the truth , the Editor
has only to declare , that the arrangements
for
publication with Messrs . A . and W . Galignani ,
of Paris , were made by Mr . Dallas , not only be¬
fore the matter was decided ; but that the founda¬
tion of those arrangements
was laid before the
work was offered to any bookseller in London .
To this fact the following letter will bear testi¬
mony : —

« To Messrs . A . and W . Galignani
« *5Ve. Adresse

May
«<Gektlemen

, Paris .

, near Havre de Grace ,
3 1 , 1824 .

,

« You may , perhaps , remember my calling
at your house when I was in Paris some time
ago . I write at present to inform you , that I
have some very interesting manuscripts ofLord
Byron ’s , which I am going to publish in Lon¬
don , where I purpose to send them as soon as
they are copied . I am not decided as to dis¬
posing of the copyright ; but whether I do or
not , I mean to offer them to a Paris publisher
for a translation , so that the French and Eng¬
lish editions may appear at the same time . I

offer you the preference ; hut I Leg an imme¬
diate answer , as I mean , if you decline the
offer , to write to a friend in Paris to treat with
another respectable bookseller .
(( "With regard to the interest of the work ,
you cannot , it is true , Judge of that without
a more particular communication ; but all I
wish at present to know is , whether you would
enter into this speculation , if the manuscripts
prove to possess great interest . I would give
you a sight of them , if the distance between us
did not prevent it , but in the course of this
week they go to London .
((‘When I was in Paris , I gave you a print
of Lord Byron . It was much . soiled , but cer¬
tainly the best likeness 1 have seen of him .
You purposed having a reduced engraving made
of it — did you get it done ?
(( I am , gentlemen
« Your humble

,
servant ,
« R . C . Dallas . n

After arranging for the publication in England ,
Mr . Dallas returned without loss of time to France .
At Paris , lie entered into a written agreement with

Messrs . Galignani , according to the terms of which
the sheets were transmitted to them , as they were
struck off in London . Mr . Dallas himself re¬
mained in Paris to conduct the work through
the press ; and it had nearly advanced as far as
the edition in England , when the progress of both
was arrested by the Injunction . Mr . Dallas has
been under the necessity of abiding by the pe¬
cuniary loss to a large amount , which the ad¬
vanced state of the work , when stopped , brings
upon him in England .; but this very fact is a
reason why he should be unable to meet a si¬
milar loss to nearly a similar amount in France .
And not only were tbe .actual expenses incurred
to be considered , but , by suppressing tbe work
in Paris , he would have been liable to the con¬
sequences of a law - suit upon bis formal contract
there also . Mr . Dallas , therefore , was left with¬
out a reasonable alternative , and the arrange¬
ments with Messrs . Galignani have been allowed
to proceed ; and this the more necessarily , as
from tbe number of hands through which tbe
manuscript bad passed , and the copies of it which
had been dispersed for translation
and other li¬
terary purposes , it was impossible to guard against
the almost certain appearance of the work in
part , or in the whole , however unsanctioned by
the approbation of the Editor . In these arrange -
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merits with
Mr . Colburn
spect parties
having been
agreement .

Messrs . Galignanl , Mr . Knight and
were not , and are not , in any re¬
; — the right of such publication
reserved to Mr . Dallas in the original

§ 7

NOTE

.

As , in the first page of this work , it is as¬
serted that Lord Bjron was horn at Dover , and
as the public newspapers stated that , in the in¬
scription on the urn which contained his Lord¬
ship ' s relics it was said that he was born in Lon¬
don , the Editor thinks it right to publish the
extract of a letter to himself , from the Author
of the following Recollections , in which his rea¬
sons for making the assertion are stated : —
I find in the newspapers that Lord Byron is
stated on the urn to have been born in London .
The year previous to the January when he was
born , I was on a visit to Captain Byron and my
sister at Chantilly .
Lord Byron ' s father and
mother , with Mrs . Leigh , then Augusta Byron ,
a child then about four years old , were in France .
I returned to Boulogne , where 1 then had a
bouse , where I was visited by Mrs . Byron , in her
way to England ; she was pregnant , and stopped
at Dover on crossing the Channel . That Lord
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Byron was born there I recollect being men¬
tioned both by his uncle and my sister , and I am
so fully persuaded of it ( Capt . Byron and my
sister soon followed , and staid some time at
Folkstone ) , that I cannot even now give full
credit to the contrary , and half suspect that his
mother might have had him christened in Lon¬
don , and thus given ground for a mistake . ”
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I.

CHAPTER

CONNEXION AND FIRST PERSONAE AC¬
QUAINTANCE WITH LORD BYRON .

Lord

Byrot * was

a nephew

of

the

late

Captain

George Anson Byron , of the Royal Navy , who
was married to my sister , Henrietta Charlotte .
In consequence of this connexion I was well ac¬
quainted with Lord Byron ’s father and mother .
The former , whose name was John , died at Va¬
lenciennes not long after the birth of his son ,

which took place at Dover , 226 January , 1788 ;
the latter went with her child into Scotland ,
and I lost sight of them for many years . I heard
of him when a hoy at De Loyaute ' s Academy ,
and afterwards , on .the death of the old Lord ,
his grand ’ uncle , when he was placed at Harrow .
Captain Byron and my sisterwere then both dead ,
and I saw little of the Byron family for several
years .
Lord Byron was called Ceorge , after his uncle ,
who was his godfather : the name of Gordon had
been assumed by his father in compliance with a
condition imposed by will on the husband of
Miss Gordon , the maiden name of his mother ,
and on the representatives of her family .
At the end of the year 1807 , some of my fa¬
mily observed in the newspapers extracts from
Lord Byron ' s Juvenile Poems , which he had
published under the title of Hours of Idleness .
I ordered the volume , which I received on the
27th of December . 1 read it with great pleasure ;
and , if it is not saying too much for my own
judgment , discerned in it marks of the genius
which has been since so universally acknow¬
ledged . Though sensible of some personal gra¬
tification from this proof of superior
talents
breaking forth in the nephew of my friend and
brother , it did not enter my mind to make it
the occasion of seeking the author , till 1 was
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urged to compliment him upon his publication ,
which I did in the following letter , dated Ja¬
nuary 6th , 1808 ; —

$

« My Lord

,

« Your Poems were sent to me a few days
ago . I have read them with more pleasure than
I can express , and I feel myself irresistibly im¬
pelled to pay you a tribute on the effusions of a
noble mind in strains so truly poetic . Lest ,
however , such a tribute from a stranger should
appear either romantic or indecorous , let mein form your Lordship that the name of Byron is
extremely dear to me , and that for some portion
of my life I was intimately connected with , and
enjoyed the friendship of , a near relation of
yours , who had begun to reflect new lustre on
it , and who , had he lived , would have added a
large share of laurels to those which your Muse
so sweetly commemorates ; I mean your father ' s
brother , through whom I also knew your father
and mother .
Your Poems , my Lord , are not only beautiful
as compositions ; — they bespeak a heart glowing
with honour , and attuned to virtue , which is
infinitely the higher praise . Your addresses to
Newstead Abbey , a place about which I have ,
often conversed with your uncle , are in the true
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spirit of chivalry ; and the following
a spirit still more sublime :
6 1 will not complain

lines are in

,

and though chill ' d is
affection ,
With me no corroding resentmentsbalilive
;
My bosom is calm ’d by the simple reflection
That both may be wrong , and that both
should forgive/
A spirit that brings to my mind another noble
author , who was not only a fine poet , orator ,
and historian , but one of the closest reasoners
we have on the truth of that religion of which
forgiveness is a prominent principle ; the great
and the good Lord Lyttelton , whose fame will
never die . His son , to whom he had transmitted
genius but not virtue , sparkled for a moment ,
and weilt out like a falling star , and with him
the title became extinct . He was the victim of
inordinate passions , and he will be heard of in
this world only by those who read the English
Peerage . The lines which I have just cited , and
the sentiments that pervade your volume , suf¬
ficiently indicate the affinity of your mind with
the former ; and I have no doubt that like him
you will reflect more honour on the Peerage
than the Peerage on you .
I wish , my Lord , that it had been within your

plan , and that you liad been permitted to insert
among your poems the verses from your friend
complaining of the warmth of your descriptions .
They must have been much to his honour ; and ,
from the general sentiments of your reply , I
think your Lordship will not long continue of
an opinion you express in it : I mean , that you
will not always consider the strength of virtue
in some , and the downhill career of other young
women , as rendering the perusal of very lively
descriptions a matter of indifference . Those whom
education and early habits have made strong , and
those whom neglected nurseries or corrupt schools
have rendered weak , are , perhaps , few compared
to the number that are for a time undecided
characters ; that is , who have not been advanced
to the adamantine rock of purity by advice and
by example ; nor , on the other hand , are yet
arrived at the steep pitch of descent where their
progress cannot be arrested , but are still within
the influence of impressions . Rousseau acknow¬
ledges the danger of warm descriptions , in the
front of a book in which that danger is pushed
to its utmost extent ; and , at the same time ,
with his usual paradoxical inconsistency , says it
will not he his fault that certain ruin ensues ,
for good girls should not read novels . I have
not the Nouvelle Heloise by me , but I translate
the passage from an Essay on Romances by Mar -

monlei : c No chaste young woman , ' says Rous -seau , 6 ever reads novels , and I have given this a
title sufficiently expressive to show , on opening
it , what is to he expected . She who , in spite
of that title , shall dare to read a single page of
it is a lost young woman : hut let her not im¬
pute her ruin to this hook ; the mischief was
done before , and as she has begun let her read
to the end ; she has nothing more to risk * / On
this Marmontel asks if the title , Letters
of two
Lovers

, is a hug -bear , and adds : ‘ shall

he who

puts sweet poison in the reach of children say , if
they poison themselves , that he is not to be
blamed for it ? '
Having perhaps already trespassed too much
on your time , I will not pursue this subject
further , but content myself with referring your
Lordship to the Essay which I have cited for an
* « Jamais fille chaste n ' a lu des romans , et
j ’ai mis a celle ci un litre assez decide , pour
qu ' en l ' ouvrant
on sut a quoi s' en tenir .
Celle qui , malgre ce titre , en osera lire une
page est une fille perdue : mais qu ' eile n ' im pute point sa perte a ce livre ; le mal etoit
fait d ’avance .
Puisqu ' elle a commence ,
qu ’elle acheve de lire : elle n ' a plus rien a
risquer . *>
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admirable
critique
on Rousseau ’s Novel .
It is
printed
with Marmontel
’s other works .
And now , my Lord , shall I conclude
with an
apology
for my letter P If I thought
one neces¬
sary I would
burn it : yet I should
feel myself
both delighted
and honoured
if I were sure your
Lordship
would
be better pleased with its being
put into the post than in ' o the fire . Most since¬
rely do I wish you success in those pursuits
to
which
I conceive
you allude
in your preface ;
and I congratulate
you that , at so early a pe¬
riod of your life , and in spite of being a favourite
of the Muses , you feel yourself
born for your
country .
Lord Byron
conveyed
to me in a flattering
manner
the pleasure
which he had received from
this letter , as far as it contained
a tribute
to his
muse , but declared
that he must in candour
de¬
cline such praise as he did not deserve , and that
therefore
, with respect
to his virtue , he could
not accept
of my applause .
He was forcibly
struck
with the manner
in which I had alluded
to the two Lords Lyttelton
with reference
to him¬
self , as he had frequently
been compared
to the
latter .
The events of his short
life had been
singular , and had had the effect of causing him
to be held up as the votary of licentiousness
, and
the disciple
of infidelity
; though
in this respect
i2d .
G

gs

he felt he was made out to he worse than he re *
ally was . He mentioned to me some of the Re¬
views in which his little volume had been no¬
ticed ; and , intimating that my name and con¬
nexion with his family had long been known to
him , expressed a pleasing desire of a personal
acquaintance .
This communication , while it highly gratified
me , was calculated to excite a strong desire to
know more of the character and feelings of a
young man who evinced so much genius , and
who gave such an account of the results of a life
which had not yet occupied twenty years . I im¬
mediately expressed my feelings in the following
letter , dated January zi , 1808 : —
« I am much indebted to the impulse that in¬
cited me to write to you , for the new pleasure
it has procured me .
Though your letter has made some alteration
in the portrait my imagination had painted , it
has in two points heightened
it ; the candour
with which you decline praise you think you do
not deserve , and your declaration that you should
be happy to merit it , convince me that you have
been very injudiciously compared to the last Lord
Lyttelton . I own that , from the design you ex¬
press in your preface of resigning the service of
the Muses for a different vocation , I conceived
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you Lent on pursuits which lead to the character
of a legislator and statesman . I imagined you
at one of the Universities , training yourself to
habits of reasoning and eloquence , and storing
up a large fund of history and law , preparatory
to the time when your rank in society must ne cessarily open to you an opportunity ofgralifying
a noble ambition . But I have not taken up the
pen to make your Lordship ' s letter the subject
of a sermon : on the contrary , I am perfectly
sensible that if you do indeed need the reform
some of your friends think you do , pedantry
will never effect it ; and though my years and
the compliments you pay me might be some ex¬
cuse for me , the only inclination I feel at present
is to express a warm wish that so much candour ,
good sense , and talent , may lead you to theknow ledge of truth , and the enjoyment of real mm kess .

I write

principally

to thank

you

for

the

pay

my

honour you intend me by a gift of the new edition
of your poems , which I shall be happy to receive ;
and to say that I mean to avail myself of your

\

expressions

relative

to

a meeting

,

to

compliments to you in Albemarle - street , in the
course of a few days .
While the pen is in my hand , I will just say
that my mention of Lord Lyttelton to you , who
had been compared with him , is si igular : but
it is no less remarkable that before I was of your
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age I was anxious to see him , and ■went from
school to the House of Peers on purpose , when
he introduced a hill for licensing a theatre at
Manchester , in which 1 heard him opposed by
your relation Loi ' d Carlisle . No , no ; you are
not like him — you shall not be like him , ex¬
cept in eloquence . Pardon this last effusion . w
By the return of the post which took this let¬
ter to him I received a reply , professing to give
a more particular account of his studies , opini¬
ons , and feelings , written in a playful style ,
and containing rather flippant observations made
for the sake of antitheses , than serious remarks
intended to convey information . The letter may
be considered as characteristic
of his prose style
in general , possessing the germ of his satire with¬
out the bitterness of its maturity , and the pruri¬
ency of his wit uncorrccted
by the hand of ex¬
perience . Though written in so light and un serious a tone as prevents the possibility of charg¬
ing him gravely with the opinions he expresses ,
still the bent of his mind is perceptible in it ; a
bent which let him to profess that such were the
sentiments of the wicked George , Lord Byron .
I considered
these expressions of feeling ,
though evidently grounded on some occurrences
in the still earlier part of his life , rather as jeux
d ’esprit than as a true portrait . I called on him
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on the 24th of January , and was delighted with
the interview . In a few days , the 27th , I dined
with him , and was more and more pleased with
him . 1 saw nothing to warrant the character he
had given of himself ; on the contrary , when a
young fellow - collegian , who dined with us , in¬
troduced a topic on which I did not hesitate to
avow my orthodoxy , he very gracefully diverted
from the channel d{ ridicule
the conversation
which it had begun to take , and partly com¬
bated on my side ; though , as I was afterwards
convinced , his opinion did not differ from his
companion ’s , who was also a polite gentleman ,
and did not make me feel the contempt which
he , probably , entertained for the blindness of
my understanding . After this I saw him fre¬
quently , always with new pleasure , but occasion¬
ally mixed with pain , as intimacy removed the
polite apprehension of offending , and showed me
his engrafted opinions of religion . I must say
engrafted , for I think he was inoculated by the
young pridelings of intellect , with whom he as¬
sociated at the University . In the course of the
spring he left town , and I did not see him or
hear from him for several months .
In the beginning of the next year , I was
agreeably surprised on receiving a note from
him , dated January 20th , at Reddish ’s Hotel , St .
JamesVslreet , requesting to see me on the morning
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of the Sunday folio -wing , I did not fail to keep
the appointment . It was his birth -day , ( January
22 (1 1 1809 , ) and

that

on which

he came

of age .

He was in high spirits ; indeed , so high as to
seem to me more flippant on the subject of reli¬
gion , and on some others , than he had ever ap¬
peared before . But he tempered the overflow of
his gaiety with good manners and so much kind¬
ness , that , far from being inclined to take of¬
fence , I felt a hope that by adopting forbearance ,
I might do him some service in an occasional
argument or sentiment : for , although I did not
put on solemn looks , I never , for a moment ,
allowed him to imagine that I could adopt his
opinions on sacred points . He talked of the
Earl of Carlisle with more than indignation . I
had heard him before speak bitterly of that no¬
bleman , whose applause he had courted for his
juvenile poetry , and from whom he received a
frigid answer , and little attention . But his anger
that morning proceeded from another cause . Over¬
coming , or rather stifling , the resentment of the
poet , he had written to remind the Earl that he
should be of age at the commencement
of the
ensuing Session of Parliament , in expectation of
being introduced by him , and , by being pre¬
sented as his near relation , saved some trouble
and awkwardness . A cold reply informed him ,
technically , of the mode of proceeding ; but no -
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tiling more . Extremely nettled , lie determined
to lash his relation with all the gall he could
throw into satire . He declaimed against the ties
of consanguinity , and abjured even the society
of his sister ; from which he entirely withdrew
himself until after the publication of Childe Ha¬
rold , when , at length , he yielded to my persu¬
asions , and made advances towards a friendly
intercourse with her . When he had vented his
resentment on this subject , he attached the editor
and other writers of the Edinburgh Review ; and
then told me that , since 1 last saw him , he had
written a Satire on them , which he wished me
to read . He put it into my hands , and I took it
home . I was surprised and charmed with the
nerve it evinced . I immediately wrote to him
upon it , and he requested me to get it published
without his name .

PUBLICATION OF « ENGLISH BARDS AND
SCOTCH REVIEWERS . ”

• _

__

The wo rli which Lord Byron thus put into my
hands consisted of a number of loose printed
sheets in quarto , and was entitled The British
Bards

,

a Satire

.

It

contained

the

original

groundwork of his well -known poem , such as he
had written it at Newstead , where he had caused
it to be printed at a country press ; and
various
corrections
and annotations
appeared upon the
margin in his own hand . Some of these are ex¬
ceedingly curious , as tending to throw a light
upon the workings of his mind at that early pe¬
riod of his career . To the poem , as it then
stood , he added a hundred and ten lines in its
first progress through the press ; and made several
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alterations , some upon my suggestion , and others
upon his own . I wrote to him the following
letter , dated January 24 , 1809 , immediately upon
reading it over : —
« My

dear

Lord

Byrois ,

« I have read your Satire with infinite plea¬
sure , and were you sufficiently acquainted with
my mind to he certain that it cannot stoop to
flattery , I would tell you that it rivals the Baviad
and Maeviad ; hut , till my praise is of that value ,
I will not he profuse of it .
I think in general with you of the literary merit
of the writers introduced . I am particularly
pleased with your distinction in Scott ' s character ;
a man of genius adopting subjects which men of
genius will hardly read twice , if they can go
through them once . But , in allowing Mr . Scott
to he a man of genius , and agreeing as you must ,
after the compliments you have paid to Campbell ,
and IVPIVcil , that he is not the only one Scotland
has produced , it will he necessary to sacrifice ,
or modify , your note relative to the introduction
of the kilted goddess , who , after all , in having
to kiss such a son as you picture Jeffrey , can he
hut a spurious germ of divinity .
As you have given me the flattering office of
looking over your poem with more than a common
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reader ’s eye , I shall scrutinize , and suggest any
change I may think advantageous . And , in the
first place , I propose to you an alteration of the
title . 4 The British Bards ’ immediately
brings
to the imagination
those who were slain by the
first Edward . If you prefer it to the one I am
going to offer , at least let the definite article he
left out . I would fain , however , have you call
the Satire , 4 The Parish Poor of Parnassus ; ’ which
will afford an opportunity
for a note of this na¬
ture : — ‘ Booksellers have been called the mid wives of literature ; with how much more pro¬
priety may they now be termed overseers of the
poor of Parnassus , and keepers of the workhouse
of that desolated spot . ’
I enclose a few other alterations of passages ,
straws on the surface , which you would make
yourself were you to correct the press .
I will also take the liberty of sending you some
two dozen lines , which , if they neither offend
your ear nor your judgment , I wish you would
adopt , on account of the occasion which has
prompted them * . I am acquainted with * * * ,

In his answer to this letter Lord Byron de *
dined adopting these lines because they were
not his own , quoting at the same time what

and , though not on terms of very close intimacy ,
I know him sufficiently to esteem him as a man .
He has but a slender income , out of which he
manages to support two of his relations . His
literary standard is by no means contemptible ,
and his objects have invariably been good ones .
Now , for any author to step out of the common
track of criticism to make a victim of such a
man by the means of a particular book , made
up of unfair ridicule and caricature , for the ve¬
nal purpose of collecting a few guineas , is not
only unworthy of a scholar , but betrays the ma¬
lignity of a demon . If you think my lines
feeble , let your own breast inspire your pen on
the occasion , and send me some .
I shall delay the printing as little as possible ;
but I have some apprehension as to the readiness
of my publishers to undertake the sale , for they
have a large portion of tke work of the Poor of
Parnassus to dispose of. I will see them without
delay , and persuade them to it if I can ; if not ,
I will employ some other . Southey is a great
favourite of theirs ; and I must be ingenuous
enough to tell you , that though I have ever dis -

Lady Wortly Montague said to Pope , « No
touching , — for the good will be given to
you , and the bad attributed to me . *
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approved of the absurd attempt to alter , or rather
destroy , the harmony of our verse , and found
Joan of Aroc and Madoc tedious , I think the
power of imagination , though of the marvellous ,
displayed in Thalaba ,
‘ Arabia ' s monstrous

, wild , and wondrous
son/

evinces genius .
I see your Muse has given a couplet to your
noble relation j — I doubt whether it will not
be read as the two severest lines in the Satire ,
and so , what I could wish avoided for the pre¬
sent , betray the author -, which will render
abortive a thought that has entered my mind of
having the Satire most favourably reviewed in
the Satirist , which , on its being known after¬
wards to be yours , would raise a laugh against
your enemies in that quarter . Consider , and tell
me , whether the lines shall stand . I agree that
there is only one among the peers on whom
Apollo deigns to smile ; but , believe me , that
peer is no relation of yours .
I a in sorry you have not found a place among
the genuine Sons of Apollo forCrabbe , who ,
in spile of something bordering on servility in
his dedication , may surely rank with some you
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have admitted to his temple . And now , before
I lav down my pen , I will tell you the passage
which gave me the greatest pleasure — that on
Little . I am no preacher , but it is very pleasing
to read such a confirmation of the opinion I had
formed of you ; to find you an advocate for keep¬
ing a veil over the despotism of the senses . Such
poems are far more dangerous to society than
Rochester ' s . In your concluding line on Little ,
I would , though in a quotation , substitute , line 9
lay , for life :
‘ She bids

thee mend

thy line and sin no
more * /

Pray answer as soon as you conveniently
and believe me ever , ” etc . etc .

can ,

The couplet to which I referred as having been
given by his Muse to his noble relation , was one
of panegyric upon Lord Carlisle , at which I was
not a little surprised , after what I had so lately
beard him say of that nobleman ; but the fact
is , that the lines were composed before he had
written to his Lordship , as mentioned at the end
In , the original the words were « mend thy
life ” He however adopted the word line .
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of the last chapter , and he had given me the
Satire before he had made any of his meditated
alterations . It is , however , curious that this
couplet must have been composed in the short
interval between his printing the poem at New stead and his arrival in town , perhaps under the
same feelings which induced him to write to
Lord Carlisle , and at the same time . The lines
do not appear in the print , but are inserted after¬
wards in Lord Byron ’s hand - writing . They are
these : —
On one alone Apollo deigns to smile ,
And crowns a new Roscommon in Carlisle .
Immediately
upon receiving my letter he for¬
warded four lines to substitute for this couplet .
Roscommon ! Sheffield ! with your spirits fled ,
3\ o future laurels deck a noble head ;
ISTor e ’en a hackney ’ d Muse will deign to smile

On minor Byron , or mature Carlisle .

He said that this alteration
would answer the
purposes of concealment ; hut it was other
feelings than the desire of concealment which in *
duced him afterwards to alter the two last lines
into

No more will cheer with renovating
The paralytic puling of Carlisle ;

smile

— and to indulge the malice of his Muse adding
these —
The puny school -boy , and his early lay ,
VCe pardon , if his follies pass away .
Who , who forgives the senior ’s ceaseless verse ,
W ' hose hairs grow hoary as his rhymes grow
worse .
What heterogeneous honours deck the peer ,
Lord , rhymester , petit - maitre , pamphleteer .
So dull in youth , so drivelling in his age ,
His scenes alone might damn our sinking stage ;
But managers , for once , cried hold , enough !
Nor drugged their audience with the tragic
stuff .
^
f fiat
Yet at the < judgment \ let his lordship laugh ,
( nausea * y
And case his volumes in congenial calf .
Yes ! doff that covering where morocco shines ,
« And hang a calf skin on those recreant ”
lines .

I have here given the exact copy of the ori¬
ginal manuscript which is before me .
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This passage , together with the two notes which
accompanied it in the publication of the Poem ,
and in which Lord Byron endeavoured , as much
as possible , to envenom his ridicule , he sent to
me , in Mie course of the printing , for insertion ,
as being necessary , according to him , to com¬
plete the poetical character of Lord Carlisle .
Six lines upon the same subject , which he also
sent me to be inserted , he afterwards consented
to relinquish
at my earnest entreaty , which ,
however , was unavailing to procure the sacrifice
of any other lines relating to this point . Under
present circumstances they are become curious ,
and there can hardly be any objection to my
inserting
them here . They were intended
to
follow the first four lines upon the subject ,
and the whole passage would have stood thus —
Lords

too are bards , such things at times
befall ,
And ' tis some praise in peers to write at all ;
Yet did not taste or reason sway the times ,
Ah , who would take their titles with their
rhymes .
In these , our times , with daily wonders big ,
A lettered peer is like a lettered pig ^
Both know their alphabet , but who , from
thence ,
Infers that peers or pigs have manly sense ,

such should woo the graceful
nine ;
Parnassus was not made for lords and swine .
Roscommon ! Sheffield , etc . etc .
less that

Still

Besides the
upon Lord
suggestions
nuine sons

alteration of the panegyrical
Carlisle , he readily acquiesced
of placing Crabbe amongst
of Apollo , and sent me these

couplet
in my
the ge¬
lines :

There be who say , in these enlightened days ,
That splendid lies are all the poet 's praise ,
That strained invention ever on the wing
Alone impels the modern bard to sing .
' Tis true that all who rhyme , nay all who
write ,
Shrink from the fatal word to genius — trite ;
Yet Truth sometimes will lend her noblest tires
And decorate the verse herself inspires .
This fact in Virtue ' s name let Crabbe attest ,
Though Nature ' s sternest painter , yet the best .
As to the title of the Poem :, Lord Byron agreed
with me in rejecting his own , hut also rejected
that I had proposed , and substituted the one with
which it was published , « English Bards and
Scotch Reviewers . M
Upon taking the Satire to my publishers ,
Messrs . Longman and Co . , they declined publish 123

.
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ing it in consequence of its asperity , a circum¬
stance to which he afterwaids adverted in very
strong language , making it the only condition
with which he accompanied his gift to me of the
copyright of Childe Harold ' s Pilgrimage , that
it should not he published by that house . I then
gave it to Mr . Cawthorn , who undertook the
publication .
In reading Lord Byron ’s Satire , and in tracing
the progress of the alterations which he made in
it as it proceeded , it is impossible not to per¬
ceive that his feelings rather than his judgment
guided his pen ; and sometimes he seems indif¬
ferent whether it should convey praise or blame .
The influence of his altered feelings towards his
noble relation has been already shown ; and an
instance likewise occurred where he , on the
contrary , substituted approbation
for censure ,
though not of so strong a nature as in the former
case . Towards the end of the Poem , where he ,
inconsiderately
enough , compares the poetical
talent of the two Universities , in the first printed
copy that he brought from Newstead the passage
stood thus :
Shall hoary Granta call her sable sons ,
Expert in science , more expert in puns ?
Shall these approach the Muse ? ah , no ! she flies
And even spurns the great Scatonian prize :
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Though printers condescend the press to soil ,
With odes by Smythe , and epic songs by
Hoyle .
Hoyle , whose learned page , if still upheld by
whist ,
Required no sacred theme to bid us list . —
Ye who in Granta ’s honours would surpass ,
Must mount her Pegasus , a full - grown ass ;
A foal well worthy of her ancient dam ,
W hose Helicon is duller than her Cam .
Yet hold — as when by Heaven ' s supreme be¬
hest ,
If found , ten righteous had preserved the rest
In Sodom ' s fated town , for Granta ' s name
Let Hodgson ' s genius plead , and save her fame .
But where fair Isis rolls her purer wave ,
The partial muse delighted loves tolave ;
On her green banks a greener wreath is wove ,
To crown the bards that haunt her classic grove ,
Where Richards wakes a genuine poet ' s fires ,
And modern Britons justly praise their sires .
Previously , however , to giving the copy to me ,
he had altered the fifth line with his pen , making
the couplet to stand thus : —
Though printers condescend the press to soil ,
With rhyme by Hoare , and epic blank by
Hoyle !

ami then he had drawn his pen through
lines , beginning

the four

Yet hold * as when by Heaven ' s supreme behest ,
and had written

the following

in their place .

Oh dark asylum of a Vandal race !
At ^>nce the boast of learning and disgrace ,
So sunk in dulness and so lost in shame ,
That Smythe and Hodgson scarce redeem thy
fame ;
1 confess I was surprised to find the name of
Smythe uncoupled from its press - soiling compa¬
nion , to he so suddenly ranked with that of
Hodgson in such high praise . "When , however ,
the fifth edition , which was suppressed , was after *
Vvards preparing for publication , he again altered
the two last lines to ~
So lost to PhtebuS that not Hodgson ' s verse
Can make thee better , or poor Hewson ' s worse *
In another
duced him
eight lines
gentleman

instance , his feeling towards me in¬
carefully to cover over with a paper
, in which he had severely satirized a
with whom he knew that I was in ha *

ii
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bits of intimacy , and to erase a note which he -*
longed to them .
It is not difficult to observe the working of
Lord Byron ’s mind in another alteration which
he made . In the part where he speaks of Bowles ,
he makes a reference to Pope ’s deformity of pei «
son . The passage was originally printed in the
country , thus : -r—
Bowles ! in thy memory let this precept dwell ,
Stick to thy sonnets , man ! at least they ’ll sell ;
Or take the only path that open lies
For modern worthies who would hope to
rise : —
Fix on some well -known name , and bit by bit ,
Pare off the merits of his worth and wit ;
On each alike employ the critic ’s knife ,
And where a comment fails prefix a life ;
Hint certain failings , faults before unknown ,
Revive forgotten lies , and add your own ;
Let no disease , let no misfortune ’scape ,
And print , if luckily deformed , bis shape .
Thus shall the world , quite undeceived at last ,
Cleave to their present writs , and quit the past ;
Bards once revered no more with favour view ,
But give these modern sonnetteers their due :
Thus with the dead may living merit cope ,
Thus Bowles may triumph o ’er the shade of
Pope !

lie afterwards altered the whole of this passage
except the two first lines , and in its place ap¬
peared the following : —
Bowles ! in
Stick to thy
But if some
Prompt thy

thy memory let this precept dwell ,
sonnets , man ! at least they sell .
new -born whim , or larger bribe ,
crude brain , and claim thee for a
scribe ;
If chance some bard , though once by dunces
feared ,
Now prone in dust can only be revered ;
If Pope , whose fame and genius from the first
Have foiled the best of critics , needs the worst ,
Do thou essay , — each fault , each failing scan ;
The first of poets was , alas ! but man .
Bake from each ancient dunghill every pearl ,
Consult Lord Fanny , and confide in Curll ;
Let all the scandals of a former age
Perch on thy pen and flutter o ’er thy page ;
Affect a candour which thou can ’st not feel ,
Clothe envy in the garb of honest zeal ,
"Write as if St . John ’s soul could still inspire ,
And do from hate , what Mallet did for hire .
Oh ! hadst thou lived in that congenial time ,
To rave with Dennis , and with Ralph to rhyme ,
Thronged with the rest around his living head ,
Not raised thy hoof against the lion dead ,

A meet regard had crowned thy glorious gains ,
And linked thee to the Dunciad for thy pains .
I have very little doubt that the alteration of the
whole of this passage was occasioned by the re¬
ference to Pope ' s personal deformity which Lord
Byron had made in it . It is well known that he
himself had an evident defect in one of his legs ,
which was shorter than the other , and ended in
a club foot . On this subject he generally ap¬
peared very susceptible , and sometimes when he
was first introduced to any one , he betrayed an
consciousness of his defect by an
uncomfortable
uneasy change of position ; and yet at other times
he seemed quite devoid of any feeling of the kind ,
and once I remember that , in conversation , he
mentioned a similar lameness of another person
talents , observing , that people
of considerable
born lame are generally clever . This temporary
cessation of a very acute susceptibility , is a phe¬
nomenon of the human mind for which it is dif¬
ficult to account ; unless perhaps it be that the
arc sometimes carried into a train ,
thoughts
where , though they cross these tender cords , the
mind is so occupied as not to leave room for the
jealous feeling which they would otherwise ex¬
cite . Thus , Lord Byron , in the ardour of com¬
position , had not time to admit the ideas , which ,
in a less excited moment , would rapidly have
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risen in connexion with the thought of Pope 's
deformity of person ; and the greater vanity of
talent superseded the lesser vanity of person , and
produced the same effect of deadening his sus¬
ceptibility in the conversation to which I allude . ■
In Lord Byron ' s original Satire , the first lines
of his attack upon Jeffrey , were these —
Who has not heard in this enlightened age ,
When all can criticise th ' historic page ;
W r ho has not hesrd in James ' s bigot reign ,
Of Jefferies ! monarh of the scourge and chain ?
These he erased and began .
Health to immortal Jeffrey ! once , in name ,
England could boast a judge almost the samel
W r ilh this exception , and an omission about Mr .
Lambe towards the end , the whole passage was
published as it was first composed ; indeed , as
this seems to have been the inspiring object of
the Satire , so these lines were most fluently writ¬
ten , and required least correction
afterwards .
Respecting the propriety of the note which is
placed at the end of this passage , I had much
discussion with Lord Byron . 1 was anxious that
it should not be inserted , and I find the reason
of my anxiety slated in a letter written to him
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after our conversation on the subject . —- I here
insert the letter , dated February 6 , 1809 : —
« Mr

dear

Lord

,

your lines * , which shall
he inserted in the proper place . May I say that
1 question whether own and disown be an allow¬
able rhyme ?
« I have received

Translation ' s servile work at length disown ,
And quit Achaia ' s muse to court your own .
You see I cannot let any thing pass ; but this
only proves to you how much I feel interested .
I have inserted the note on the kilted goddess ;
still I would fain have it omitted . My first ob¬
jection was , that it was a fiction in prose , too
wide of fact , and not reconcileable with your
own praises of Caledonian genius . Another ob¬
jection now occurs to me , of no little import¬
ance . There seems at present a disposition in
Scotland to withdraw support from the Edinburgh
Reviewers : that disposition will favour the cir¬
culation of your Satire in the north : this note of
* Those complimenting
Anthology .

the translators

of the
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yours will damp all ardour for it beyond the
Tweed . You have yet lime ; tell me to suppress
it when I next have the pleasure of seeing you ,
which will be when I receive the first proof . I
did hope to be able to bring the proof this morn¬
ing , but the printer could not prepare the paper ,
etc . for the press till to - day .
I am promised
one by the day after to - iuorrow .
I trust you will approve of what I have done
with the bookseller . He is to be at all the ex¬
pense and risk , and to account for half the pro¬
fits * , for which he is to have one edition of a
thousand copies . It would not have answered to
him to have printed only five hundred on these
terms . I have also promised him that he shall
have the publishing of future editions , if the au¬
thor chooses to continue it ; hull told him that
I could not dispose of the copyright .
I have no doubt of the Poem being read in
every quarter of the United Kingdom , provided ,
however , you do not affront Caledonia . *»
Lord Byron , in accordance with this letter ,
sent me a choice of couplets to supersede the one
to the rhyme of which I had objected ,
The whole of the profits were
publisher without purchase .

left to the
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Though sweet the sound , disdain a borrow ’d
tone ,
Resign Achaia ’s lyre , and strike your own ,

Though soft the echo , scorn a borrow ’d tone ,
Resign Achaia ’s lyre , and strike your own .
But he
notes ,
swered
bruary

protested against giving up his note of
as he called it , his solitary pun . I an¬
him as follows , in a letter dated Fe¬
7 , 1809 : —

note ,
« On another perusal of the objectionable
I find that the omission of two lines only would
render it inoffensive — but , as you please
I observed to you that in the opening of the
Poem there appears to be a sudden stop with
Dryden . I still feel the gap there ; and wish you
would add a couple of lines for the purpose of
connecting the sense , saying that Otway and
Congreve had wove mimic scenes , and "Waller
tuned his lyre to love . If you do , <f But why
these names , etc . » would follow well — and it

*

is perhaps the more requisite as you lash our pre sent Dramatists * .
Half Tweed combin ' d his waves to form a tear ,
will perhaps strike you , on reconsidering
the
line , to want alteration . You may make the
river - god act without cutting him in two : you
may make him ruffle half his stream to yield a
tear ** .
' Hoyle , whose learned page , etc/
The pro¬
noun is an identification of the antecedent Hoyle ,
which is not your meaning — say , JS' ot he whose
learned page , etc .
Earth ' s chief dicta tress , Ocean ' s lonely queen >>—
The primary
tary , which

and obvious sense of lonely is soli¬
does not preclude the idea of the

* He inserted

the following couplet —
Then Congreve ' s scenes could cheer , or
Otway ' s melt ,
For nature then an English audience felt ,

* The line was printed

thu ^ —
Tweed ruffled half his waves to form a tear .
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ocean having other queens . You may have some
authority for the use of the word in the accepta¬
tion you here give it , but , like the custom in
Denmark , I should think it more honoured in
the breach than the observance . Only offers its
service ; or why not change the epithet altoge¬
ther * ?
I mention these little points to you now , be¬
cause there is time to do as you please . 1 hope
to call on you to - morrow ; if 1 do not , it wilL
be because I am disappointed of the proof . "
During the printing of the Satire , my inter¬
course with Lord Byron was not only carried on
personally , but also by constant notes which he
sent me , as different subjects arose in his mind ,
or different suggestions occurred . It was in¬
teresting to sec how much his thoughts were
bent upon his Poem , and how that one object
gave a colour to all others that passed before
him at the time , from which in turn he drew
forth subjects for his Satire . After having been
at the Opera one night , he wrote those couplets ,
beginning ,
Then let Ausonia , skillM in every art ,
To soften manners , but corrupt the heart , etc .
* He changed it to « mighty . »

and he sent them to me early on the following
morning , with a request to have them inserted
after the lines concerning
Naldi and Catalani :
so also other parts of the Satire arose out of
other circumstances
as they passed , and were
written upon the spur of the moment .
To the Poem , as I originally received it , he
added a hundred and ten lines , including those
to Mr . Gifford , on the Opera , Kirkc White ,
Crabbe , the Translators of the Anthology , and
Lord Carlisle ; and most of the address to Mr .
Scott towards the conclusion . He once intended
to prefix an Argument to the Satire , aud wrote
one . I have it , among many other manuscripts
of his ; and , as it becomes a curiosity , I insert

ARGUMENT

INTENDED
SATIRE .

FOR THE

The poet considereth times past and their poesy
— makelh a sudden transition to times present —
is incensed against book - makers — revileth W .
Scott for cupidity and ballad - mongering , with
notable remarks on Master Southey — complain eth that Master Southey hath inflicted
three
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poems , epic and otherwise
, on the public —
inveigheth
against Win . Wordsworth
, butlaudeth
Mr . Coleridge
and his elegy on a young ass — is
disposed
to vituperate
Mr . Lewis — and greatly
rebuketh
Thomas
Little
( the late ) and the Lord
Strangford
— recommendeth
Mr . llayley
to turn
his attention
to prose — and exhorteth
the Mora¬
vians to glorify
Mr . Grahame
— sympathized
with
the Rev . Bowles — and deploreth
the
melancholy
fate of Montgomery
— breaketh
out
into invective 'against
the Edinburgh
Reviewers
— ■called
them
hard names , harpies , and the
like — apostrophised
Jeffrey and prophesied
—
Episode
of Jeffrey
and Moore , their jeopardy
and deliverance
; portents
on the morn
of the
combat ; theTw 'eed , Tolbooth
, Frith of Forth
severally
shocked ; descent
of a goddess to save
Jeffrey ; incorporation
of the bullets
with
his
sinciput
and
cciput
— Edinburgh
Reviews
en
masse — Lord Aberdeen
, Herbert
, Scott , Hal lam , Pillans , Lambe , Sydney Smith , Brougham
,
etc . — The Lord Holland
applauded
for dinners
and translations
— The Drama ; SkefHngton
,
Hook , Reynolds , Kenney , Cherry , etc . — She¬
ridan , Coiman , and Cumberland
called upon to
write
— Return
to poesy — scribblers
of all
sorts — Lords sometimes
rhyme ; much better
not — Hafiz , Rosa Matilda , and X . Y . Z . —
Rogers

, Campbell

, Gifford

, etc . , true

poets

—

Translators of the Creek Anthology — Crabbe —
Darwin ' s style — Cambridge — Seatoniau Prize
— Smythe — Hodgson — Oxford — Richards —
Poeta loquitur — Conclusion .

CHAPTER

III

.

TAKING HIS SEAT IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS
— SECOND EDITION OF THE SATIRE —
DEPARTURE FROM ENGLAND .

I

now

saw Lord

Byron

daily .

It was about

this

time that Lord Falkland was killed in a duel ,
which suggested some lines as the Satire was
going through the press . Nature had endowed
Lord Byron with very benevolent feelings , which
of discerning , and I
I have had opportunities
have seen them at times render his fine counten¬
ance most beautiful . His features seemed formed
in a peculiar manner for emanating the high
conceptions of genius , and the workings of the
passions . I have often , and with no little admi¬
ration , witnessed these effects . I have seen them
in the glow of poetical inspiration , and under
123 .
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the influence of strong emotion ; on the one hand
amounting to virulence , and on the other replete
with all the expression and grace of the mild
and amiable affections . When under the influ¬
ence of resentment and anger , it was painful to
observe the powerful sway of those passions over
his features : when he was impressed with kind¬
ness , which was the natural state of his heart , it
was a high treat to contemplate his countenance .
I saw him the morning after Lord Falkland ’s
death . He had just come from seeing the lifeless
body of the man with whom he had a very short
time before spent a social day ; he now and then
said , as if it were to himself , but aloud , « Poor
Falkland ! M He looked more than he spoke —
« But his wife , it is she who is to be pitied . ” I
saw his mind teeming with benevolent intentions
— and they were not abortive . If ever an action
was pure , that which he then meditated was so ;
and the spirit that conceived , the man that per¬
formed it , was at that time making his way
through briers and brambles to that clear but
narrow path which leads to heaven . Those , who
have taken pains to guide him from it , must
answer for it !
The remembrance of the impression produced
on Lord Byron by Lord Falkland ’s death , at the
period I am retracing , has excited this slight , but

sincere and just , effusion ; and I am sensible that
the indulgence of it needs no apology .
The Satire was published about the middle of
March , previous to which he took his seat in
the House of Lords , on the i3th of the same
month . On that day , passing down St . James ’s *
street , but with no intention of calling , I saw
his chariot at his door , and went in . His coun¬
tenance , paler than usual , showed that his mind
of the
was agitated , and that he was thinking
nobleman to whom he had once looked for a
hand and countenance in his introduction to the
House . He said to me — « I am glad you hap¬
pened to come in ; T am going to take my seat ,
perhaps you will go with me . ” I expressed my
readiness to attend him ; while , at the same
time , 1 concealed the shock I felt on thinking
that this young man , who , by birth , fortune ,
and talent , stood high in life , should have lived
so unconnected and neglected by persons of his
own rank , that there was not a single member
of the senate to wWteh he belonged , to whom
he could or would apply to introduce him in a
manner becoming his birth . I saw that he felt
the situation , and I fully partook his indignation .
If the neglect he had met with be imputed to an
untoward or vicious disposition , a character
which he gave himself , and which I understood
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was also given to Mm by others , it is natural
to ask , how he came by that disposition , for he
got it not from Nature P Had he not been left
early to himself , or rather to dangerous guides
and companions , would he have contracted that
disposition ? Or even , had nature been cross ,
might it not have been rectified ? During his
long minority , ought not his heart and his in¬
tellect to have been trained to the situation he
was to fill ? Ought he not to have been saved
from money -lenders , and men of business ? And
ought not a shield to have been placed over a
mind so open to impressions , to protect it from
self -sufficient free - thinkers , and witty sophs ? The
wonder is , not that he should have erred , but
that he should have broken through the cloud
that enveloped him , which was dispersed solely
by the rays of his own genius .
After some talk about the Satire , the last
sheets of which were in the press , I accompanied
Lord Byron to the House . He was received in
one of the antechambers by some of the officers
in attendance , with whom he settled respecting
the fees he had to pay . One of them went to
apprize the Lord Chancellor
of his being there ,
and soon returned for him . There were very
few persons in the House . Lord Eldon was
going through some ordinary business . When

t
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Lord Byron entered , I thought he looked still
paler than before ; and he certainly wore a
countenance in which mortification was mingled
with , but subdued by , indignation . He passed
the woolsack without looking round , and advan¬
ced to the table where the proper officer was
attending to administer the oaths . When he had
gone through them , the Chancellor quitted his
seat , and went towards him with a smile , put¬
ting out his hand warmly to welcome him ; and ,
though I did not catch his words , I saw that he
paid him some compliment . This was all thrown
away upon Lord Byron , who made a stiff bow ,
and put the tips of his fingers into a hand , the
amiable offer of which demanded the whole of
his . I was sorry to see this , for Lord Kldon ' s
character is great for virtue , as well as talent ;
and , even in a political point of view , it would
have given me inexpressible pleasure to have seen
him uniting heartily with him . The Chancellor
did not press a welcome so received , but resumed
bis seat ; while Lord Byron carelessly seated
himself for a few minutes on one of the empty
benches to the left of the throne , usually oc¬
cupied by the Lords in opposition . When , on
bis joining me , I expressed what I had felt , he
said : «. If I had shaken hands heartily , he would
have set me down for one of his party — but I
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will have nothing to Jo with any of them , on
cither side ; I have taken my scat , and now I
will go abroad . ” We returned to St . James ’s street , but lie did not recover his spirits . The
going abroad was a plan on which his thoughts
had turned for some time ; I did not , however ,
consider it as determined , or so near at hand as
at proved . In a few days he left town for New stead Abbey , after seeing the last proof of the
Satire , and writing a short preface to the Poem .
In a few weeks I had the pleasure of sending him
an account of its success , in the following letter ,
dated April 17 , 1809 :
u The

essence

of what

I have

)

to say was com¬

prised in the few lines I wrote to you in the cover
of my letter to Mr . H ** . Your Satire has had
a rapid sale , and the publisher thinks the edition
will soon be out . However , what I have to re¬
peat to you is a legitimate source of pleasure ,
and I request you will receive it as the tribute
of genuine praise .
In the first place , notwithstanding
our precau¬
tions , you are already pretty generally known
to be the author . So Camthorn tells me ; and
a proof occurred to myself at Hatchard ' s , the
klueen ' s Bookseller . On inquiring for the Satire ,
he told me that he had sold a great many , and

'
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for more ,
had none left , and was going to send asked who
which I afterwards found he did . I
to be
was the author ? He said it was believed
, he did .
Lord Byron ' s . Did he believe it ? Yes
he told me
On asking the ground of his belief ,
hesita¬
that a lady of distinction had , without
Satire . He
tion , asked for it as Lord Byron ' s
inquired of
likewise informed me that he had
shop , whether
Mr . Gifford , who frequents his
knowledge
it was yours . Mr . Gifford denied any
of it , and
of the author , but spoke very highly
as¬
said a copy had been sent to him . Hatchard- room
sured me that all who came to his reading
universally
admired it . Cawthorn tells me it is
his own cu¬
well - spoken of , not only among
'.
stomers , but generally at all the booksellers ' ,
publishers
I heard it highly praised at my own
times . At
where I have lately called several
to a circle
Phillips ' s it was read aloud by Pratt
in their
of literary guests , who were unanimous
well as the
applause : — The Antijacobin , as
blown the
Gentleman 's Magazine , has already
see it in the
trump of fame for you . We shall
in some
other Reviews next month , and probably
of
severely handled , according to the connexions it
and editors with those whom
the proprietors
opinion to
lashes . I shall not repeat my own
once made
you j but 1 will repeat the request I
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to you , never to consider me
as a Jllatterer .
Were you a monarch , and had
conferred on me
the most munificent favours , such
an opinion of
me would he a signal of retreat ,
if not of in *
gratitude : hut if you think me sincere ,
and like
me to he candid , I shall delight
in your fame ,
and he happy in your friendship . l>
The success of the Satire brought
him quickly
to town . He found the edition
almost exhausted ,
and began the preparations for
another , to which
he determined to prefix his name
. I saw him
constantly ; and in about a fortnight
found the
Poem completely metamorphosed ,
and augment¬
ed nearly four hundred lines , but
whole of the first impression . He retaining the
happily seized
on some of the vices which at
that juncture ob¬
truded themselves on the public
ded some new characters to the notice , and ad¬
list of authors
with censure or applause . Among
those who re¬
ceived the meed of praise , it gave me
great plea¬
sure to find my excellent friend
Waller Rodwell
Wright , whose poem « Horae Ionicae , ”
was just
published * . He allowed me to take
home with
* Mr . Wright was , at that time ,
Recorder of
Bury St . Edmunds ; and is now in
a high
judicial situation at Malta .

me his manuscripts as He wrote them ; and so
soon as the 10th of May I had a note from him ,
urging that they should to he sent to the press .
He was desirous of hastening the new edition in
order that he might see the last proofs before
he left England ; for , during his stay at Newstead
Abbey , he had arranged with Mr . llobhouse his
plan of going abroad early in June , but whither ,
I believe , was not exactly settled ; for he some¬
times talked to me of crossing the line , some¬
times of Persia and India . As I perceived the
new edition not only concluded in a most bitter
strain , and contained besides a prose postscript
in which I thought he allowed his feelings to
carry him to an excess of abuse and defiance that
looked more like the vaunting ebullition of
vam
sleeps on brambles till he kills
man , J>

„ Some fiery youth of new commission

Who

his

than the dignified revenge of genius , I endeavour¬
ed to prevail upon him to suppress or alter it ,
passed my
as the proofs which I corrected
hands , but was only able to obtain some modi¬
fication of his expressions . The following letter ,
which was the last that I wrote to him respecting
the Satire before he left England , will show how
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strenuous I was on this point , and
also the li¬
berty which he allowed me to
take :
•
« Not being certain that
I shall see you to day , I write to tell you that
I am angry with
myself on finding that I have more
deference for
form , than friendship for the
author of ‘ English
Bards and Scotch Reviewers/ The
latter prompt¬
ed me to tear the concluding
pages , left at Caw thorn ’s ; the former withheld
me , and I was
weak enough to leave the lines
to go to the
printer . You have been so kind
as to sacrifice
some lines to me before . I
beseech you to sa¬
crifice these , for in every respect
they injure the
Poem , they injure you , and are
pregnant with
what you do not mean . I will
not let you print
them . I am going to dine in St
. James ’s - place
to day at five o ’clock , and in
the hope of .having
a battle with you , I will be
in St . James ’s-street
about four . ”
"Very soon after tins the
Satire
new form , but too late for its appeared in its
author to enjoy
his additional laurels before he
left England . I
was with him almost every day
while he remain¬
ed in London . Misanthropy
, disgust of life
leading to scepticism and impiety ,
prevailed in
his heart and embittered his
existence . He had

.
*

attached in se¬
for some time past been grossly
he bore however
veral low publications , which
the blind head¬
with more temper than he did
Edinburgh Re¬
the
by
genius
his
on
assault
long
to female society , he at
view . Unaccustomed
it ; and spoke of
once dreaded and abhorred
dreaded nor
women , such I mean as he neither companions .
than
abhorred , more as playthings
had no idea of it .
As for domestic happiness he
, « appeared like oppo¬
« A large family , ” he said
in the same salad ,
site ingredients mixed perforce
. ” Unfor¬
and he never relished the composition
in family circles ,
tunately , having never mingled
, from being at
he knew nothing of them ; and
, he was so
relations
bis
by
them
of
out
first left
them , espe¬
avoided
he
that
disgusted
completely
, ” said he ,
consider
I
»
.
part
female
the
cially
, and
ties as the work , of prejudice
u collateral
must choose
not the bond of the heart , which
in vain for me to
for itself unshackled . ” It was
similarity of pur¬
argue that the nursery , and a
life , are the best
suits and enjoyments in early
of love ; and that
foundations of friendship and
of home was as
to choose freely , the knowledge
. In those wider
requisite as that of wider circles , and but few
circles he had found no friend
to receive with an
companions , whom he used
at his heart ,
assumed gaiety , but real indifference

and spoke of -with little regard ,
sometimes with
sarcasm . He used to talk of one
young man ,
who had been his school -fellow ,
with
an affection
which he flattered himself was
returned . I oc¬
casionally met this friend at his
apartments , be¬
fore his last excursion to
Newstead . Their por¬
traits , by capital painters , were
elegantly framed ,
and surmounted with their
respective coronets ,
to be exchanged . However ,
whether taught by
ladies in revenge to neglect Lord
Byron , or ac¬
tuated by a frivolous inconstancy ,
lessened the number of his calls andhe gradually
their dura¬
tion . Of this , however , Lord
Byron made no
complaint , till the very day I went to
take my
leave of him , which was the one
previous to his
departure . I found him bursting
with indigna¬
tion . « Will you believe it , ”
said he , « I have
just met * ** , and asked him to
come and sit an
hour with me ; he excused
himself ; and what do
you think was his excuse ? He
was engaged with
his mother and some ladies to
shopping ! And
he knows I set out to - morrow go
, to be absent for
years , perhaps never to return !
Friendship ! —
I do not believe I shall leave
behind me , your¬
self and family excepted , and
perhaps my mo¬
ther , a single being who will
care what becomes
of me . ”

At this period of his life his mind was full of
hitter discontent . Already satiated with pleasure ,
and disgusted with those companions who have
no other resource , he had resolved on mastering
his appetites ; he broke up his harams ; and he
reduced his palate to a diet the most simple and
abstemious ; but the passions of the heart were
too mighty , nor did it ever enter his mind to
overcome them : resentment , anger , and hatred
held full sway over him , and his greatest grati¬
fication at that time was in overcharging his pen
with gall , which flowed in every direction against
individuals , his country , the world , the universe ,
creation , and the Creator . He might have be¬
come , he ought to have been , a different crea¬
ture ; and he hut too well accounts for the un¬
fortunate bias of bis disposition in the following
lines : —

E ' en I — least thinking of a thoughtless throng ,
Just skill ’d to know the right and choose the
wrong ,
Freed at that age when Reason ’s shield is lost ,
To fight my course through Passion ’s countless
host ;
Whom every path of Pleasure ’s flowery way
Has lured in turn , and all have led astray .

I took leave of him on the 10th of June , 1809 ,
and he left London the next morning : his ob¬
jects were still unsettled ; but he wished to hear
from me particularly
on the subject of the Sa¬
tire , and promised to inform me how to direct
lo him when he could so with certainty 5 — it
was , however , long before I heard from him .
After some time I wrote to him ; directing , at
a chance , to Malta , informing him of the success
of his Poem .
Leaving England with a soured mind , dis¬
claiming all attachments , and even belief in the
existence of friendship , it will be no wonder if
it shall be found that Lord Byron , during the
period of his absence , kept up little correspon¬
dence with any persons in England . A letter ,
dated at Constantinople , is the only one I re¬
ceived from him , till he was approaching
the
shores of England in the Volage frigate . To his
mother he wrote by every opportunity , Upon
her deatli , which happened very soon after his
arrival , and before he saw her , I was conversing
with him about IVewstead , and expressing my
hope that he would never be persuaded to part
with it ; he assured me he would not , and pro¬
mised to give me a letter which he had written
to his mother to that effect , as a pledge that he
never would , iiis letters to her being at New -
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stead , it was some time before lie performed his
promise ; but in doing it he made me a present
of all his letter * to her on his leaving England
and during his absence ; saying , as he put them
into my hands , « Some day or other they will
be curiosities . ” They are written in an easy
style , and if they do not contain all that is to
be expected from a traveller , what they do con¬
tain of that nature is pleasant ; and they strongly
mark the character of the writer .
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CHAPTER

IV

.

LORD BYRON ' S TRAVELS IN 1809 , 1810 ,
AND l8ll

.

Xae Letters which Lord Byron had thus given
to me were twenty in number . They consisted
of two short ones written from Newstead , at
the end of 1808 ; one written from London , in
March , 1809 ; fifteen written during his travels
from Falmouth , Gibraltar , Malta , Previsa ,
Smyrna , Constantinople , Athens , and Patras ,
in 1810 and 1811 ; one written on board the
Volage frigate , on his approach to England when
returning ; and a short note from London , to
announce his intention of going down to New¬
stead .

These letters were the only ones Lord Byron
wrote during his travels , with the single ex *
ception of letters of business to his agent . Letter writing was a matter of irksome duty to him ,
but one which he felt himself bound to perforin
to his mother . The letters are sometimes long
and full of detail , and sometimes short , and
mere intimations of his good health and progress ,
according as the humour of the moment over¬
came or not his habitual reluctance to the task .
I cannot but lament that any circumstances
should deprive the British public of such lively
and faithful delineations of the mind and cha¬
racter of Lord Byron as are to be found in these
letters . They do not , it is true , contain the
information which is usually expected from a ta¬
lented traveller through an interesting country ;
hut they do contain the index and guide which
enables the reader to travel into that more in¬
teresting region :— the mind and heart of such
a man as Lord Byron ; and though it might be
desirable that he should have given a fuller de¬
scription of his travels , it is highly satisfactory
that he should unconsciously have left the means
of penetrating into the natural character of so
singular a being .
Lord Byron ' s letters to his mother are more
likely to furnish these means than any thing else
123 .
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iliat lie lias left us ; because they contain the
only natural expression of his feelings , freely
poured forth in the very circumstances that ex¬
cited them , with no view at the time to obtain
or keep up a particular character , and therefore
with no restraint upon his own character . This
was never afterwards the case .
From the moment that the publication
of
Childe Harold ’s Pilgrimage
placed him , as it
were , by the wand of an enchanter , upon an
elevated pedestal in the Temple of Fame , he
could not write any thing even in familiar cor¬
respondence , which was not in some degree in¬
fluenced by the idea of supporting a character ;
especially as , after the death of his mother , he
had no correspondent
to whom he made it a
duty , at certain intervals , to communicate
his
thoughts .
It is , therefore , in the natural turn of thought ,
not shewn forth by any expression of decided opi¬
nions , but rather permitted to be seen in the light
touches and unpremeditated indications of feeling ,
with which these letters abound , that the origi¬
nal character of Lord Byron is more surely to
be traced . I say his original character , because
so great an alteration took place at least in the

degree , if not in the nalure of it , after the pub *
lication of his first great poem , that the traits
which might give us an insight into his mind at
the one period , will scarcely afford us ground
to form any judgment of it at the other . I
deeply regret that being prevented from making
any thing like quotations from these letters , it
is impossible for me to convey in any adequate
degree the spirit of the character which they dis play .
At Newstead , just before his coming of age ,
he planned his future travels ; and his original
intention included a much larger portion of the
world than that which he afterwards visited . He
first thought of Persia , to which idea indeed he
for a long time adhered . He afterwards meant
to sail for India ; and had so far contemplated
this project as to write for information from the
Arabic Professor at Cambridge , and to ask bis
mother to inquire of a friend who had lived in
India , what things would he necessary for his
voyage , lie formed his plan of travelling upon
very different grounds from those which he after¬
wards advanced . All men should travel at one
time or another , he thought , and he had then
no connexions to prevent him ; when he returned
he might enter into political life , for which tra -
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veiling would not incapacitate . Kim , and Ke
wished to judge of men by experience . He had
been compared by some one to Rousseau , but he
disclaimed any desire to resemble so illustrious
a lunatic ; though he wished to live as much by
himself and in his own way as possible .
While at Newstead at this time , and in con¬
templation of his intended departure , he made
a will which he meant to have formally executed
as soon as he came of age . In it he made a
proper provision for his mother , bequeathing her
the manor of Newstead for her life . How dif¬
ferent a will from that which , with so different
a mind and heart , he really executed seven years
afterwards !
A short time after this a proposal was made
to him by his man of business to sell Newstead
Abbey , w’hich made his mothe .r uneasy upon the
subject . To set her mind at ease he declared ,
in the strongest terms , that his own fate and
Newstead were inseparable ; stating , at the same
time , the fittest and noblest reasons why he
should never part with Newstead , and affirming
that the finest fortune in the country should not
purchase it from him . The letter in which he
had written his sentiments on this subject , was

*
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that which he gave to me to keep as a pledge
that he never would dispose of Newstead . Nor
was it , indeed , until he had abandoned himself
to the evil influence which afterwards beset him ,
that he forgot his solemn promise to his mother ,
and the pledge of honour which he voluntarily
put into my hands , and then bartered the last
vestige of the inheritance
of his family .
He left London in June , 18095 and his acute
sensibility being deeply wounded at his relation ’s
conduct when taking his seat in the House of
Lords , and by the disappointment
he had expe¬
rienced on parting with the friend whom he had
believed to be so affectionately attached to him ,
he talked of a regretless departure from the
shores of England , and said he had no wish to
revisit any thing in it , except his mother and
Newstead Abbey . The state of his affairs an¬
noyed him also much . He had consented to the
sale of his estate in Lancashire , and if it did not
produce what he expected , or what would be
sufficient for his emergencies , he thought of en¬
tering into some foreign service ; the Austrian ,
the Russian , or even the Turkish , if he liked
their manners . Amongst his suite was a German
servant , who had been already in Persia with Mr .
"VVilbraham , and a lad whom he took with him ,
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because he thought him , like himself , a friend¬
less creature ; and to the few regrets that he had
felt on leaving his native country , his heart
made him add that of parting with an old ser¬
vant , whose age prevented his master from hoping
to sec him again .
The objects that he met with in his journey
as far as Gibraltar , seemed to have occupied his
mind , to the exclusion of his gloomy and misan¬
thropic thoughts ; for the letter which he wrote
to his mother from thence contains no indication
of them , but , on the contrary , much playful
description of the scenes through which he had
passed . The beautiful Stanzas , from the 16th
to the 3 oth of the first Canto of Childe Harold 's
Pilgrimage , are the exact echoes of the thoughts
which occurred to his mind at the time , as he
went over the spot described . In going into the
library of the convent of TVIafra the monks con¬
versed with him in Latin , and asked him whether
the English had any books in their country .
From Mafra he went to Seville , and was not a
little surprised at the excellence of the horses
and roads in Spain , by which he was enabled to
travel nearly four hundred miles in four days ,
without fatigue or annoyance .
At Seville Lord Byron lodged in the house of
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two unmarried ladies , one of whom , however ,
was going to be married soon ; and though he
remained there only three days she did not
scruple to pay him the most particular attentions ,
which , as they were women of character , and
mixing in society , rather astonished him . HU
Sevillcan hostess embraced him at parting witli
great tenderness , cutting off a lock of his hair
and presenting him with a very long one of her
own , which he forwarded to his mother in his
next letter . YVith this specimen of Spanish fe¬
male manners , he proceeded to Cadiz , where
various incidents occurred to him calculated to
confirm the opinion he had formed at Seville of
the Andalusian belles , and which made him
leave Cadiz with regret , and determine to re¬
turn to it .
Lord Byron kept no journal ; while his com¬
panion , Mr . Hobhouse , was occupied without
ceasing in making notes . His aversion to letter¬
writing also occasions great chasms in the only
account that can be obtained of his movements
from himself . He wrote , however , to his mo¬
ther from Malta , merely to announce his safety ;
and forwarded the lc^ cr by Mrs . Spencer Smith ,
whose eccentric character and extraordinary
si¬
tuation very much attracted his attention . He
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did not write again until November , 1809 , from
Previsa .
Upon arriving at Yanina , Lord Byron found
that Ali Pacha was with his troops in Illyricum
besieging Ibrahim Pacha in Berat ; but the Vi¬
zier , having heard that an English nobleman was
in his country , had given orders at Banina to
supply him with every kind of accommodation
free of all expense . Thus he was not allowed to
pay for any thing whatever , and was forced to
content himself with making presents to the
slaves . From Yanina he went to Tepaleen , a
journey of nine days , owing to the autumnal
torrents which retarded his progress . The scene
which struck him upon entering Tepaleen , at
the lime of the sun ' s setting , recalled to his
mind the description of Branksome Castle , in
Scott ' s Lay of the Last Minstrel . The different
objects which presented themselves to his view
when arriving at the Pacha ' s palace , — the Al¬
banians in their superb costume — the Tartars
and the Turks with their separate peculiarities of
dress — the row of two hundred horses , ready
caparisoned , wailing in a large open gallery —
the couriers which the ^ jrring interest of the
siesje made to pass in and out con¬
neighbouring
stantly — the military music — the boys repeat -

ing the hour from the Minaret of the Mosque , —
are all faithfully and exactly described as he
saw them , in the 55th and following slanzas , to’s
the 6oth of the second Canto of Childe Harold
Pilgrimage .
lie was lodged in the palace , and the next
day introduced to Ali Pacha . — Ali said , that
the English minister had told him that Lord By¬
desired
ron ' s family w as a great one ; and he
him to give his respects to his mother , which his
Lordship faithfully delivered immediately . The
Pacha declared that he knew him to he a man
of rank from the smallness of his ears , his curl¬
ing hair , and his little white hands ; and told
him to consider himself under his protection as
that of a father while he remained in Turkey , as
he looked on him as his son ; and , indeed , he
,
showed how much he considered him as a child
nice
and
,
fruit
and
,
sweetmeats
him
sending
by
things repeatedly during the day .
In going in a Turkish ship of war , provided
for him by Ali Pacha , from Previsa , intending
to sail for Patras , Lord Byron was very nearly
lost in but a moderate gale of wind , from the
ignorance of the Turkish officers and sailors —
the wind , however , abated , and they were driven
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on the coast of Suli . The confusion appears to
have been very great on board the galliot , and
somewhat added to by the distress of Lord By¬
ron ' s valet , Fletcher , whose natural alarms
upon
this , and other occasions , and his untravelled
requirements
of English comforts , such as tea ,
etc . , not a little amused his master ,
and were
frequently the subject of good - humoured jokes
with him . An instance of disinterested hospital¬
ity , in the chief of a Suliote village ,
occurred to
Lord Byron in consequence
of his disasters in
the Turkish galliot . The honest Albanian , after
assisting him in the distress in which he found
himself , supplying his wants , and lodging him
and his suite , consisting of Fletcher , a Greek ,
two Athenians , a Greek priest , and his compa¬
nion , Mr . llobhouse , refused to receive any re¬
muneration ; and only asked him for a written
acknowledgment
that lie had been well - treated .
When Lord Byron pressed him to take money ,
he said , « I wish you to love me , not to pay me . ”
* At Yanina , on his return , he was
introduced
to Hussian Bey and Mahmout Pacha , two young
grandchildren
of Ali Pacha , very unlike lads ,
having painted faces , large black eyes , and re¬
gular features . They wrere nevertheless very pret¬
ty , and already instructed in all the court cere *
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monies . Mahmout , the younger , and he were
each other , like a
friends without understanding
great many other people , though for a different
reason .
Lord Byron wrote several timjs to his mother
from Smyrna , from whence he went in the Sal sette frigate to Constantinople . » It was while this
frigate was lying at anchor in the Dardanelles ,
that he swam from Sestos to Akydos , — an ex¬
ploit .which he seemed to have remembered ever
after with very great pleasure , repeating it and
referring to it in no less than five of his letters
to his mother , and in the only two letters he
wrote to me while he was away .
It was not until after Lord Byron arrived at
that he decided not to go on to
Constantinople
Persia , but to pass the following summer in the
Morea . At Constantinople , Mr . tlobhouse left
him to return to England , and by him he wrote
to me and to his mother . He meant also to
have sent back his man , Fletcher , with Mr . Hob house ; as , however good a servant in England ,
in his progress .
he found him an incumbrance
Lord Byron had now tasted the delights of Ira
veiling ; he had seen much , both of country and
of mankind ; he had neither been disappointed
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nor disgusted with what he had met with ; and
though he had passed many a fatiguing , he had
never spent a tedious hour . This led him to
fear that these feelings might excite in him a
gipsy - like wandering disposition , which would
make him unc ^ nfortahleathome
, knowing such
to he frequently the case with men in the habit
of travelling . ]Te had mixed with persons in
all stations in life had lived amongst the most
splendid , and sojourned with the poorest , and
found the people harmless and hospitable . He
had passed some time with the principal Greeks
in the Morea and Livadia , and he classed them
as inferior to the Turks , hut superior to the
Spaniards , whom he placed before the Portuguese .
At Constantinople , his judgment of Lady Mary
Wortley was , that she had not overstepped the
truth near so much as would have been done by
any other woman under similar circumstances ;
but he differed from her when she said « St . Paul ' s
would cut a strange figure by St . Sophia ' s. ” He
felt the great interet which St . Sophia ' s possesses
from various considerations , but he thought it
by no means equal to some of the Mosques , and
not to be written on the same leaf with St . Paul ’s .
According to his idea , the Cathedral at Seville
was superior to both , or to any religious edifice
be knew . He was enchanted with the magnificence

of the walls of the city , and the heauty of the
Turkish burying grounds ; and he looked with
enthusiasm at the prospect on each side from the
Seven Towers , to the end of the Golden Horn .
When Lord Byron had lost his companion at
Constantinople , he felt great satisfaction at being
once more alone ; for his nature led him to so¬
litude , and his disposition towards it encreased
daily . There were many men there and in the
Morea who wished to join him ; one to go to
Asia , another to Egypt . But he preferred going
alone over his old track , and to look upon his
old objects , the seas and the mountains , the only
acquaintances that improved upon him . He was
a good ^deal annoyed at this juncture by the per¬
severing silence of his man of business , from
whom he had never once heard since his depar¬
ture from England , in spite of the critical situa¬
tion of his affairs ; and yet , it is remarkable with
how much patience he bore with circumstances ,
to excite the
which certainly were calculated
anger of one of less irritable disposition than his
own .
it were owing to his having been
Whether
left alone to his own reflections , or whether it
be merely attributable to the uneven fluctuations
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of an unsettled
mind , it appears
that Lord By¬
rons
thoughts
at this time had some tendency
towards
a recovery
from
the morbid
state of
moral
apathy which upon some important
points
he had evinced . He felt the advantage
of looking
at mankind
in the original
, and notin
the pic *
ture — of reading
themselves
, instead of the ac¬
count
of them in books ; he saw the disadvanla *
geous results of remaining
at home with the nar¬
row prejudices
of an islander , and wished
that
the youth of our country
were forced by law to
visit our allied
neighbours
.
He had conversed
•with French , Italians , Germans , Danes , Greeks ,
Turks , Armenians
, etc . etc . , and without
Ibsing
sight of his own nation , could form an estimate
of the countries
and manners
of others ; Imt , at
the same time , he felt gratified
when he found
that England
was superior
in any thing . This
shows
the latent
spark
of patriotism
in his
heart .
He wished
when
he returned
to England
to
lead
a quiet
and retired
life ; in thinking
of
which , his mind involuntarily
acknowledged
that
God knew , but arranged
the best for us all . This
acknowledgment
seemed
to call forth
the re¬
membrance
of his acquired
infidelity
; and , for
the sake of consistency
, he qualified
it by giving

it as the general belief , and he had nothing to
oppose to such a doctrine , as upon the whole
he could not complain of his own lot . He was
convinced that mankind did more harm to them¬
selves than Satan could do to them . These are
singular assertions for Lord Byron , and shew
that , af that time at least , his mind was in a
state which might have admitted of a different
result than that which unhappily followed .
I have already said , that Lord Byron took no
notes of his travels , and he did not intend to
publish any thing concerning
them ; but it is
curious that , while he was in Greece , he made
a determination
that he would publish no more
on any subject — he would appear no more as
an author — he was quite satisfied , if by his Sa¬
tire he had shown to the critics and $ ie world
that he was something above what they supposed
him to be , nor would he hazard the r $» utation
that w ork might have procured him by publishing
again , lie had , indeed , other things by him , as
the event proved ; but he resolved , that if they
were worth giving to the public , it should be
posthumously , that the remembrance
of him
might be continued when he could no longer
remember .

Previous to his return to England , the proposal
# ►sell ^ ewstead was renewed . His mother again
showed her feeling upon the subject . His own
feelings and determinations were unchanged . If
it was necessary that money should he procured
by the sale of land , he was willing to part with
Rochdale . He sent Fletcher to England with
papers to that effect . He , besides , had no re¬
liance on the funds 5 but the main point of his
objection to the proposal was , that the only
thing that hound him to England was Ncwstead
event he should be
— if by any extraordinary
induced to part with it , he was resolved to pass
his life abroad . The expenses of living in the
East , with all the advantages of climate and
abundance of luxury , were trifling in comparison
with what was necessary for competence in Eng¬
land . He was resolved that JNewstead should not
be sol (J : * he had fixed upon the alternative — if
Newstead remained with him , he would come
back -JPif not , he never would .
Lord Byron returned

to England

IntheVoIage

* frigate , on the 2d July , 1811 , after having been
absent two years exactly to a day . He experien¬

ced very similar feelings of indifference in ap¬
proaching its shores , to those with whii ; h he had
left them . His health had not suffered , though

» 6i
it had been interrupted
by two sharp fevers ; he
had , however , put himself
entirely
upon a vege¬
table diet , never taking either fish or flesh , and
drinking
no wine .
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CHAPTER

V

.

— HINTS FROM
RETURN TO ENGLAND
OF CHILDE
HORACE — HIS OPINION
HAROLD ' S PILGRIMAGE .

Early

in

July , 1811 , I received

a letter

from

Lord Byron , written on board the Yolage frigate ,
at sea , on the 28th of June , in which , after in¬
forming me of his approaching return , he shortly
recapitulates the principal countries he has tra¬
velled through , and does not forget to mention
his swimming from Sestos to Abydos . He ex¬
pected little pleasure in coming home , though
he brought a spirit still unbroken . He dreaded
the trouble he should have to encounter in the
of his affairs . His Satire was at
arrangement
that - time in the fourth edition j and at that

period , being able to think and act more coolly ,
he affected
to feel sorry that he had written
it .
This was , however , an immense
sacrifice
to a
vague sense of propriety
, as is clear
from
his
having
even then in his possession
an imitation
of Horace ^s Art of Poetry , ready for the press ,
which was nothing
but a continuation
of the Sa¬
tire ; and also from the subsequent
preparation
of a fifth edition
of the very w' ork which he pro¬
fessed to regret
having written .
Lord Byron frequently
exercised
his wit upon
the subject
of a young
man of the name of
Blackett
— as poor that he worked
in a garret ,
as a shoemaker
, and did not procure
sufficient
employment
to make life tolerably
;
comfortable
in spite of which he married , and had children .
In his unoccupied
hours he made verses as well
as shoes . Some
of these found
their way into
the hands
of Mr . Pratt , himself
a successful
writer , whose
benevolence
and enthusiasm
al¬
ways equalled , and sometimes
, his
outstripped
.
judgment
He immediately
saw latent
genius
in those essays of an uneducated
man , sought
him , became
confirmed
in the opinion
he had
formed , and , doubly
excited by the miserable
state in which he found him , resolved to do him
all the service
that his pen and influence
could
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effect publicly
and privately .
He collected
a
volume
of bis writings
sufficient
to form the
foundation
of a subscription
, which soon became
so ample as to lower him from his attics . Pratt
then persuaded
Mr . Elliston , the actor , to be
among his applauders
and protectors
. I remem¬
ber hearing
Mr . Elliston
speak of a dramatic
pro¬
duction
of Blackett ' s with infinite
ardour , and
of the author
as a wonderful
genius . I do not ,
however , think that he ever produced
the piece .
Other
patrons
and patronesses
appeared ; and it
is a curious
incident
that one of the latter , then
a perfect stranger
to Lord Byron , should
after¬
wards
become
his wife .
That lady and her pa¬
rents were very kind to Blackett ; invited
him ,
as I was informed
, to the country
where their
estates lie , and accommodated
him with a cot¬
tage to reside
in .
The poor fellow ' s constitu¬
tion , either originally
weak , or undermined
by
the hardships
of poverty , failed
him at a very
earlj ’ period
of life . After some stay at the cot¬
tage , he was advised to go and breathe
the air
of his native place , though
situated
more to the
north . There , for a short time , he comforted
his mother , and was comforted
by her , and by
the benevolent
attentions
of several
kind
phy¬
sicians . Upon his death , Mr . Pratt collected
all
his additional
compositions
; and , adopting
the
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title winch Mr . Southey hail given to the works
of Kirke White , published the whole of his
writings together as « The Remains of Joseph
Blackett , ” by which another considerable col¬
lection was made , and formed into a fund for the
support of Blackett ’s surviving daughter .
Genius , we well know , is not the exclusive
inheritance of the affluent , but without a con¬
siderable degree of education
it has not the
means of displaying itself , especially in poetry ,
where the flowers of language are almost as es¬
sential as the visions of fancy . Rhetoric and
grammar are not necessary in mechanics and
mathematics , but they must be possessed by the
Poet , whose title to genius may be overturned
by the confusion of metaphors and the incon¬
gruities of tropes . I believe all the Poets of low
origin partook , more or less , of the advantages
of education .
The last of these was Kirke
White , whose learning and piety , however , I
always thought far superior to his poetical nerve .
Blackett was deficient in common learning . I
had more pleasure in observing the improvement
of his condition than in the perusal of his wri¬
tings ; though , in spite of the ridicule of Lord
Byron , and my Ionian friend , as Lord Byron
called Waller Wright , I saw , or was persuaded
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by Mr . Pratt ’s warmth , to see , some sparkling of
genius in the effusions of this young man . It
\vas upon this that Lord Byron and a young
friend of his were sometimes playful in conver¬
sation ; and , in writing to me , « I see , ” says the
latter , « that Blackett the Son of Crispin and
Apollo is dead . Looking into Boswell ’s Life of
Johnson the other day , I saw , ‘ Wc were talk¬
ing about the famous Mr . Wordsworth , the po¬
etical Shoemaker ; ’ — Now , I never before
heard that there had been a Mr . "Wordsworth
a
Poet , a Shoemaker , or a famous man ; and 1
dare say you have never heard of him . Thus it
will be with Bloomfield and Blackett — their
names two years after their death will be found
neither on the rolls of Curriers ’ Hall nor of Par¬
nassus . W ’ ho would think that any body would
be such a blockhead as to sin against an express
proverb , ‘ Ne sutor ultra crepidam ! ’
But spare him , ye Critics , his follies are
past ,
For the Cobler is come , as he ought , to
his last .
Which two lines , with a scratch under last , to
shew where the joke lies , I beg that you will
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prevail on Miss Milbank to have inserted on the
tomb of her departed Blackett . " In my reply ,
I said , « WitK respect to Blackett , whatever you
in attempting to
may think of his presumption
ascend Parnassus , you cannot blame him for de¬
scending from a garret to a drawing - room ; for
changing starvation and misery for good food
and flattering attention ; an unwilling apothe¬
cary , for physicians rivalling one another in so¬
attendance ; which
licitude and disinterested
change , I can assure you , is nothing more than
literal truth . " This produced the following re¬
joinder : « You seem to me to put Blackett ’s ca9e
quite in the right light : — to be sure any one
would rise if he could , and any one has a right
to make the effort ; but then any one , on the
other hand , has a right to keep the aspirant
down , if he thinks the man ’s pretensions ill founded . I do not laugh at Blackett , but at
those who flattered him . He , poor fellow , was
perfectly right , if he could find protectors , to
gain them , either by verse - making or shoe making . Indeed , he was right in trying the
former , as by far the most easy and expeditious
of the two . Were a regular bred author , a
of education , to write like them ,
gentleman
their verses would not be tolerated . But every
one is in a stare of admiration that a cobler or a
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tinker should he able to rhyme at all . We gaze
at them , not at their poetry , which is like the
crabs found in the heart of a rock :
4 The thing we know is neither

rich nor rare ,
But wonder how the devil it got there/

Some applaud the prodigy out of sheer bad
taste ; they do not know that his nonsense is
nonsense ; others out of pure humanity and good¬
ness of heart . The first are such people as Pratt
and Capel Lofft : the second , such critics as your¬
self , my dear Sir . But this is , as I said before ,
a piece of injustice to men of education , who
may sweat , strain , and labour , and , when they
have done their best , hear their own qualifica¬
tions quoted against them : — The world says ,
4 Mr . ought to have known better — I
wonder a man of his education should fail so
wretchedly/
You must not bring G * * against
me , nor a much greater man , Burns , because
the one was a cobler , and the other a plough¬
man *. for , reading their verses , we never think
of the poet ; no , we only are intent upon and
admire the poetry , which would have delighted
us had it been written by Dryden , or Gay , or
any other great name . In the other case , we

ought to content ourselves ■with saying , ‘ There
goes a wonderful coblcr .' It is folly and false¬
hood to say , ‘ Look at that poet , he was a colder
once/
It is very true that he was a cohler once ;
but it is not true that he is a poet now . Shall
I tell you , however , to what the reputation of
this sort of men is owing ? Doubtless it is to
the vanity of those who choose to set up for
patrons , and who , because men of sense and
character would scorn their protection , lookout
for little sparklings of talent in the depth and
darkness of cellars and stalls , and having popped
upon something to their mind , stamp it with
their own seal of merit to pass current with the
world . You know a man of true genius will
not suffer himself to be patronized ; but a patron
is the life and soul and existence of your sur¬
prising fellows . The only legitimate patron is
the respectable bookseller , and he will not take
a cobler ' s verses , unless they are brought to him
by some Mzecenas who will promise to run all
risks . a
Upon receiving Lord Byron ' s letter from on¬
board the Yoiage , I wrote him the following : —
« I called this morning at Reddish ' s Hotel ,
with the hope of hearing something of you , since

which your letter , written at sea , has been de¬
livered to me . On Monday I trust I shall have
the pleasure of welcoming you in person back
to England . I hope you will find more pleasure
in it than you seem to promise yourself . I pity
you indeed for the bustle that awaits you in the
arrangement of your affairs . I wish you would
allow me to recommend
to you a gentleman
whom I have long known ; a man of the strict¬
est honour ; a man of business ; and one of the
best accountants in the kingdom . He would , I
am confident , save you a world of trouble and a
world of money . I know how much he has
done for others , who , but for him , would have
been destroyed by the harpies of extortion . I
will tell you more of him when we meet , un¬
less you should think I have already taken suffi¬
cient liberty , in which case I should only beg
you to forget it for the sake of my intention .
1 rejoice to hear that you are prepared for the
press . I hope to have you in prose as well as
verse by and by . You will find your Satire not
forgotten by the public : it is going fast through
its fourth edition , and I cannot call that a
middling run . Some letters have passed be¬
tween llobhouse
and me . His account of my
son was truly gratifying to me . He is a fortunate
lad . I wisli you had touched at Cadiz , in your
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way home . George Byron and he I find are in
correspondence . w
On the i5th of July I had the pleasure of
shaking hands with him at lleddish ' s Hotel , in
St . James ' s - street .
I thought his looks belied
the report he had given me of his bodily health ,
and his countenance
did not betoken melan¬
choly , or displeasure at his return . He was very
animated in the account of his travels , but as¬
sured me he had never had the least idea of
writing them . He said he believed satire to be
his forte , - and to that he had adhered , having
written , during his stay at different places abroad ,
a paraphrase of Horace ’s Art of Poetry , which
would he a good finish to English Bards and
Scotch Reviewers ; forgetting the regret which ,
in his last letter , he had expressed to me for
having written it . He seemed to promise him¬
self additional fame from it , and I undertook to
superintend
its publication , as I had done that
of the Satire . I had chosen the hour ill for my
visit , and we had hardly any time to converse
uninterruptedly
; he therefore engaged me to
breakfast with him the next morning . In the
mean time I looked over the Paraphrase , which
I had taken home with me , and I must say I
was grievously disappointed . Not that the verse

•was Lad ,

or the images of the Roman poet
badly adapted to the times ; but a muse much
inferior to his might have produced them in
the smoky atmosphere of London , whereas he
bad been roaming under the cloudless skies of
Greece , on sites where every step he took might
have set such a fancy as his « in fine phrenzies
rolling . J> but the poem was his , and the af¬
fection he had acquired in my heart was undi¬
minished .
The following lines are inserted
cimen of it . It began thus : —
« Who

as a fair spe¬

would not laugh , if Lawrence , hir ’d
to grace
His costly canvass with each flatter ’ d face ,
Abus ’d his art / till Nature with a blush
Saw Cits grow Centaurs underneath his brush ?
Or should some limner join , for show or sale ,
A maid of honour to a mermaid ’s tail ;
Or low D ** * ( as once the world has seen )
Degrade
God ’s creature ’s in his graphic
spleen —
Not all that forced politeness which defends
Fools in their faults , could gag his grinning
friends .
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Believe me , Mosciius , like that picture seems
The book -which , sillier than a sick man ' s
dreams ,
Displays a crowd of figures incomplete ,
Poetic night - mares without head or feet .
Poets and painters , as all artists know ,
May shoot a little with a lengthen ' d bow ;
We claim this mutual mercy for our task ,
And grant in turn the pardon which we ask ;
But make not monsters spring from gentle
dams —
Birds breed not vipers , tigers nurse not
lambs .

A laboured

long exordium sometimes tends
speeches ) but to paltry ends ;
And nonsense in a lofty note goes down ,
As pertness passes with a legal gown :
Thus many a bard describes in pompous
strain
The clear brook babbling through the goodly
plain ;
The groves of Granta , and her Gothic halls ,
King ' s Coll . — Cam ' s stream — stain ’d win¬
dows , and old walls ;
( Like patriot

>
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Or in adventurous numbers neatly aims
To paint a rainbow , or — the river Thames * .
You sketch

a tree ,

and so perhaps may
shine ;
But daub a shipwreck like an alehouse sign :
Why place a Vase , which dwindling to a Pot ,
You

glide

down

Grub

- street

,

fasting

and

forgot ?
Laughed into Lethe by some quaint review ,
Whose wit is never troublesome — till true .
In fine , to whatsoever you aspire ,
Let it at least be simple and entire .
The greater portion of the rhyming tribe
( Give ear , my friend , for thou hast been a
scribe )
Are led astray by some peculiar lure ;
I labour to be brief — become obscure :
One feeds while following elegance too fast ;
Another soars — inflated with bombast :
Too low a third crawls on — afraid to fly ,
He spins his subject to satiety ;
* « Where pure description
sense . " — Pore .

holds the place of
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Absurdly varying , he at last engraves
Fish in the woods , - and boars beneath
waves !

the

care ' s exact , your judgment
nice ,
The flight from folly leads but into vice :
None are complete , all wanting in some part ,
Like certain tailors , limited in art —
For coat and waistcoat Slowshears is your
man ;
But breeches claim another artisan * . —
Now this to me , I own , seems much the
same
As Yulcan ’s feet to bear Apollo ' s frame ;
Or , with a fair complexion , to expose
Black eyes , black ringlets , and a bottle nose !
Unless

* Mere

your

common

mortals

were

commonly

con¬

tent with one tailor and one bill ; but the
more finished gentlemen found it impossible
to confide their lower garments to the makers
of their body - clothes . 1 speak of the be¬
ginning of 1809 ; what reform may have
since taken place I neither know nor desire
to know .

Dear

authors

!

suit your topics to your
strength ,
And ponder well your subject and its lengthy
Nor lift your load until you ' re quite aware
"What weight your shoulders will or will not
bear :
But lucid Order and Wit ' s siren voice
Await the poet skilfui ^ in his choice ;
With native eloquence he soars along ,
Grace in his thoughts and music in his song .—
Let judgment teach him wisely to combine
W ' ilh future parts the now omitted line :
This shall the author choose , or that reject
Precise in style , and cautious to select .
Nor slight applause will candid pens afford
The dext ' rous coiner of a wanting word .
Then fear not , if ' tis needful , to produce
Some term unknown , or obsolete in use :
As Pitt * has furnished us a word or two ,
Which Lexicographers declined to do ;
* Mr . Pitt was liberal in his additions to our
Parliamentary
Tongue , as may be seen in
many publications , particularly
the Edin¬
burgh Review ,
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So you , indeed , with care ( but be content
To take this license rarely ) may invent .

New words find credit in these latter days ,
Adroitly grafted on a Gallic phrase ;
"What Chaucer , Spenser did , we scarce refuse
To Dkydep ^ s or to Pope ’s maturer muse .
If you can add a little , say , why not ,
As well as William Pitt , and Walter Scott ?
Since they by force of rhyme and force of
lungs ,
Enriched our island ’s ill - united tongues ;
’Tis then — and shall be — lawful to present
Reforms in writing as in Parliament .

As forests shed their foliage by degrees ,
So fade expressions , which in season please ;
And we and ours , alas , are due to fate ,
And works and words but dwindle to a date .
Though as a monarch nods , and commerce
calls ,
Impetuous rivers stagnate in canals ;
Though swamps subdued , and marshes dried ,
sustain
The heavy ploughshare , and the yellow grain ;
ia3 .
M

And rising ports along the busy shore ,
Protect the vessel from old Ocean ’s roar ;
All , all must perish — but , surviving last ,
The love of letters half preserves the past : —
Thus future years dead volumes shall revive ,
And those shall sink which now appear to
thrive * ,
As custom arbitrates , whose shifting sway
Our life and language must alike obey .
The immortal

wars which Gods and angels
wage ,
Are they not shown in Milton ’s sacred page ?
His strain will teach what numbers best belong
To themes celestial told in Epic song .
The slow sad stanza will correctly paint
The lover ’s anguish , or the friend ’s com¬
plaint !
* Old ballads , old plays , and old women ’s
stories , are at present in as much request
as old wine or newspapers : in fact , this is
the millennium of black - letter ; thanks to
our Webers and Scotts !
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But which deserves the laurel —- rhyme — or

blank p
Which holds on Helicon the higher rank ?
Let squabbling critics by themselves dispute
This point , as puzzling as a chancery suit .
Satiric rhyme first sprang from selfish spleen ;
You doubt — see Drydeiv' , Pope , St . Patrick ’s
Dea * . *

Blank verse is now with one consent allied
To tragedy , and rarely quits her side :
Though mad Almanzor rhym ’d in Drydeis ’s
days ,
No sing - song hero rants in modern plays ;
"While modest comedy her verse foregoes ,
To jest and pun + iu very middling prose :
Not that our Bens or Beaumonts show the
worse ,
* IVPFlecknoe , much of the Dunciad , and all
Swift ’s lampooning ballads .
t With all the vulgar applause aud critical ab¬
horrence of puns , they have Aristotle on
their side , who permits them to orators ,
and gives them consequence by a grave dis¬
quisition .
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Or lose one point because they wrote in verse :
But so Thalia ventures to appear —
Poor Virgin ! damned some twenty times a year .
*

*

*

•*

*

*

?Tis hard to venture where our betters Tail 9
Or lend fresh interest to a twice - told tale .
And yet , perchance , ' tis wiser to prefer
A hackneyed plot , than choose a new , and err .
Yet copy not too closely , but record
More justly thought for thought , than word
for word .
IS' or trace your prototype through narrow ways ,
But only follow where he merits praise .
For you , young bard , whom luckless fate may
lead
To tremble on the nod of all who read ,
Ere your first score of Cantos time unrolls ,
Beware — for God ' s sake don ' t begin like
Bowles

* !

* About two years ago , a young man , named
Townsend , was announced
by Mr . Cumber¬
land
( in a Bevicw since deceased ) as being

engaged

in an epic poem ,

to be entitled
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and a loftier strain ” —And pray — what follows from his boiling
brain ?

« Awakc a louder

. J> The plan and specimen
promise much ; but I hope neither to offend
to
Mr . T . or his friends , by recommending
his attention the lines of Horace to which
these rhymes allude . If Mr . T . succeeds in
his undertaking , as there is reason to hope ,
how much will the world be indebted to
him before
Mr . Cuwbeklakd for bringing
the public . But till that eventful day ar¬
rives , it may be doubted whether the pre¬
mature display of his plan ( sublime as the
ideas confessedly are ) has not , by raising
expectation too high , or diminishing curio¬
sity by developing his argument , rather in¬
curred the hazard of injuring Mr . T/s fu¬
( whose ta¬
ture prospects . Mr . Cumberland
lents I shall not depreciate by the humble
tribute of my praise ) and Mr . T . must not
suppose me actuated by unworthy motives in
this suggestion . I wish the author all the
success he can wish himself , and shall be
truly happy to see epic poetry weighed up
from the bathos where it lies sunken with

« Armageddon
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He sinks to Southey ’s level in a trice *
Whose Epic mountains never fail in mice .

Southey , Cottle , Cowley , ( Mrs . or Abraham )
Ogilvie , W ' ilkie , Page , and all the « dull
of past and present days . ” Even if he is
not a Milton , he may be better than a Black more ; if not a Homer , an Antimachus . I
should deem myself presumptuous , as a
young man , in offering advice , were it not
addressed to one still younger . Mr . T . has
the greatest difficulties to encounter ; but
in conquering
them he will find employ *
ment — in having conquered them — his
reward . I know too well the « scribbler ’s
scoff , the critic ’s contumely , ” and I am
afraid time will teach Mr . T . to know them
better . Those who succeed and those who
do not must bear this alike , and it is hard
to say which have most of it . I trust that
Mr . Townsend ’s share will be from envy ;
he will soon know mankind well enough
not to attribute this expression to malice .
The above note was written before the
author was apprised of Mr . Cumberland ’s
death .
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Not so of yore awoke your mighty sire
The tempered warblings of his master lyre .
Soft as the gentler breathing of the lute ,
« Of mail ' s first disobedience and the fruit ’)
He speaks , but as his subject swells along ,
Earth , heaven , and Hades echo with the song .
Still to the midst of things he hastens on ,
As if we witnessed all already done ;
Leaves on his path whatever seems too mean
To raise the subject or adorn the scene ;
Gives , as each page improves upon the sight ,
Not smoke from brightness , but from darkness
light ,
And truth and fiction with such art com pounds ,
t
yVe know not where to fix their several
bounds .
In not disparaging this poem , however , next day ,
I could not refrain from expressing some surprise
that he had written nothing else ; upon which
he told me that he had occasionally written short
poems , besides a great many stanzas in Spenser ’s
measure , relative to the countries he had visited .
you with , but
« They are not worth troubling
you shall have them all with you if you like . n
So came I by Childe Harold ' s Pilgrimage . He *
took it from a small trunk , with a number of
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verses . He said they had been read hut by one
person , who had found very little to commend ,
and much to condemn : that he himself was of
that opinion , and he was sure I should be so too .
Such as it was , however , it was at my service ;
but he was urgent that « The Hints from Horace ”
should be immediately
put in train , which I
promised to have done . How much he was mis *
taken as to my opinion , the following letter
shows . He was going next morning to Harrow
for a few days , but I was so delighted with his
poem that I could not refrain from -writing to
him that very evening , the 16th of July .
« You have written one of the most delightful
poems I ever read . If I wrote this in flattery , I
should deserve your contempt rather than your
friendship . Remember , I depend upon your
considering
me superior to it . I have been so
fascinated with Childe Harold , that I have not
been able to lay it down . I would almost pledge
my life on its advancing the reputation of your
poetical powers , and of its gaining you great
honour and regard , if you will do me the credit
and favour of attending to my suggestions re¬
specting some alterations and omissions which I
• think indispensable . JVot a line do I mean to
offer .
I already know your sentiment on that
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point — all shall be your own ; but in having
the magnanimity
to sacrifice some favourite
stanzas , you will perhaps have a little trouble ,
though indeed but a little , in connecting the
parts . I shall instantly put the poem into my
nephew ' s hands to copy it precisely ; and I hope ,
on Friday or Saturday morning , to take my
breakfast with you , as I did this morning . It
is long since I spent two hours so agreeably —
not only your kind expressions as to myself , but
the marked temperance of your mind , gave me
extreme pleasure . "
Attentive as he had hitherto been to my opini¬
ons and suggestions , and natural as it was that
be should be swayed by such decided praise , I
was surprised to find that I could not at first
obtain credit with Lord Byron for my judgment
on Childe Harold ' s Pilgrimage . « It was any
thing but poetry
it had been condemned by
a good critic — had I not myself seen the senten¬
ces on the margins of the manuscript ? " He dwelt
vupon the paraphrase of the Art of Poetry with ,
pleasure ; and the manuscript of that was given
to Cawthorn , the publisher of the Satire , to be
brought forth without delay . I did not , how¬
ever , leave him sot before I quitted him I re¬
turned to the charge , and told him that I was
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so convinced of the merit of Childe Harold ’s
Pilgrimage , that as he had given it to me , I
should certainly publish it , if he would have the
kindness to attend to some corrections and al¬
terations .
He at length seemed impressed by my perse *
verance , and took the poem into consideration .
He was at first unwilling to alter or omit any
of the stanzas , but they could not be published
as they stood . Besides several weak and ludicrous
passages , unworthy of the poem , there were some
of an offensive nature , which , on reflection , his
own feelings convinced him could not with pro¬
priety be allowed to go into the world . These
he undertook to curtail and soften ; but he per¬
sisted in preserving
his philosophical , free thinking stanzas , relative to death . I had much
friendly , but unsuccessful contest with him on
that point , and I was obliged to be satisfied with
the hypothetical but most beautiful stanza —>
Yet if , as holiest men have deem ’d , there be
A land of souls beyond that sable shore , etc .
which , in the course of our contention , he sent
me , to be inserted after the sceptical stanzas in
the beginning of the Second Canto . He also sa -
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crificed to me some harsh political reflections on
the Government , and a ludicrous stanza or two
which I thought injured the poem . 1 did all I
could to raise his opinion of this composition ,
and I succeeded ; but he varied much in his feel¬
ings about it , nor was he , as will appear , at his
ease , until the world decided on its merit . He
said again and again , that I was going to get him
into a scrape with his old enemies , and that
none of them would rejoice more than the Edin¬
burgh Reviewers at an opportunity
to humble
him . He said I must not put his name to it . I
entreated him to leave it to me , and that I would
answer for this poem silencing all his enemies .
The publication
of it being determined upon ,
my first thought respecting a publisher was to
give it to Cawthorn , as it appeared to me right
that he should have it who had done so well
with the Poet ' s former work ; but Cawthorn did
not then rank high among the brethren of the
trade . I found that this had been instilled into
Lord Huron ’s ear since his return to England ,
probably at Harrow . I was sorry for it ; for in¬
stead of looking for fashionable booksellers , he
should , as Pope did , have made his bookseller
the most fashionable one , and this he could
easily have done . He thought more modestly of
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himself , and said he wished I would offer it to
Miller , of Albermarle - street . « Cawthorn had
The Hints from Horace — he always meant them
for him , and the Poems had belter be published
by different booksellers . ” I could not accord in
the opinion , but I yielded of course to his wish .
It was but a step ; I carried it up to Miller , and
left it with him , enjoining him the strictest se cresy as to the author . In a few days , by ap¬
pointment , I called again to know his decision ,
lie declined publishing it . He noticed all my
objections ; his critic had pointed them out ;
but his chief objection he stated to be the man¬
ner in which Lord Elgin was treated in the poem .
He was his bookseller and publisher . When I
reported this to Lord Byron , his scruples and
apprehensions of injuring his fame returned ; but
I overcame them , and he gave me leave to publish
with whom I pleased , requesting me only to keep
in mind what he had said as to Cawthorn , and
also the refusal of Longman ’s house to publish
his Satire . Next to these I wished to oblige Mr .
Murray , who had then a shop opposite St . Dun stan ’s church , in Fleet - street . Both he and his
father before him had published for myself . He
had expressed to me his regret that I did not
carry him the English Bards and Scotch Reviewers .
But this was after its success — I think he would

have refused it in its embryo state * After Lord
Byron ’s arrival , I had met him , and he said he
wished I would obtain some work of his Lord *
ship ' s for him . I now had it in my power , and
I put Childe Harold ' s Pilgrimage into his hands ,
telling him that Lord Byron had made me a pre¬
sent of it ; and that I expected that he would
mahc a very liberal agreement with me for it .
He took some days to consider , during which
time he consulted his literary advisers , among
whom , no doubt , was Mr . Gifford , who was the
Editor of the Quarterly Review . That Mr . Gif¬
ford gave a favourable opinion I afterwards learn¬
ed from Hr . Murray himself ; but the objections
I have stated stared him in the face , and he was
kept in suspense between the desire of possessing
a work of Lord Byron ' s , and the fear of an un¬
successful speculation . "We came to this conclu¬
sion ; that he should print , at his expense , a
handsome quarto edition , the profits of which I
should share equally with him , and that the
agreement for the copyright should depend upon
the success of this edition . "When I told this to
Lord Byron he was highly pleased , but still
doubted the copyright being worth my accept¬
ance ; promising , however , if the poem went
through the edition to give me other poems to
annex to Childe Harold . These preliminaries
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being settled , I persisted in my attacks on
the
objectionable
parts of this deligtful work , now
formally become mine .
He wrote an intro¬
ductory stanza , for the second originally stood
first , polished some lines , and became
in general
far more condescending
and compliant
than I
ever flattered myself
should find him ; which I
attributed to his clearly perceiving how sincerely
I loved him . Finding that I could gain
nothing
in respect to the sceptical stanzas , the
concilia¬
tory one I have already mentioned not
having
been written at that time , I drew up a
regular
protest against them , and enclosed it to him in
a short letter just before he left town ,
which
departure , though always intended to be soon ,
was at last , very sudden , in consequence of
an
express from INewstead Abbey , by which he was
informed
that his mother ' s life was despaired
of , and urged to lose no time in coming to
the
Abbey . He instantly
set off post with four
horses , but , alas ! she did not live to
embrace
him .
« Within
is my
sceptical stanzas of
no symptoms of a
none of a Scoffer in
endure my sincerity

formal protest against the
your poem . You have seen
Puritan in me ; I have seen
you . — You , I know , can
; 1 should be sorry if I could

*9 l

not appreciate yours . You have the uncommon
virtue of not being anxious to make others think
as you do on religious topics ; I , less disinterest¬
ed , have the greatest desire , not without great
hope , that you may one day think as I do . ”

ENCLOSURE

.

The Protest of R . C. Dallas against certain Seep -

tical Stanzas in the Poem entitled Childe
rold ' s Pilgrimage .
Dissentient —

Ha

-

Because — Although among feeble and corrup
men religions
may take their turn ; although
Jupiter and Mahomet , and error after error , may
enter the brain of misguided mortals , it does not
follow that there is not a true religion , or that
the incense of the heart ascends in vain , or that
the faith of a Christian is built on reeds .
Because — Although bound for a term to the
earth , it is natural to hope , and rational to ex¬
pect , existence in another world ; since , if it be
not so , the noblest attributes of God , justice and
goodness , must be subtracted from our ideas of
the great Creator ; aud although our senses make
us acquainted with the chemical decomposition
of our bodies , it does not follow that he who has

> g3

power to create lias not power to raise ; or that
he who had the will to give life and hope of im¬
mortality , has not the will to fulfil his virtual ,
not to say actual , promise .
Because — Although a skull well affords a sub¬
ject for moralizing ; although in its worm -eaten ,
worm - disdained slate , it is so far from being a
temple worthy of a God , that it is unworthy of
the creature whom it once served as the recess
of wisdom and of wit ; and although no saint ,
sage , or sophist can refit it , — it does not follow
that God ’s power is limited , or that what is
sown in corruption may not be raised in incor¬
ruption , that what is sown a natural body may
not be raised a spiritual body .
Because — The same authority , Socrates , cited
to prove how unequal the human intellect is to
and Omni¬
fathom the designs of Omniscience
potence , is one of the strongest in favour of the
of the soul .
immortality
Because — Although there is good sense and
a kind intention expressed in these words : — « I
am no sneerer at thy phantasy , " « Thou piliest
me , alas ! I envy thee , " — and « I ask thee not
to prove a Saduceej " yet the intention is counter¬
acted by the sentiments avowed , and the example
published , by which the young and the wavering
123 -

N

may be detained in tbe wretchedness of doubt ,
or confirmed in the despair of unbelief .
Because — I think of the author of the poem
as Pope did of Garth , of whom he said , « Garth
is a Christian , and does not know it . » Conse¬
quently , I think that he will , one day , be sorry
for publishing such opinions .

End of the first Volume .
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VI .

OPINIONS AND FEELINGS OF LORD BYRON
AFTER THE DEATH OF HIS MOTHER .

At every step which I take in my task of sub
mitting to the public my Recollections of Lord
Byron , I feel a deeper regret at the unfortunate
necessity which deprives them of his Correspon¬
dence .. The letters , which I received from him
while he was at Newstead , give a complete
pe¬
picture of his mind , under circumstances
to call forth its most inte¬
culiarly calculated
resting features . Our corresponce was kept up
Upon arriving at New¬
without interruption .
stead he found that his mother had breathed
her last . He suffered much from this loss , and
of not seeing her before her
the disappointment
death ; and while his feelings were still very
A
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acute , within
a few days of his arrival
at the
Abhey , he received
the intelligence
that Mr .
M "** , a very intimate
friend
of his friend
Mr .
, and one whom he highly
Hobhouse
estimated
himself , had been drowned
in the Cam .
He
had not long
before heard of the death of his
, Wingfield
schoolfellow
, at Coimbra , to whom
he was much attached . He wrote me an account
of these events
in a short hut affecting
letter .
They had all died within
a month , he having
jast heard from all three , but seen none . The
letter
from Mr . M *** had been written
the day
previous
to his death .
He could
not restore
them
by regret , and therefore
, with a sigh to
the departed
, he struggled
to return
to the
heavy routine
of life , in the sure expectation
that all would
one day have their repose .
He
felt that
his grief was selfish .
He wished
to
think
upon any subject
except
death — he was
satiated
with that .
Having
always
four skulls
in his library , be could
look on them without
; but he couid
emotion
not allow his imagina¬
tion to take off the fleshy covering
from those
of his friends , without
a horrible
sensation ;
and he thought
that the Romans
were right in
burning
their deceased
friends . I wrote to him ,
and said :
« On

my

return

home

last

night

,

I received

3
in my mind some
renewed
your letter , which
ideas which for many years
of the most painful
me , or took place of all others ;
accompanied
, and , yes , my
which , in spite of Philosophy
my life
of Religion , rendered
lord , in spite
me
time , in bringing
wretched ; and which
to such a de¬
, has softened
to eternity
nearer
gree , that they are now far from being painful .
the subject , and 1 will not
But you deprecate
one I take some de¬
it , though
upon
enlarge
light in . You have , indeed , had enough within
any
you prefer
lime , to make
a very short
of
not lose the opportunity
other : yet I must
may have
more , what I imagine
once
saying
how
,
is
that
,
before
times
been said a thousand
mind , if all exi¬
is a reflecting
a present
cruel
life ! I feel much for
with
terminates
stence
him embark¬
Hobhouse . I supposed
your friend
, at the time that
ed for Ireland , en militaire
fate in the
of Mr .
I saw the account
, I must own , is a difficult
papers . Resignation
— at
affected
is deeply
when the heart
virtue
the same time , it is the part of every man of
for it
it , and to be indebted
sense to cultivate
to his reason , or his religion , than to
rather
myself , per¬
of time . I condemn
the influence
may be of service to
the argument
haps , but
respect to your
strong and active minds . With
f it must be some consolation
Wingfield
friend
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to you to have consecrated his memory in the
9tauzas you have since inserted in your Poem ;
and if there should he a meeting hereafter , as
alluded to by the half - hoping stanza which you
have added , let me flatter myself to please me ,
the pleasure
with him will not be a little
heightened by that memorial .
The funeral pile , the ashes preserved by the
asbestos , and inurned , are circumstances more
pleasing to the imagination than a box , a hole ,
and worms ; but when the vivifying principle
has ceased to act , let me say , when the soul
is separated from the chemical elements which
constitute body , Reason says it is of little im¬
portance what becomes of them . Even in burn¬
ing , we cannot save all the body from mixing
with other natures : by the flames much is car¬
ried off into the atmosphere , and falls again to
the earth to fertilize it , and sustain worms .
Nay , in the entombed box , perhaps , the dust
is at last more purely preserved ; for though ,
in the course of decomposition , it gives a tem¬
porary existence to a loathsome creature , yet ,
in lime , the rioted worm dies loo , and gives
bach to the mass of dust the share of substance
which it borrowed for its own form I am afraid
this language borders on the subject I meant
to avoid . M
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Lord Byron disclaimed the acuteness of feel¬
ing I attributed
to him , because , though he
ccrta :u !y felt unhappy , he was nevertheless at¬
tacked by a kind of hysterical merriment , or
rather a laughing without merriment , which he
could neither understand
nor overcome , and
which gave him no relief , while a spectator
would think him in good spirits . He frequent¬
ly talked of M * * * as of a person of gigantic
intellect — he could by no language do justice
to his abilities — all other men were pigmies
to him . lie loved "Wingfield indeed more —
he was an earlier and a dearer friend , and one
whom he could never regret loving — but in
talent he knew no equal to M ***. In him he
had to niouru the loss of a guide , philosopher ;
and friend , while in Wingfield lie lost a friend
only , though one before whom he could have
wished to have gone his long journey . Lord
Byron ’s language concerning
Mr . M * * * was
equally strong and remarkable . He affirmed
that it was not in the mind of those who did
not know him , to conceive such a man ; that
his superiority was too great to excite envy —
that he was awed by him — that there was the
mark of an immortal creature in whatever he
did . , and yet he was gone — that such a man
should have been given over to death , so early
in life , bewildered
him . In referring to the
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honours M * * * acquired at the University , he
declared that nevertheless he was a most con *
firmed atheist , indeed offensively so , ior ha
did not scruple to avow his opinions in all
companies .
Once only did Lord Byron ever express , in
distinct terms to me , a direct attack upon the
tenets of the Christian Religion ; I postponed
my answer , saying upon this I had much to
write to him . Lie afterwards reminded me of
my having said so , but , at the same time ,
begged me not to enter upon metaphisics , upon
which he never could agree with me . In an *
swering him , I said , « If I have not written the
much with which l have threatened you , it
has been owing , not solely to my avocations ,
hut partly to a consciousness of my subject
being too weighty for me , and not adopted to
a hasty discussion . A passage in your letter of
the 7th of this month , beginning : ‘Are yoQ
aware that your religion is impious ? ' etc . , in *
cited me to a determination , in spite of the
indolence
I begin to feel on argumentative
topics , to call you
purblind philosopher , and
to break a lance with you in defence of a cause
on which I rest so much hope . I still dread
that my feebleness may be laid to the account ,
and esteemed the feebleness of the cause it *
self *

« By proposing
to drop metaphysics
you cut
down the much I meditated
. I will not pursue
them at present , though I think them the prime
subjects
of intellectual
enjoyment
. But , though .
I drop my point , instead
of couching
my lance ,
I do not mean
to say that I will not yet try
my strength .
Meanwhile
, though
neither
Mr .
U **’s glow ' , nor my fervour , has wrought
con¬
viction
hitherto
; this I am sure
of , that you
will not shut your
mind
against
it , whenever
your understanding
begins to feel ground
to rest
upon . I compare
such philosophers
as you , and
Llume , and Gibbon , ( — I have put you into com¬
pany that you are not ashamed
of — ) to ma¬
riners wrecked
at sea , buffeting
the waves for
life , and at last carried
by a current
towards
land , where , meeting
with rugged
and perpen¬
dicular
rocks , they decide
that it is impossible
to land , and , though
some o.f their companions
point
out a firm
beach , exclaim
— ‘ Deluded
things ! there can be no beach , unless you melt
down these tremendous
rocks — no , our ship is
wrecked , and to the bottom
we must go — all
we have to do is to swim on , till Fate over¬
whelms
us/ — You do not deny the depravity
of the human race — well , that is one step gain¬
ed — it is allowing
that
we are cast away ——
it is , figuratively
, our shipwreck .
Behold
us ,
then , ail scattered
upon
the ocean , and all
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anxious
to be saved —- all , at least , willing
to
be on terra j \rma \ the Humes , the Gibbons ,
the Vollaircs
, as well
as the Newtons , the
Lockes , the Johnsons
, etc .
The latter
make
for the beach ; the former
exhaust their strength
about
the rocks , and sink , declaring
them in¬
. The incarnation
surmountable
of a Deity ! vi¬
carious
! the innocent
atonement
suffering
for
the guilty ! the seeming
inconsistencies
of the
Old Testament
, and the discrepancies
of the
new ! etc . etc . ! are rocks
which 1 am free to
own are not easily
melted
down ; but I am
certain
that
they
may be viewed from a point
on the beach
in less deterring
forms , lifting
their heads into the clouds
indeed , yet adding
sublimity
to the prospect
of the shores on which
wc have landed , and by no means impeding
our progress
upon it . In less metaphorical
lan¬
guage , my lord , it appears
to me , that free *
thinkers
are generally
more eager to strengthen
their objections
than solicitous
for conviction
;
and prefer wandering
into proud
, to
inferences
pursuing
the evidences
of facts ; so contrary
to
the example
given to us in all judicial
investi¬
gations , where
testimony
precedes
reasoning ,
and is the ground
of it . The corruption
of hu¬
man
nature
being
self -evident , it is very na¬
tural
to inquire
the cause of that corruption
,
and
as natural
to hope
that
there
may be a

9
remedy
for it .
Leon stated .
„ How are

we

The

cause

to ascertain

and

the

the remedy

truth

have

of them

?

Not by arguing
mathematically
, but
by first
examining
the proofs adduced
; and if they are
satisfactory
, to use our reasoning
powers , a9
far as they will go , to clear away the difficult *
ies which
may attend
them .
This is the only
mode of investigating
with any hope of convict¬
ion .
It is , to return
to my metaphor
, the
beach on which
we may find a footing , and be
able to look around
us ; on which
beach , I
trust , I shall one daj or other see you taking
your stand . 1 have done — and pray observe ,
that 1 have kept my word — I have not entered
on metaphysics
on the subject
of Revelation
. I
have merely
stated
the erroneous
proceeding
of
freethinking
Philosophy
; and , on the other
hand , the natural
and rational
proceeding
of
the mind in the inquiry
after truth : — the con¬
viction
must , and I am confident
will , be the
operation
of your own mind . n
Lord
Byron
noticed , indeed , what I had
written
, but in a very discouraging
manner . He
would
have nothing
to do with the subject
—
we should
all go down together , he said , « So , M
quoting
St . Paul , Hlet us cat and driuk , for

iO
to - morrow
we die ; ” — he felt satisfied
in his
creed , for it was better
to sleep than to wake .
Such
were the opinions
which
occasionally
manifested
themselves
in this unhappy
young
man , and which gave me a degree of pain pro¬
portioned
to the affection
I could
not but feel
for him ; while
my hopes
of his ultimately
breaking
from the trammels
of infidelity
, which
were never relinquished
, received
from time to
time
fresh
excitement
from
some
expressions
that
appeared
to me to have an opposite
ten¬
dency . He frequently
recurred
to his playful
raillery
upon the subject
of my co - operation
in the murder , as he called it , of poor Blackett .
Upon one occasion , he mentioned
him in oppo¬
sition
to Iiirke
White
, whom , setting
aside
what
he called
his bigotry , he classed
with
Chatterton
.
He expressed
wonder
that White
was so little
known
at Cambridge
, where
he
said
nobody
knew
any thing about him until
his death . He added , that for himself , he should
have
taken
pride
in making
his acquaintance
,
and that his very prejudices
were calculated
to
render
him respectable
. Such occasional
express¬
ions as these , in spite
of the inconsistency
which
they displayed
, furnished
food for my
hope that I should
one day see him sincerely
embracing
Christianity
, and escaping
from the
vortex of the Atheistical
society , in which , having

to me
wonderful
at all , it was only
entered
as in
in his expressions
that he was so moderate
been . He told me that
he had hitherto
general
Hodgson , and myself ,
both his friend , Juvenal
of religion , and
had beset him upon the subject
to his
was nothing , compared
that my warmth
fire — his reward would surely be great in heaven ,
in the matter
he said , if he were half as careful
anx¬
, as he was voluntarily
of his own salvation
his friends . Lord Byron added ,
ious concerning
to us both , but conviction
that he gave honour
to neither .
to his
brought
White
of Kirhe
The mention
was at Cam *
epic poet who
mind an embryo
the
, who had published
biidge , Mr . Townsend
of a work , to be called
and specimen
plan
this
of
Byron ’s opinion
Lord
."
" Armageddon
given in his own note , to a line in
is already
see page 111 ) ; but in
(
Horace
from
his Hints
his
that perhaps
to him , he thought
referring
was too pre¬
the Day of Judgment
anticipating
like instruct *
something
— it seemed
sumptuous
do , and might
he should
ing the Lord what
in mind of the line ,
person
put a captious
(( And fools rush

in where

angels

fear to tread . "

to cavil
wishing
This he said , without
but other people would ; he nevertheless

himself ,
hoped ,
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that
Mr . Townsend
would
complete
his work ,
in spite of Milton .
Lord Byron ' s moral
feelings
were sometimes
evinced
in a manner
which
the writings
and
opinions
of his later
life render
.
remarkable
When
he was abroad , he was informed
that
the son of one of his tenants
had seduced
a
respectable
young
person
in his own station
in
life .
On this he expressed
his opinion
very
strongly . Although
he felt it impossible
strictly
to perform
what
he conceived
our first duty ,
to abstain
from
doing
harm , yet he thought
our second duty
was to exert
all our power to
repair
the harm
we may
have done .
In the
particular
case in que - tion , the parlies
ought
iorlhwiih
to marry , as they were in equal
cir cumstances
— if the girl had been the inferior
of the seducer , money
would
be even then an
insufficient
. He would not sanction
compensation
in his tenants
what
he would
not do himself .
He had , indeed , as God knew , committed
many
excesses , hut as he had determined
to amend ,
and
latterly
kept
to his determination
, this
young
man must follow
his example .
He in ’
sisted
that
the seducer
should
restore
the un¬
fortunate
girl to society .
The manner
in which Lord
Byron expressed
his particular
feelings
respecting
his own life ,
was melancholy
to a painful
degree .
At one
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time , he said , that he was about to visit Cam¬
bridge , but that IVI** * was gone , and Hobhouse
was also absent ; and except
the person
who
had invited
him , there
was scarcely
any to
welcome
him . From
this his thoughts
fell into
a gloomy
channel
— he was alone in the world ,
and only three -and -twenty ; he could be no more
than alone , when he should have nearly
finished
his course ; he had , it was true , youth
to be¬
gin again with , but he had no one with whom
to call back the laughing
period of his existence .
He was struck
with
the singular
circumstance
that few of his friends
had had a quiet death ;
but a quiet life , he said , was more important
.
He afterwards
acknowledged
that
he felt his
life had been altogether
opposed
to propriety ,
and even decency ; and that it was now become
a dreary blank , with his friends gone , either by
death or estrangement
.
While
he was still continuing
at Newstead ,
he wrote me a letter , which affected
me deeply ,
upon
the occasion
of another
death with which
he was shocked
— he lost one whom
he had
dearly
loved in the more
smiliug
season of his
earlier
youth ; but he quoted
— <( l have almost
forgot
the taste of grief , and supped
full of
horrors . ” He could not then weep for an event
which
a few years
before
would
have over¬
whelmed
him .
He appeared
to be afflicted
in

youth , he thought , with the greatest
unhappi .
ness of old age , to see those he loved fall about
him , and stand solitary
before he was withered .
He had not , like others , domestic
resources ;
and hi -s internal
anticipations
gave him no pro¬
spect in time or in eternity
, except
the selfish
gratification
of living
longer
than
those
who
were better .
At this period
he expressed
great
wretchedness
; but be turned
from himself , and
knowing
that I was contemplating
a retirement
into the country
, he proposed
a plau for me ,
dictated
by great kindness
of heart , by which
I was the more sensibly
touched , as it occupied
his mind at such a moment . He wished me to
settle in the little
town of Southwell
, the par¬
ticulars
of which
he explained
to me .
Upon
these
subjects
I wrote
to him as follows , on
the 27 th of October .
« Your
letter
of the 1 1th mode such an im¬
pression
upon me , that I felt as if 1 had a vo¬
lume
to say upon it ; yet , it is but too true ,
that
the sensibility
which
vents itself in many
words carries with it the appearance
of affecta¬
tion , and hardly
ever pleases
in real life . The
few sentences
of your letter relative to the death
of ' friends , and to your feelings , excited in my
mind
no common
degree
of sympathy
, but I
must
be content
to express
it in a common
way , and briefly -.

Death ha ? , indeed , begun
to draw your at¬
tention
ver ^ early . I hardly
knew what it was ,
or thought
of ' it till I went
at the age of five and -twenty
to reside in the West
Indies , and
there he began to show himself
to me frequently
.
My friends , young
and old , were carried
to the
grave with a rapidity
that astonished
me , and
I was myself
in a manner
snatched
out of his
grasp . This , and the other sad concomitants
of
a West
Indian
existence , determined
me to
adopt , at whatever
loss , any
alternative
by
which
I might
plant
my family
in England .
Here I have grown old without
seeing
much of
him near me , though
when he had approached
me it has been in his most
dreadful
form .
I
am led to these recollections
from comparing
your experience
at three -and twenty
with mine
long after that age . Your losses , and in a coun¬
try where health and life have more stable foun¬
dations
than in torrid
climates , have been ex¬
, and that too within
traordinary
the limit , I
believe , of one or two years . I thank you for
your confidential
communication
at the bottom
of the stanza whiclj so much delighted
me . How
truly
do I wish
that
the being to whom that
verse now belongs
had lived , and lived yours !
What
your obligations
to her would have been
in that
case is inconceivable
; and , as it is ,
what a gratification
would
it be to me to be -
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lieve , that in her death she has left you in *
debted to her ; to believe that these lines
that we may n\ eet
again ,
And woo the vision to my vacant breast * —
‘ Well

— I will

dream

are not merely the glow of a poetic imagina *
tion , nor the fleeting inspiration of sorrow ; hut
a well -founded hope , leading to the persuasion
that ^ here is another and a better world .
Your reflections on the forlorn state of your
existence are very painful , and very strongly
expressed . I confess I am at a loss how to
preach comfort . It would be very easy for me
to resort to commonplaces , and refer you to
of the intellect ; hut
study and the enjoyment
I know too well that happiness must find its
acobe in the heart , and not in the head . Vol¬
taire , who you know is no apostle with me ,
expresses this pleasingly :
Dieux ! il ne faut
plus que j ' airae !
La foule des beaux arts , dont je veux tour
a tour
Remplir le vuide de moimeme ,
N ’est point encore assez pour remplacer l*a*
mour . *

‘ Est *il done

vrai , grands

■7

He evidently means love , emphatically so call¬
ed j but kind affections of every nature are sour¬
ces of happiness , and more lasting ones than
that violent flame , which , like the pure air of
the chemist , when separated from common air ,
intoxicates , and accelerates the term of its exi¬
stence . Those affections are the only remedy I
see for you . The more you lose , the more
should you strive to repair your losses . At your
age the door of friendship cannot be shut ; but
man , and woman too , is imperfect : you must
make allowances , and though human nature is
in a sad state , there are many worthy of your
regard . I am certain you may yet go through
life surrounded by friends , — real friends , not —
*-

Flatterers
The heartless

of the festal hour ,
parasites of present cheer/

I am truly sorry for the wretchedness you are
suffering , and the more , because I am certain
of your not having any pathetic caut in your
character . But while I think you have to be
unhappy , 1 confide in the strength of your un¬
derstanding , to get the better of the evils of
life , and to enter upon a new pursuit of bap *
piness . You see the volume will come , but
believe me it comes from the heart .
I thank you most kindly for that part of your
124 .
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letter which relates to my purposed retirement
into the country . You judge rightly that I
should not wish to be entirely out of society ,
but my bent on this head is more on account
of my family than myself ; for I could live
alone , that is alone with them . I often avoid
company ; but it has been one of the greatest
pleasures of my life to see them coveted in so *
ciety . Your account of Southwell delights me ;
and the being within reach of the metropolis
would of itself outweigh the charm of the pic •
turesejue , though a charm , and a great one , it
has . The being within a ride of you , however ,
is the decisive attraction . I will , then , from
this time keep Southwell in view for my re¬
treat , and at a future day we will take our
flight . I am going to dine with the Ionian
carried me off
today . He and Mrs . Wright
to see
last night to the Haymarket
suddenly
Mathews , who performs no more in London this
winter , for which I am sorry , as I am med >
tating another ordeal at the Lyceum , in which
he might have been of use to me . Mr . Wright
feels himself honoured in your desire of being
personally acquainted with him , and I shall be
of such friends .
proud of being the introducer
You think , no doubt , that I have communicated
your poem to him , and you would not do me
justice if you thought otherwise . He is the
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most intimate friend I have , though many years
younger than myself . We accord very gene¬
rally in our opinions , and we do not differ as
to Childe Harold . I meant to say something
about the progress of the Poem , hut I must post¬
pone it . May peace and happiness await you . "
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VII .

CHAPTER

CHILDE

It

was

HAROLD ’S PILGRIMAGE
IN THE PRESS .

not

without

great

difficulty

, WHILE

that

1 could

induce Lord Byron to allow his new poem to
he published with his name . He dreaded that
the old enmity of the critics in the north which
had been envenomed by his Satire , as well as
the Southern scribblers , whom he had equally
enraged , would overwhelm his « Pilgrimage . ”
This was his first objection — his second was ,
that he was anxious the world should not fit
upon himself the character of Childe Harold .
Nevertheless he said , if Mr . Murray positively
required his name , and I agreed with him in
opinion , he would venture ; and therefore he
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wished
it to be given
as « Ry the Author
of
English
Bards and Scotch
Reviewers . " He pro¬
mised to give me some smaller
poems to put at
the end ; and though he originally
intended
his
Remarks
on the Romaic
to be printed
with the
Hints
from Horace , he felt they would
more
aptly accompany
the Pilgrimage
. He had kept
no journals
while abroad , but he meant to ma¬
nufacture
some
notes
from
his letters
to his
mother . The advertisement
which he originally
intended
to be prefixed
to the poem was some¬
thing different
from
the preface
that appeared .
The paragraph
beginning
« a Fictitious
Character
is introduced
, for the sake of giving some con¬
nexion
to the piece , which , however , makes
no pretensions
to regularity
— was continued
thus at first , but was afterwards
altered .
« It has been suggested
to me by friends , on
whose opinions
I set a high value , that in the
fictitious
character
of ‘ Childe
Harold/
I may
incur
the suspicion
of having
drawn
‘ from my¬
self , This I beg leave once for all to disclaim .
1 wanted
a character
to give some connexion
to
the poem , and the one adopted
suited my pur¬
pose as well as any other . In some very trivial
, and those merely
particulars
local , there might
be grounds
for such an idea ; but in the main
points , I should hope none whatever . 3\Iy reader
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will observe , that when the author speaks in
his own person , he assumes a very different
tone from that of
‘ The

cheerless

thing , the man without
friend/

a

I crave pardon for this egotism , which proceeds
from my wish to discard any probable imputa¬
tion of it to the text . ”
This it appears had been written before the
death of his mother , and his mournful sojourn
at Newstead afterwards . It was during that pe¬
riod that he - sent me the advertisement , upon
which he had interlined after his quotation of
« The

cheerless

thing , the man without
friend , ”

a

least till death had deprived him of his
nearest connexions . ”
While Childe Harold was preparing to be put
into the printer ’s hands , Lord ifyron was very
anxious for the speedy appearance of the Imi¬
tation of Horace , with which Cawthorn was de¬
with all despatch , hut
sirous of proceeding
which 1 was nevertheless most desirous of re¬
tarding at least , if not of suppressing altogether .
Lord Byron wrote to me from Newstead several

« at
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times upon the subject . I forbore
to reply until
I could send him the first proof
of the Pilgri¬
mage , when I wrote the following .
« I saw Murray
yesterday
— if he has adher¬
ed to his intention
, you will receive
a proof
of ‘Childe Harold ' s Pilgrimage
' before this letter .
I am delighted
with its appearance
.
Allowing
you to be susceptible
of the pleasure
of genuine
praise , you would
have had a fine treat could
you have been in the room
with
the ring of
Cygcs on your finger , while we were discussing
the publication
of the Poem ; not , perhaps , from
what I or Mr . Murray
said , but from what he
reported
to have Leen said by Aristarchus
, into
whose
hands
the ‘ Childe ’ had somehow
fallen
between
the time of Murray ’s absence
and re¬
turn ; at least , so sayeth
the latter . This hap¬
pening
unknown
to you , and , indeed , contrary
to your intention
, removes
every idea of court¬
ing applause ; but , it is not a little
gratifying
to me to know that what struck
me on the first
perusal
to be admirable
, has also forcibly struck
Mr . Gifford . Of your
Satyre
he spoke highly ;
but this Poem
he pronounces
, not only
the
best you have written , but equal
to any of the
present
age , allowing
, however , for its being
unfinished
, which
he regrets .
Murray
assured
me , that he expressed
himself
very warmly .
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With the fiat of such a judge , will not your
muse he kindled to the completion of a work ,
that would , if completed , irrevocably fix your
fame ? In your short preface you talk of adding
by public
Cantos , if encouraged
concluding
approbation : this is no longer necessary , for if
Gifford approves who shall disapprove ? In ray
last I begged you to devote some of your time
to finishing this Poem , which I am proud of
having instigated you to give precedence before
I may now repeat my
your ‘ Horatian Hints/
request with tenfold weight . You have ample
time , for this is not the season for publishing ,
and it will be all the better for proceeding
slowly through the press . How pleasantly then
and , with some
may you overtake yourselfj
little sacrifices of opinion , give the world a work
that shall delight it , and at once set at de¬
fiance the pack of waspish curs that take plea¬
sure in barking at you . As for the subject it
will grow under your hands — your letters to
not only
your mother will bring recollections
for notes but for the verse . — Greece is a ne*
verfailing stream — then the voyage home , the
approach to England , the death ( for the not
yourself with the travelling Childe
identifying
is a wish not possible to realize ) of friends ,
of your mother before you saw
and particularly
her ; lastly , the scenes ou your return to the
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with the Childc ’s re¬
pile/
*vast and venerable
in that as¬
of taking his part earnestly
solution
sembly where his birth , by giving him a place ,
his time and talents
calls upon him to devote
car¬
My eagerness
to the good of his country .
ries me , perhaps , too far — 1 would give any
at once as a poet and
thing to see you shining
of
to the sacrifice
respect
With
a legislator .
myself : I am neither
opinion , I must explain
as to express a wish
nor so indelicate
so absurd
should profess ought
that a man of understanding
.
by his own convictions
that is not supported
by which
loudly opinions
But , not to proclaim
, and which cannot
feelings are harrowed
general
with any good to the pro be attended
possibly
with
, most likely
claimer , — on the contrary
with
much injury , — ■ is not only compatible
, but is in some measure
the best understanding
your
that
thinks
Mr . Murray
the result of it .
of
the circulation
will injure
stanzas
sceptical
that I am not
your work . 1 will not dissemble
sell
it will rather
— I suspect
of his opinion
for them : but I am of opinion , my
the better
will hurt jou ;
they
Byron , that
Lord
dear
in
-blocks
new ' stumbling
prove
they will
that
At three and twenty , oh !
your road of life .
deign to court , what you may most honourably
suffrage of your country . It
court , the general
with you through
that will travel
is a pleasure
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the long
portion
of life you have now before
you . It is not subject
to that satiety
which so
frequently
attends
most other
pleasures .
Live
you must , and many , many years ; and that
suffrage would
be nectar
and ambrosia
lo your
mind for all the time you live . To gain it , you
have little
more to do than show that you wish
it ; and
to abstain
from
outraging
the senti *
menls , prepossessions
, or , if you will , preju *
dices of those who form the generally
estimable
part of the community
. Your boyhood
has been
marked
with some eccentricities
, but at three
and twenty
what may you not do ? Your Poem ,
when
I first read it , and it is the same now ,
appeared
to me an inspiration
to draw forth a
glorious
finish . Yield
a little
to gain a great
deal ; what a foundation
may you now lay for
lasting
fame , and love , and honour ! What
jewels
to have in your grasp ! I beseech
you ,
seize
the opportunity
.
I aril glad you have
agreed
lo appear
in the title -page . It is impos¬
sible ,to remain
an instant unknown
as the a-uthor ,
or to separate
the Pilgrim
from the Traveller .
This being the case , I am convinced
that your
name alone is far preferable
to giving it under
your description
as „ the author
of English
Bards
and Scotch
Reviewers ; ” because , in the first
place , your rank dignifies
the page , whilst the
execution
of the work reflects no common
lustre

on your rank ; and , in the next place , you
old foes ,
your
to challenge
avoid appearing
as doing by an¬
he considered
which you would
as their Satirist ; and cer¬
the author
nouncing
will
in future
tainly your best defiance of them
or their
their censure
either
be never to notice
that the introductory
praise . You will observe
: Mr .
you sent me is not printed
stanza which
it when this sheet was
had not received
Murray
put
: it will he easily
as a specimen
printed
into its place . As you read the proofs you will ,
wants
perhaps , find a line here and there which
polishing , and a word which may be advantage me 1 shall , with¬
ously changed . If any strike
out for your con¬
them
, point
out hesitation
the
from
lines
In page 7 , four
.
sideration
bottom ,
‘ Yet

is not
appears

deem

only

him

not

from this
of steel

with

breast

to the ear , but the phrase
rough
of him
; the change
inaccurate

to me
to ye , and with to his might set it right .

In

stanza , page 8 ,
the last line of the following
even
you use the word central : I doubt whether
y’our extending
authorize
will
license
poetical
voyage to seas beyond
the idea of your proposed
shows
no where
the equator , when the Poem
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that you had it in contemplation
to cross , or
even approach , within many degrees , the Sum¬
mer tropic line . I am not sure , however , that
this is not hypercriticism , and it is almost a
pity to alter so beautiful a line * . I believe I
told you that my friend Waller
Whihht wrote
an Ode for the Duke of Gloucester ’s Installation
as Chancellor of the University at Cambridge .
Some of the leading men of Granata have had
it printed at the University Press . He has given
me two copies , and begs I will make one o(
them acceptable
to you , only observing that
the motto was not of his choosing . I believe the
sheet may be overweight for one frank , I shall
therefore unsew it , and put it under twe covers ,
not doubting that you will think it worthy of
re -stitching when you receive it . I gave Murray
your note on M * * , to be placed in the page
with W ' ingGeld . He must have been a very ex*
traordinary
young man , and I am sincerely
sorry for H ** , for whom I have felt an increased
regard ever since 1 heard of his intimacy with
my son at Cadiz , and that they were mutually
pleased . I lent his miscellany the other day to
It is true the travellers did not cross the
line , but before Lord Byron left England ,
India had been thought of.

Wright , who speaks highly of the poetical
talent displayed in it . I will search again for
the lofty genius you ascribe to Kirke White :
I cannot help thinking I have allowed him all
his merit . I agree that there was much cant in
his religion , sincere as he was . This is a pity ,
for religion has no greater enemy than cant .
As to genius , surely he and Chattterton
ought
not to be named in the same day ; but , as I
said , I will look again . I do not know how
Blackett ’s posthumous stock goes off ; I have not
seen or heard from Pratt since you left town .
Be that , however , as it may , I still boldly
deny being in any degree accessary to bis mur¬
der . — George Byron left us in the beginning
of the week. n
« P . S . Casting my eyes again over the printed
stanzas , something struck me to be amiss in the
last line but one of page 6 —
‘Nor sought a friend

to counsel or condole/

From the context I thinli you must have written ,
or meant , — I have not the MS . —
‘Nor sought

he friend / etc .

otherwise grammar
friend , ’ etc .

requires

— ‘ Or

seeks

a

These
shimmed

are
straws
off . ”

on

the

surface

,

easily

Previous
to receiving
this letter , Lord Bjron
had written
to Mr . Murray , forbidding
him to
show the manuscript
of Childe Harold
to Mr .
Gifford , though
he had no objection
to letting
it be seen by any
one else ; and he was ex¬
ceedingly
angry when he found
that his instruct¬
ions had come too late ,
lie was afraid
that
Mr . Gifford
would
think it a trap to extort
his
applause , or a hint to get a favourable
review
of it in the Quarterly
.
He was very anxious
to remove
any impression
of this
kind
that
might have remained
on his mind .
His praise ,
he said , meant
nothing , for he could
do no
other
than be civil to a man who had extolled
him in every possible
manner . His expressions
about Mr . Murray ' s deserts
for such
an obse¬
quious
squeezing
out of approbation
, and de¬
precation
of censure , were quaint , and though
strong , were amusing
enough .
Still , however ,
the praise , all unmeaning
as he seemed to con¬
sider
it , had the effect
of strengthening
my
arguments
concerning
the delay
of the « Hints
from
Horace ; * and
when , in a letter
soon
afterwards
, I said , « Cawthorn ’s business
detains
him in the ISorth , and I will manage
to detain
the ‘Hints/
first from , and then in , the press —
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come forth first , ** I found ,
so far from opposing my intention , he concurred
with and forwarded it . lie acknowledged that
I was right , and begged me to manage , so that
Cawthorn should not get the start of Murray in
the publication of the two works .
I cannot express the great anxiety I felt to
prevent Lord Byron from publicly committing
himself , as holding decidedly sceptical opinions .
There were several stanzas which showed the
leaning of his mind ; but , in one , he openly
his disbelief of a future state ;
acknowledged
and against this I made my stand . I urged
him by every argument I could devise , not to
allow it to appear in print ; and I had the great
gratification of finding him yield to my entrea¬
ties , if not to my arguments . It has , alas !
become of no importance , that these lines
should be published to the world —- they are
exceedingly moderate compared to the blasphemy
with which his suicidal pen has since blackened
the fame that I was so desirous of keeping fair ,
till the time came when he should love to have
it fair — a period to which I fondly looked
forward , as not only possible , but near . The
original stanza ran thus —
‘ the Bomaunt * shall

not upon me , churlish Priest ! that I
Look not for life , where life may never be ;

<( Frown
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I am no sneerer at thy Phantasy ;
Thou pitiest me , — alas ! 1 envy thee ,
Thou bold discoverer in an unknown sea ,
Of happy isless and happier tenants there ;
I ask thee not to prove a Sadducee .
Still dream of Paradise , thou know ' st not
where ,
But lov ' st too well to bid thine erring brother
share .
The stanza that he at length sent me to substi¬
tute for this , was that beautiful one —
« Yet if , as holiest

men have deemed , there
be
A land of souls beyond that sable shore ,
To shame the doctrine of the Sadducee ,
And sophists , madly vain of dubious lore ,
How sweet it were in concert to adore ,
With
those who made our mortal labours
light !
To hear each voice we fear ’d to hear no
more !
Behold each mighty shade reveal ' d to sight ,
TheBactrian , Samian Sage , and all who taught
the right ! ”
The stanza which follows this , ( the 9th of thS
2d Canto ) , and which applies the subject of it

to the death of a person for whom he felt af¬
fection , was written subsequently , when the
event to which he alludes took place ; and was
sent to me only just in time to have it in¬
serted . He made a slight alteration in it , and
enclosed me another copy , from which the fac¬
simile is taken that accompanies this volume .
As a note to the stanzas upon this subject ,
beginning with the 3 d , and continuing to the
9th , Lord Byron had originally written a sort
of prose apology for his opinions ; which he sent
to me for consideration , whether it did not
appear more like an attack than a defence of
religion , and had therefore better be left out .
I had no hesitation in advising its omission ,
though for the reasons above stated , I now in¬
sert it here .
« In this age of bigotry , when the puritan and
priest have changed places , and the wretched
catholic is visited with the ‘ sins of his fathers/
even unto generations far beyond the pale of
the commandment , the cast of opinion in these
stanzas will doubtless meet with many a con¬
temptuous anathema . But let it be remembered ,
that the spirit they breathe is desponding , not
peering , scepticism ; that he who has seen the
Creek and Moslem superstitions contending for
mastery over the former shrinesofPolytheism
, —124 .
C
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who has left in his own country ^Pharisees ,
thanking God that they are not like Publicans
and Sinners/ and Spaniards in theirs , abhorring
the Heretics , who have holpen them in their
need , — will be not a little bewildered , and
begin to think , that as only one of them can
be right , they may most of them be wrong ,
"With regard to morals , and the effect of reli¬
gion on mankind , it appears , from all histori¬
cal testimony , to have had less effect in making
them love their neighbours , than inducing that
cordial Christian abhorrence
between sectaries
and schismatics . The Turks and Quakers are
the most tolerant ; if an Infidel pays his heralch
to the former ; he may pray how , when , and
where he pleases ; and the mild tenets , and
devout demeanour
of the latter , make their
lives the truest commentary
on the Sermon of
the Mount . ”
This is a remarkable instance of false and weak
reasoning , and affords a key to Lord Byron ’s
mind , which I shall take occasion to notice
more particularly
in my concluding chapter .
Lord Byron made a journey into
and some little time elapsed before
vantage of his disposition to oblige
to the stanzas on the Convention at

Lancashire ,
I took ad¬
me relati ^
Cintra . He

!
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and
of war en Philosopher
talked
had always
the faults of milita in observing
took pleasure
to allow them
ry leaders ; nor was he inclined
excepted . In these
even their merit , Bonaparte
the Conven¬
stanzas he had not only satirized
of the generals
the names
tion , but introduced
to
urged him warmly
I therefore
.
ludicrously
omit them , and the more as the Duke of Wel¬
in the
fresh laurels
was then acquiring
lington
Peninsula . I began to make a copy of the letter
to him on the subject , but
I wrote
which
it ,
my finishing
to prevent
happened
something
3 ,
October
I kept ; it is dated
I insert what
1811 .
stings shall
of some hitter
« The alteration
going to press .
to the Stanza
be made previous
You say if 1 will point out the Stanzas on Cintra
re -cast , you wilL send me an answer ,
1 wish
are now come to them , and I fear your
"We
to per¬
shall I adopt
language
What
answer .
self - murder ,
Muse not to commit
your
suade
? She has
unnecessarily
or at least slash herself
for the pe¬
of Ilonorius
not even the excuse
on herself , and must suffer .
she imposes
nance
sense ,
every
in
speaking , indeed
Politically
to efface slight
be allowed
should
deeds
great
doubt
no
will
Convention
The Cintra
•errors .
be recorded

; but

shall

a Byron ’s Muse

spirt

ink
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upon a hero ? You admit that Wellesley
has
effaced his share in it ; yet you -will not let it
he effaced . Were you tovis it Tusculum , would
it be a subject for a Stanza , that Cicero or some
one of his family was marked with a vetch P But
you may think that Sir Harry and Sir Hew
have done nothing to efface the Cinlra folly ;
still the subject is beneath your pen . It had its
run among newspaper epigrammatists , and your
pen cannot raise it to the dignity of the Poem
into which you introduce it . Let any judge read
the 25 th stanza , and say if it be worthy of
the pen that wrote the Poem ; — the same of
the 26th , 27th , and 28th . The name of Byng ,
too , is grown sadly stale in allusion ,
‘ And folks in office at the mention

sweat/

sweat * / I beseech you , iny dear Lord , to let
the exquisite stanza which follows the 29th suc¬
ceed the 23 d * * , etc . etc . etc . ”
In consequence
of this letter , Lord Byron
consented to omit the 25 th , 27th , and 28th
Printed

as the 27th stanza .

The references are to my MS . copy
Childe Harold 's Pilgrimage .

of *
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stanzas , but retained the 24th , 26th , and 29th ,
in them .
making , however , some alterations
As his genius has now placed his fame so far
by the
injured
being
of
above the possibility
production of an occasional inferior stanza , and
as the succeeding glories of the Peninsular cam¬
paigns have completely thrown into shade the
events alluded to , there can be no impropriety
in now publishing , as literary curiosities , the
three stanzas which were then properly omitted .
The following are the six stanzas as they origi¬
nally stood . Those appearing below as 24 , 26 ,
29 , appeared in the Poem in an altered state ,
there as 24 , 25 , 26 , of the first
numbered
Canto . The stanzas marked below , 25 , 27 , and
28 , were those omitted :
XXIV .
the hall , where chiefs were late con¬
vened !
Oh dome displeasing unto British eye !
VVith diadem hight foolscap , lo ! a fiend ,
A little fiend that scoffs incessantly ,
There sits in parchment robe arrayed , and
Behold

.

.

. .

hy

His side is hung a seal and sable scroll ,

Where blazoned glares a name spelt Wel¬
lesley ,
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And sundry signatures adown the roll ,
Whereat
the urchin points and laughs with all
his soul .
XXV .
In golden characters right well design ’d
First on the list appeareth one MJunotj *
Then certain other glorious names we find ;
( Which rhyme compelleth
me to place below )
Dull victors ! baffled by a vanquish ’d foe ,
Wheedled
by conynge tongues of laurels due ,
Stand , worthy of each other , in a row —
Sirs Arthur , Harry , and the dizzard Hew
Dalrymple , seely wight , sore dupe of t ’other
tew .
XXVI .
Convention is the dwarfy demon styled
That foil ’d the Knights in Marialva ’s dome :
Of brains ( if brains they had ) he them be¬
guiled ,
And turned a nation ’s shallow joy to gloom .
For well I wot when first the news did come
That Vimiera ’s field by Gaul was lost ,
For paragraph ne paper scarce had room ,
Such Paeans teemed for our triumphant host
In Courier , Chronicle , and eke in Morning Post .

3
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XXVII .
But when Convention sent his handy work
in
Pens , tongues , feet , hands , combined
wild uproar ;
Mayor , Aldermen , laid down th ' uplifted
fork ;
The Bench of Bishops half forgot to snore ;
Stern Cobbett , who for one whole week for¬
bore
To question aught , once more with transport
leap ' t ,
And bit his devilish quill agen , and swore
With foe such treaty never should be kept .
Then burst the blatant * beast , and roar ’d , and
raged , and — slept ! ! !
XXVIII .
Thus
Which

the people ;
appealed
heaven ,
loves the lieges of our gracious King ,

unto

heaven

* « Blatant beast ; ” a figure for the mob , I
think first used by Smollett in his Advert ’
lures of an Atom . Horace has the « Bellua
capitum ; ” in England , fortuna¬
multorum
tely enough , the illustrious mobility have
not even one .
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Decreed that ere our generals were forgiven ,
Inquiry should be held about the thing .
But mercy cloaked the babes beneath her
wing ;
And as they spared our foes so spared we
them .
("Where was the pity of our sires for Byng * P)
Yet knaves , not idiots , should the law con *
demn .
Then triumph , gallant knights ! and bless your
judges ’ phlegm .
XXIX .
But ever since that martial synod met ,
Britannia sickens , Cintra ! at thy name ;
And folks in office at the mention sweat ,
And fain would blush , if blush they could ,
for shame .
How will posterity the deed proclaim !
Will not our own and fellow nations sneer ,
* By this query it is not meant that our foolish
Generals should have been shot , but that
Byng might have been spared , though the
one suffered and the others escaped , pro¬
bably , for Candide ’s reason , v pour encou rager

les

autres

.”
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»

champions cheated of their
fame
By foes in fight o ’erlhrown , yet victors here ,
Where scorn her finger points through many a
coming year .
To view

these

To these stanzas was attached a long note ,
which though nothing but a wild tirade against
the Portuguese , and the measures of govern¬
ment , and the battle of Talavcra , I had great
in inducing him to relinquish . I
difficulty
wrote him the following letter upon the sub¬
ject : —
« You sent me but few notes for the first
Canto — there arc a good many for the second .
The only liberty 1 took with them was , if you
will allow me to use the expression , to dove¬
tail two of them , which , though connected in
the seuse and relative to the reference in the
Poem , were disunited as they stood in your
the
MS . I have omitted the passage respecting
Portuguese , which fell with the alteration you
made in the stanzas relative to Cintra , and the
insertion of which would overturn what your
kindness had allowed me to obtain from you on
that point . I have no objection to your politics ,
my dear Lord , as in the first place I do not
much give my mind to politics ; and , in the
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next , I cannot but have observed that you view
politics , as well as some other subject 1'*, through
the optics of philosophy .
But the note , or
rather passage , I allude to , is so discouraging
to the cause of our country , that it could not
fail to damp the ardour of your readers . Let
me intreat you not to recall the sacrifice of it ;
at least , let it not appear in this volume , in
which I am more anxious than I can express for
your fame , both as a Poet and as a Philosopher .
Except this , in which I thought myself warrant¬
ed , I have not interfered with the subjects of
the notes — yes , the word « fiction » I turned ,
as you have seen , conceiving it to have been no
fiction to Youkg . But when I did it , I deter¬
mined not to send it to the press till it had
met your eye . Indeed you know that even when
a single word has struck me as better changed ,
my way has been to stale my thought to you . *
The note I alluded to was as follows : —

NOTE

ON SPAIN AND PORTUGAL .

In the year 1809 , it is a well -known fact , that
the assassinations in the streets of Lisbon and its
vicinity were not confined by the Portuguese to
their countrymen ; but Englishmen were daily
butchered , and so far from the survivors obtaining
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”
« not to interfere
redress , they were requested
defending
compatriot
their
perceived
if they
allies . I was once
his amiable
against
himself
in the way to the theatre , at eight in
stopped
were not more
the streets
the evening , when
to an
are , opposite
than they generally
empty
with a friend , by
open shop , and in a carriage
three of our allies ; and had we not fortunately
we
the least doubt
been armed , I have not
of telling
a tale , ” instead
have « adorned
should
of the Portuguese
it . We have heard wonders
it
, — pray hcaveu
lately , and their gallantry
it were bed - time , Hal ,
; yet , « would
continue
great
a
fight
must
well ! ” They
and all were
clock , ” before
hours , by ^ Shrewsbury
many
that of our
equals
slain
of their
the number
by these kind creatures ,
butchered
countrymen
into « Ca §adores , ” and what
now metamorphosed
to Por¬
state a fact not confined
not . I merely
tugal , for in Sicily and Malta we are knocked
average nightly , and
on the head at a handsome
!
is ever punished
and Maltese
not a Sicilian
to our
is disgraceful
of protection
The neglect
are
, for the murders
and governors
government
as the moon that shines upon them ,
as notorious
them . The Por¬
that overlooks
and the apathy
tuguese , it is to be hoped , are complimented
Hope , ” — if the cowards
the « Forlorn
with
brave , ( like the rest of their kind ,
are become
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in a corner , ) pray let them display it . But there
is a subscription
for these «
BsiXgv , »
( they need not be ashamed of the epithet once
applied to the Spartans , ) and all the charitable
patronymicks , from ostentatious A . to diffident
Z . , 1/ . 1 $ . Odf . from « an admirer of valour , ”
are in requisition for the lists at Lloyd ' s , and
the honour of British benevolence . "Well , we
have fought and subscribed , and bestowed peer¬
ages , and buried the killed by our friends
and foes ; and , lo ! all this is to be done over
again ! Like ,<young The . ” ( in Goldsmith ' s Ci¬
tizen of the World , ) as we « grow older , we
grow never the better . ” It would be pleasant
to learn who will subscribe for us , in or about
tlie year i8i 5 , and what nation will send fifty
thousand men , first to be decimated in the ca¬
pital , and then decimated
again ( in the Irish
fashion , nine out of ten ^ ) in the « bed of ho¬
nour , ” which , as serjeant Kite says , is consi¬
derably larger and more commodious than the
« bed of Ware . ” Then they must have a poet
to write the « Vision of Don Perceval , ” and
generously
bestow the profits of the well and
widely - printed quarto to re - build the « Back wynd ” and the « Canon - gate , ” , or furnish new
kills for the half - roasted Highlanders . Lord
W ' ellington , however , has enacted marvels ;
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and so did His oriental brother , whom I saw
charioteering
over the French Hag , and heard
clipping bad Spanish , after listening to the
speech of a patriotic cobler of Cadiz . on the
event of his own entry into that city , and the
exit of some five thousand bold Britons out of
this « best of all possible worlds . ” Sorely were
we puzzled how to dispose of that same victory
of Talavera ; and a victory it surely was some¬
where , for every body claimed it . The Spanish
dispatch and mob called it Cuesta ’s , and made
no great mention of the Viscount ; the French
called it theirs ( to my great discomfiture , for
a French consul stopped my mouth in Greece
with a pestilent Paris Gazette , just as I had
killed Sebastiani win buckram , ” and king Jo¬
seph in „ Kendal green , ” ) — and we have not
yet determined what to call it , or whose , for
certes it was none of our own . llowbeit , Mas*
vsena ' s retreat
is a great comfort , and as we
have not been in the habit of pursuing for some
years past , no wonder we are a little awkward
at first . ]Vo doubt we shall improve , or if not ,
we have only to take to our old way of retro *
grading , and there we are at home . ”
There were several stanzas in which allusions
were made of a personal nature , and which I
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prevailed upon Lord Byron to omit . The rea¬
sons which induced their suppression continue
still to have equal force , as at the time of the
first publication
of the poem .
As the poem went through the press , we had
constant communication
upon the subject , of
the nature of which the following letter , taken
from several which I wrote to him , may suggest
an idea .
<, I wish to direct
your attention
to several
passages in the accompanying proofs , in which
a minute critic might perhaps find something
to carp at .

In stanza 24 , the moon is called ‘a reflected
sphere/
I do not know that this is admissible
even to a poet .
The sphere is not reflected ,
but reflects . The participle present would settle
the sense , though I should prefer the adjective ,
reflective ,
A similar objection appears to me , hut I
may be wrong , to ‘ the track of trod/
To the
idea of treading , feet and firm footing seem so
necessary , that I doubt whether it is in the
power of a trope to transfer it to water . It is
in the 27 th stanza .
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In the next , the 28th , if Fenelon has not
made me forget Homer , I think there is ground
for a classical demurrer . Ulysses and Telema *
chus were individually well received by the im¬
mortal lady , but you will recollect , that she
herself says to the latter ‘ No mortal approaches
You say , ‘still a
my shores with impunity/
Though no advocate for an un¬
haven smiles/
varying sweetness of measure , my car rebels
against this line , in stanza 39 : —
‘ Born beneath

some remote inglorious

star/

beautiful , both for
The stanza is remarkably
thought and versification , that line excepted ,
the idea of which is appropriate and good ; but
its want of melody checks the reader ’s pleasure
just as it is coming to its height . I wish you
would make it a little smoother . You find I
have given over teasing you about your sad
stanzas , and , to be consistent in my reluctant
submission , I shall say nothing of the similar
proofs ; but l am
errors in the accompanying
more than ever bent on dedicating a volume of
truth to you , and shall set about it forthwith .
The more I read the more I am delighted ; but ,
observe , I do not agree with you in your opi¬
nion of the sex : the stanzas are very agreeable :
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the previous ones of the voyage from Cadiz
through the Straits to Calypso ' s Island are very
fine : the 25 th and 26th are exquisite . I will
send for the proofs on Monday . ”

CHAPTER

RETROSPECT

VIII

.

— MAIDEN SPEECH .

As I was now near Lord Byron , for he was
at this time seldom absent from town , our per¬
were frequent ; and , ex¬
sonal communications
cept a few queries addressed to him on the
proofs , his work went smoothly on through the
press during the months of January and Fe¬
bruary , without further solicitation on my part ,
till we came to the shorter Poems , when I
urged him to omit the one entitled « Euthana $ia , M which he was kind enough to consent to
do ; but which , I must add , he had not reso solution enough to persist in suppressing , and
it was inserted in the succeeding editions .
D
124 .
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Lord Byron had excited
in my heart
a warm
affection ; I felt , too , some pride in the parti
took
in combating
his errors , as well
as in
being instrumental
to his reputation
, and I an¬
xiously
wished
to see a real change
of mind
effected
in him .
Though
I could
not flatter
myself
that I had made
any successful
invasion
on his philosophical
opinions , and was almost
hopeless
on the subject , I was still very desirous
to keep as much as possible
of bis free - thinking
in a latent
state , being
as solicitous
that he
should
acquire
the esteem
and affection
of men ,
as I was eager in my anticipation
of the admi¬
ration and fame that awaited
his genius . It was
with
this view I wished , and sometimes
pre¬
vailed
upon him , to suppress
some passages in
his compositions
: and it was with this view that
I often spoke to him of the superior
and substan¬
tial
fame , the way to which
lay before
him
through
the House
of Lords , expressing
nij
hope of one day seeing him an active and elo¬
quent
statesman . He was alive to this ambition ;
and I looked accordingly
for great enjoyment
in
the session of 1812 , now approaching
.
In spite of these prospects
— in spite of ge¬
nius — in spite of youth
— Lord Byron
often
gave way to a depression
of spirits , which was
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more the result of his peculiar position than of
any gloomy tendency received from nature . The
fact is , he was out of his sphere , and he felt
it . By the death of his cousin "William , who
was killed at a siege in the Mediterranean , he
became presumptive heir to his
unexpectedly
grand uncle , and not long after succeeded to
the barony , at a very early period of his mi¬
predecessor had long
nority . His immediate
given up society ; and , after his fatal duel with
Mr . Chaworth , had never appeared either at
Court or in Parliament , but shut himself up in
Newstead Abbey , the monastic mansion of an
estate bestowed upon one of his ancestors by
Henry "VIII . at the suppression of the religious
houses ; or , if compelled to go to London on
business , he travelled with the utmost privacy ,
From
taking the feigned name of Waters .
him , therefore , no connexion could spring .
His brother , the Admiral , was a man very
highly respected ; but he too , after distinguish¬
ing his courage and ability , had been unfortunate
in his professional career , and equally avoided
society . The elder son of the admiral was an
officer of the guards ; who , after the death of
his first wife , Lady Conyers , by whom he had
only one daughter , married Miss Gordon , of
Gight , a lady related to a noble family ia
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Scotland , of whom Lord Byron was born , and
whom his lordship took a pleasure in stating to
be a descendant of King James II . of Scotland ,
through his daughter , the princess Jane Stuart ,
who married
the Marquis of Huntley .
But
neither did she bring connexion . At the death
of her husband , she found her finances in an
impoverished state , and she consequently by no
means associated in a manner suitable to the
situation of a son who was one day to take a
seat among the Peers of Great Britain . Captain
George Anson Byron , whom I have mentioned
in the first chapter , the brother of her husband ,
bad , a little before she became a widow , ob¬
tained the command of a frigate stationed in
the East Indies , where , while engaged in a par¬
ticular service , he received a blow which caused
a lingering disorder and his death * .

* I cannot resist the impulse I feel to intro¬
duce here the memorial of him , which was
published in most of the public papers and
journals at the time of his death .
« George Anson Byron was a Captain in
the British navy , and second son of the
late Admiral , the Honourable John Byron ,
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This was the greatest
loss Lord Byron
ever unconscious
of it , ever sustained

, how *
.
His

by whom he was introduced
very early into
the service ; in which , having had several
opportunities
of exerting
personal
bravery
and professional
skill , he attained
a great
degree
of glory . In the war with France ,
previous
to its revolution
, he commanded
the Proserpine
, of 28 guns , in which he
engaged
the Sphinx , a French
frigate , as¬
sisted
by an armed
ship ; and some time
after the Alcmene
, another
French
frigate ,
both of which severally struck to his superior
conduct
and gallantry
.
In the course
of
the war he was appointed
to the command
of the Andromache
, of 32 guns .
lie was
present
at Lord Howe ’s relief of Gibraltar
,
and at Lord Rodney ’s victory
over Count
de Grasse , to the action of which
he was
considerably
; for , as it was
instrumental
publicly
stated at the lime , being stationed
to cruise off the Diamond
Rock , near Mar tinico , he kept the strictest
watch upon the
enemy , by sailing
into the very mouth
of
their harbour
, and gave the Admiral
such
immediate
notice of their motions , that the
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uncle George not only stood high in his pro¬
fession , but was generally beloved and per British squadron , then lying off St . Lucia ,
were enabled to intercept and bring them
to battle . In consequence of that impor¬
tant victory , he was selected by Lord Rod¬
ney to carry home Lord Cranstoun , with
the account of it . In the despatches , By¬
ron ’s services were publicly and honourably
noticed , and he had the gratification of
being personally well received by his Ma¬
jesty .
« Desirous of serving in the East Indies ,
and applying for a ship going to that quarter
of the globe , he was appointed to the com¬
mand of the Phoenix , of 36 guns , and
sailed with a small squadron under the Hon .
"William Cornwallis , early in the year 4789 .
Ever active , he sought the first occasion of
being serviceable in the war against Tippoo
Saib , and at the very outset intercepted the
Sultan ’s transports , loaded with military
stores . After this he distinguished himself
by landing some of his cannon , and leaving
a party of his men to assist in reducing
one of the enemy ’s fortresses on the coast
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sonally well connected . Had lie returned from
India with health , he would have made amends

he fell a victim
of Malabar . Unfortunately
to his alacrity in that war .
ctWhen General Abercrombie was on his
march towards Seringapatam , the ship which
Byron commanded lay off the mouth of a
river , on which his assistance was required
to convey a part of the army , and it was
necessary that he should have an interview
with the General . At the lime that the
interview was to take place , it blew fresh ,
and there was a heavy sea on the bar of the
river ; but the service required expedition ,
and danger disappeared before bis eagerness .
A sea broke upon the boat , and overset it :
in rising through the waves the gunwale
struck him twice violently upon the breast ,
and when he was taken up , it was not
supposed that he could survive the shock he
had sustained . He was , however , for a
time restored to life , but he was no more
to be restored to his country . The faculty
did what could be done to preserve him ,
and then ordered him to England , rather
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for the failure resulting from the stipineness or
faults of other parts of the family ; and his
nephew would have grown up in society that
would have given a different turn to his feelings .
The Earl of Carlisle and his family would have »
hoping than believing
so far with life .

that he could escape

« In England he lived above twelvemonths ;
during vihich he suffered the misery of
witnessing the dissolution
of a beautiful ,
amiable , and beloved wife , who died at j
Bath , on the 26th of February , 1793 , at the
age of twenty - nine years ; upon which he
fled with his children to Dawlish , and there
closed his eyes upon them , just three
months and a fortnight after they had lost
their mother .
« In his public
character he was brave ,
active , and skilful ; and by his death his i
Majesty lost an excellent and loyal officer . '
In his private character , he was devout
without ostentation , fond of his family ,
constantin friendship , generous and humane .
The memory of many who read this will
bear testimony to the justice of the praise ;
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acted a different
part . They received
his sister
kindly
as a relation ; and there could have been
no reason
why their arms should not have been
open to him also , had he not been altogether
unknown
to them personally
, or had not some
suspicion
of impropriety
in the mode
of hi9
being brought
up attached
to him or his mother .
Be this as it may , certain
it is , his relations
never thought
of him nor cared
for him ; and
he was left both
at school
and at college
to
the mercy
of the stream
into
which circum¬
stances had thrown
him .
Dissipation
was the
natural
consequence
; and
imprudencies
were
followed
by enmity
which took pains to blacken
his character .
His Satire
had in some degree
repelled
the attacks
that
had been made
upon
him , but be was still beheld
with a surly awe
by bis detractors
; and that poem , though many
were
extolled
in it , brought - him no friends .
He felt himself
aloke . The town was now full ;
but in its concourse
he had no intimates
whom
he esteemed

, or wished

to see .

The

Parliament

the memory
of him who writes it will , as
long as that memory
lasts , frequently
recall
his virtues , and dwell with pleasure
on his
friendship
.»
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was assembled , where be was far from being
dead to the ambition of taking a distinguished
part ; there he was , if it may be said , still
more alone .
In addition to this bis affairs were involved ,
and he was in the hands of a lawyer , — a man
of business . To these combined circumstances ,
more than either to nature , or sensibility on
the loss of a mistress , I imputed the depressed
state of mind in which l sometimes found him .
At those times be expressed great antipathy to
the world , and the strongest misanthropic feel¬
ings , particularly
against women . He did not
even see his sister , to whom he afterwards be¬
came so attached . He inveighed more particu¬
larly against England and Englishmen ; talked
of selling INcwslead , and of going to reside at
Naxos , in the Grecian Archipelago , to adopt
the eastern costume and customs , and to pass
his time in studying the Oriental languages and
literature .
He had put himself upon a diet ,
which other men would have called starving ,
and to which some would have attributed his
depression . It consisted of thin plain biscuits ,
not more than two , and often one , with a cup
of tea , taken about one o ' clock at noon , which
he assured me was generally all the nourishment
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he look in the four - and twenty hours . But he
declared , that , far from sinking his spirits , he
felt himself lighter and livelier for it ; and that
it had given him a greater command over him¬
self in every other respect . This great abstem¬
iousness is hardly credible , nor can I imagine
it a literal fact , though doubtless much less
food is required to keep the body in perfect
lie had a habit
health than is usually taken .
chewing mastic , which probably
of perpetually
to persevere in this
assisted his determination
meagre regimen ; but I have no doubt that his
principal auxiliary was an utter abhorrence of
corpulence , which he conceived to be equally
unsightly and injurious to the intellect ; and it
was his opinion that great eaters were generally
passionate and stupid .
As the printing of Childe Harold ' s Pilgrimage
drew towards a conclusion , his doubt of its
success and of its consequences was renewed ; he
agitated at the thought , and
was occasionally
more than once talked of suppressing it . But
while this was passing in his mind , the poem
had begun to work its way by report ; and the
critical junto were prepared , probably through
extraordinary . 1
Mr . Gifford , for something
now met more visitors , new faces , and some
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fashionable

men at his lodgings ; among others ,
and even Lord Holland himself .
Soon after the meeting of Parliament , a Bill
was introduced into the House of Lords in con *
sequence of Riots in Nottinghamshire , for the
prevention of those riots , in which the chief
object of the rioters wras the destruction of the
manufacturing
frames throughout
the country ,
so as to compel a call for manual labour . Lord
Byron ’s estate lying in that county , he felt it
incumbent
upon him to take a part in the de «
bate upon the Bill , and he resolved to make it
the occasion of his first speech in the House .
But this Nottingham Frame -breaking Bill , as it
was called , was also interesting to the Recorder
of Nottingham , Lord Holland , who took the
lead in opposing it . Lord Byron ’s interest in
the county , and his intention
respecting the
Bill were made known to Mr . Rogers , who , I
understood , communicated
it to Lord Holland ,
and soon after made them acquainted . In his
Satire , Mr . Rogers ranked , among the eulogized ,
next to Gifford ; and Lord Holland , among the
lashed , was just not on a par with Jeffrey . The
introduction
took place at Lord Byron ’s lodgings ,
in St . James - street — I happened to be there
at the time , and I thought it a curious event .
Lord Byron evidently had an awkward feeling
Mr . Rogers ,
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on the occasion , from a conscious recollection ,
which did not seem to be participated
by his
visitors . Lord Holland ’s age , experience and
other acquired distinctions , certainly , in point
of form , demanded that the visit should have
been paid at his house . This 1 am confident
Lord Byron at that time would not have done ;
though he was greatly pleased that the intro¬
duction took place , and afterwards waved all
ceremony . It would he useless to seek a motive
for Lord Holland ’s condescension , unless it could
be shown that it was to overcome evil with
good .
Whether
that was in his mind or not ,
the new acquaintance improving into friendship ,
or something like it , had a great influence in
deciding the fate of a new edition of English
Bards and Scotch Reviewers , which the pub¬
lisher , Cawthorn , was now actively preparing ,
to accompany
the publication
of the Hints
from Horace , that was still creeping on in the
press .
Meanwhile , the Poem that was to be the
foundation
of Lord ByrcVs fame , and of the
events of his future days , retarded
nearly a
month
longer than was proposed , was now
promised to the public for the end of February .
The debate on the Nottingham Frame - Breaking
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Bill was appointed for the 27th of the same
crisis in his
month . It was an extraordinary
life . He had before him , the characters of a
Poet and of an Orator to fix and to maintain .
For the former , he depended still upon his
Satires , more than upon Childe Harold ’s Pib
with consider¬
grimage , which he contemplated
able dread ; and , for the latter , he not only
, being afraid
oration
an
wrote
meditated , but
to trust his feelings in the assembly he was to
at first . He
address , with an extemporanaous
spoke parts of it when we were
occasionally
alone ; but bis delivery changed my opinion of
bis power as to eloquence , and checked my
hope of his success in Parliament . He altered
the natural tone of his voice , which was sweet
and round , into a formal drawl , and he prepar¬
ed his features for a part — it was a youth
declaiming a task . This was the more percept¬
ible , as in common conversation , he was re¬
markably easy and natural ; it was a fault con traded in the studied delivery of speeches from
memory , which has been lately so much at¬
It may
of boys .
tended to in the education
wear off , and yield to the force of real know¬
ledge and activity , but it does not promise
well ; and they who fall into it are seldom pro¬
minent characters in stations where eloquence
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is required . By the delay of the printer , Lord
Byron ’s maiden speech preceded the appearance
of his poem . It produced a considerable effect
in the House of Lords , and he received many
compliments from the Opposition Peers . When
he left the great chamber , I went and met him
in the passage ; he was glowing with success ,
and much agitated . I had an umbrella in my
right hand , not expecting that he would put
out his hand to me — in my haste to take it
when offered , I had advanced my left hand —
« What , ** said he , « give your friend your left
hand upon such an occasion ? ” I showed the
changing the umbrella
cause , and immediately
to the other hand , I gave him my right hand ,
which he shook and pressed warmly . He was
greatly elated , and repeated some of the com¬
pliments which had been paid him , and men¬
tioned one or two of the Peers who had desired
to him . He concluded with
jo be introduced
saying , that he had , by his speech , given me
the best advertisement for Childe Harold ’s Pil¬
grimage .
A short time afterwards , he made me a pre¬
of his speech
sent of the original manuscript
■which he had previously -written , an dehorn that
a $ a literary
here
it
insert
now
manuscript , I
curiosity , not devoid of interest .
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« TVIy Lords ,
<t The subject now submitted
to your
Lordships , for the first time , though new to
the House , is , by no means , new to the coun try . I believe it had occupied
the serious
thoughts of all descriptions of persons long be¬
fore its introduction
to the notice of that Le¬
gislature whose interference
alone could be of
real service . As a person in some degree con¬
nected with the suffering county , though a
stranger , not only to this House in general ,
but to almost every individual whose attention
I presume to solicit , I must claim some portion
of your Lordships ' indulgence , whilst I offer a
few observations on a question in which I con¬
fess myself deeply interested . To enter into
eny detail of these riots would be superfluous ;
the House is already aware that every outrage
short of actual bloodshed has been perpetrated ,
and that the proprietors of the frames obnoxious
to the rioters , and all persons supposed to be
connected with them , have been liable to in¬
sult and violence . During the short time I re¬
cently passed in Notts , not twelve hours elapsed
without some fresh act of violencej and , on the
day I left the county , I was informed that forty
frames had been broken the preceding evening
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as usual , without
resistance
and without
detec *
tion . Such was then - the state of that county ,
and such I have reason
to believe
it to be at
this moment . But whilst
these outrages
must
be admitted
to exist to an alarming
extent , it
cannot
be denied
that they
have arisen
from
circumstances
of the most unparalellcd
distress .
The perseverance
of these miserable
men in their
, tends
proceedings
to prove
that
nothing
but
absolute
want
could
have driven
a large
and
once honest
and industrious
body of the people
into the commission
of excesses so hazardous
to
, their families , and the community
themselves
.
At the time to which
I allude , the town and
county
were
burdened
with large detachments
of the military
; the police was in motion , the
magistrates
, yet all the movements
assembled
,
civil and military
had led to — nothing . Not
a single instance
had occurred
of the apprehen¬
sion of any real
delinquent
actually
taken in
the fact , against
whom there existed
legal evi¬
dence sufficient
for conviction . But the police ,
however
useless , were by no means idle : several
notorious
delinquents
had been detected
; men
liable to conviction
, on the clearest
evidence ,
of the capital crime of poverty ; men , who had
been
nefariously
guilty
of lawfully
begetting
several children
, whom , thanks
to the times !
124 .
£
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— they were unable to maintain . Considerable
injury has been done to the proprietors of the
improved frames . These machines were to them
an advantage , inasmuch as they superseded the
necessity of employing a number of workmen , \
who were left in consequence
to starve . Bj
the adoption of one species of frame in parti¬
cular , one man performed the work of many ,
and the superfluous labourers were thrown out
of employment . Yet it is to be observed , that
the work thus executed was inferior in quality ,
not marketable
at home , and merely hurried
over with a view to exportation . It was called ,
in the cant of the trade , by the name of Spider work . The rejected workmen , in the blindness
of their ignorance , instead of rejoicing at these
improvements in arts so beneficial to mankind ,
conceived themselves to be sacrificed to impro¬
vements in mechanism . In the foolishness of
their hearts , they imagined that the maintenance
and well doing of the industrious poor , were
objects of greater consequence than the enrich *
ment of a few individuals by any improvement *
in the implements
of trade which threw the
workmen out of employment , and rendered the
labourer unworthy of his hire . And , it must
be confessed , that although the adoption of the
enlarged machinery , in that state of our com -
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merce which the country
once boasted , might
have been beneficial
to the master without
being
detrimental
to the servant ; yet , in the present
situation
of our manufactures
, rotting
in ware¬
houses without
a prospect
of exportation
, with
the demand
for work
and
workmen
equally
diminished
, frames
of this construction
tend
materially
to aggravate
the distresses
and dis¬
contents
of the disappointed
sufferers .
But the
real cause of these distresses , and consequent
disturbances
, lies deeper .
"When
we are told
that these men are leagued
together
, not only
for the destruction
of their own comfort , but of
their very means
of subsistence
, can we forget
that it is the bitter
policy , the destructive
war¬
fare , of the last eighteen
years , which has de¬
stroyed
their comfort , your comfort , all men ’s
comfort ; — that policy which , originating
with
« great statesmen
now no more
has survived the
dead to become
a curse on the living
unto the
third
and fourth generation
! These men never
destroyed
their
looms
till they
were
become
useless , worse than useless ; till they were become
actual impediments
to their exertions
in obtain¬
ing their
daily
bread . Can you then wonder ,
that in times like these , when bankruptcy
, con¬
victed fraud , and imputed
felony , are found in
a station not far beneath
that of your Lordships ,
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the lowest , though once most useful portion of
the people , should forget their duty in their
distresses , and become only less guilty than one
of their representatives P But while the exalted
offender can find means to baffle the law , new
capital punishments must be devised , new snares
of death must be spread , for the wretched mechanic
who is famished into guilt . These men were
willing to dig , but the spade was in other hands ;
they were not ashamed to beg , but there was
none to relieve them . Their own means of sub¬
sistence were cut off ; all o her employments
pre - occupied ; and their excesses , however to he
deplored and condemned , can hardly be the
subject of surprise . It has been stated , that the
persons in the temporary possession of frames
connive at their destruction ; if this be proved
upon inquiry , it were necessary that such material
accessories to the crime should be principals in
the punishment . But l did hope that any mea¬
sure proposed by His Majesty ’s Government for
your Lordships ’ decision , would have had con *
ciliation for its basis ; or , if that were hopeless ,
that some previous inquiry , some deliberation ,
would have been deemed requisite ; not that we
should have been called at once , without exa¬
mination and without cause , to pass sentences
hy wholesale , and sign death -warrants blindfold .

But admitting tliat these men had no cause of
complaint , that the grievances of them and their
employers were alike groundless , that they de¬
served the worst ; what inefficiency , what imbe¬
cility , has been evinced in the method chosen
to reduce them ! Why were the military called
out to be made a mockery of — if they were to
be called out at all ? As far as the difference of
seasons would permit , they have merely parodied
the summer campaign of Major Sturgeon ; and ,
indeed , the whole proceedings , civil and military ,
seem formed on the model of those of the Mayor
and Corporation
of Garrett .
Such marchings
and countermarchings
! from Nottingham to Bui nell ■— from Bulnell to Bareford — from Bare *
ford to Mansfield ! and , when at length , the
detachments arrived at their destination , in all
<the pride , pomp , and circumstance
of glorious
war/
they came just in time to witness the
mischief which had been done , and ascertain
the escape of the perpetrators ; — to collect the
spolia opima , in the fragments of broken frames ,
and return to their quarters amidst the derision
of old women , and the hootings of children .
Now , though in a free country , it were to be
wished that our ^ military should never be too
formidable , at least , to ourselves , I cannot see
the policy of placing them in situations where
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they can only be made ridiculous . As the sword
is the worst argument , that can be used , so
should it be the las13 in this instance it has
been the first , but , providentially
as yet , only
in the scabbard . The present measure will , in¬
deed , pluck it from the sheath ; yet had proper
meetings been held in the earlier stages of these
riots , — had the grievances of these men and
their masters ( for they also have had their grie¬
vances ) been fairly weighed and justly examined ,
I do think that means might have been devised
to restore these workmen to their avocations ,
and tranquillity
to the country . At present the
county suffers from the double infliction of an
idle military and a starving population .
In what state of apathy have we been plunged
so long , that now , for the first time , the house has
been officially apprised of these disturbances ?
All this has been transacting within one hundred
and thirty miles of London , and yet we , ‘good
easy men ! have deemed full sure our greatness
was a ripening/
and have sat down to enjoy
our foreign triumphs
in the midst of domestic
calamity . But all the cities you have taken , all
the armies which have retreated
before your
leaders , are but paltry subjects of self - congratu *
tion , if your land divides against itself , and your
dragoons and executioners
must be let loose
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against your fellow - citizens . You call these men
a mob , desperate , dangerous , and ignorant ;
and seem to think that the only way to quiet the
capitum ’ is to lop off a few
‘ Bellua multorum
of its superfluous heads . But even a mob may
be better reduced to reason by a mixture of
conciliation and firmness , than by additional
irritation and redoubled penalties . Are we aware
of our obligations to a mobl It is the mob that
labour in your fields , and serve in your houses
— that man your navy , and recruit your army
— that have enabled you to defy ail the world ,
— and can also defy you , when neglect and
calamity have driven them to despair . You may
call the people a mob , but do not forget that
a mob too often speaks the sentiments of the
And here I must remark with what
people .
alacrity you are accustomed to fly to the succour
of your distressed allies , leaving the distressed
of your own country to the care of Providence
or — the parish . When the Portuguese suffered
under the retreat of the French , every arm was
stretched out , every hand was opened , — from
the rich man ' s largess to the widow ’s mite , all
was bestowed to enable them to rebuild their
villages and replenish their granaries . And at
this moment , when thousands of misguided
are
fellow - countrymen
but most unfortunate
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struggling with the extremes of hardship and
hunger , as jour charity began abroad , it should
end at home . A much less sum —- a tithe of
the bounty bestowed on Portugal , even if these
men ( which I cannot admit without inquiry )
could not have been restored to their employ¬
ments , would have rendered
unnecessary the
tender mercies of the bayonet and the gibbet .
But doubtless our funds have too many foreign
claims to admit a prospect of domestic relief , —
though never did such objects demand it . I
have traversed the seat of war in the peninsula ;
I have been in some of the most oppressed pro¬
vinces of Turkey ; but never , under the most des¬
potic of infidel governments , did I behold such
squalid wretchedness
as I have seen since my
return , in the very heart of a Christian country .
And what are your remedies ? After months of
inaction , and months of action worse than inac¬
tivity , at length comes forth the grand specific ,
the never -failing nostrum of all state -physicians ,
from the days of Draco to the present time .
After feeling the pulse and shaking the head
over the patient , prescribing the usual course of
warm water and bleeding — the warm water of
your mawkish police , and the lancets of your
military — these convulsions must terminate in
death , the sure consummation
of the prescrip *
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tions of all political Sangrados . Setting aside
the palpable injustice and the certain inefficiency
of the bill , are there not capital punishments
sufficient on your statutes ? Is there not blood
enough upon your penal code ! that more must
be poured forth to ascend to heaven and testify
against you ? How will you carry this bill into
effect ? Can you commit a whole county to their
own prisons ? Will you erect a gibbet in every
field , and hang up men like scarescrows ? or will
you proceed ( as you must to bring this measure
into effect ) by decimation ; place the country
under martial law ; depopulate and lay waste all
around you ; and restore Sherwood Forest as an
acceptable gift to the crown in its former condi¬
tion of a royal chase , and an asylum for outlaws ?
Are these the remedies for a starving and despe¬
rate populace ? Will the famished wretch who
has braved your bayonets be appalled by your
gibbets ? When death is a relief , and the only
relief it appears that you will afford him will he
be dragooned into tranquillity ? W ' ill that which
could not be effected by your grenadiers , be ac¬
complished by your executioners ? If you pro¬
ceed by the forms of law , where is your evi »
dence ? Those who have refused to impeach thf ir
only was the
when transportation
accomplices
punishment , will hardly be tempted to witness
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against them when death is the penally . With
all due deference to the noble lords opposite , I
think a little investigation , some previous inquiry ,
would induce even them to change their purpose .
That most favourite state measure , so marvel *
lously efficacious in many and recent instances ,
temporizing , would not be without its advantage
in this . When a proposal is made to emanci¬
pate or relieve , you hesitate , you deliberate for
years , you temporize and tamper with the minds
of men , but a death -bill must be passed off hand ,
without a thought of the consequences . Sure I
am , from what I have heard and from what I have
seen , that to pass the hill under all the existing
circumstances , without inquiry , without delibera *
tion , would only be to add injustice to irritation ,
and barbarity to neglect . The framers df
a bill must be content to inherit the honourssuch
of
that Athenian lawgiver whose edicts were said
to be written , not in ink , but in blood . But sup¬
pose it past , — suppose one of these men , as l
have seen them meagre with famine , sullen with
despair , careless of a life which your lordships
are perhaps about to value at something less
than the price of a stocking - frame ; suppose this
man surrounded by those children for whom he
is unable to procure bread at the hazard of his
existence , about to be torn for ever from a-
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family which he lately supported in peaceful in¬
dustry , and which it is not his fault than he can
no longer so support ; suppose this man — and
there are ten thousand such from whom you may
select your victims , — dragged into court to be
tried for this new offence , by this new law , —
still there are two things wanting to convict
,
and condemn him , and these are , in my opinion
twelve butchers for a jury , and a Jefferies for
a judge ! ”
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CHAPTER

IX

.

IMMEDIATE RESULTS OF THE APPEARANCE
OF CHILDE HAROLD ’S PILGRIMAGE .

I

really

believe

that

I was

more

anxious

than

its author about the reception of the poem , the
progress of which I had been superintending
with great pleasure for some months ; and by
that anxiety I was led into a precipitate com¬
pliance with the solicitation of the printers of
the last edition of the Satire , who were pro¬
prietors and editors of a literary journal , to
favour them with an early review of the poem .
I not only wrote it , but gave it to them , in
the beginning of February ; telling them that
the work would be out in the middle of that

)

month , but at the same time charging them to
take care not to print it before the poem was
published . The i st of March arrived — the
Poem did not appear — the Review did . I
was vexed — it had the appearance of an eu «
logium prematurely
hurried before the public
by a friend , if not by the author himself . I
was uneasy , lest it should strike Lord Byron
in this light ; and it was very likely that some
good -natured friend or other would expedite his
notice of the review . It fortunately
happened
that the i st of the month fell on a Sunday ,
and that Lord Byron spent it at Harrow , if I
recollect rightly , with his old tutor , Dr . Drury ,
and did not return to St . James ’s - street till
Monday evening . On Tuesday I got a copy of
the Pilgrimage , and hastened with it to him .
Lord Valentia had been beforehand in carrying
him the Review . « I shall be set down for the
writer of it , ” cried he . I told him the fact as
it stood . The flattering excitement to which I
had yielded , and the examination of the volume
I then put into his hand , dispersed all unplea¬
sant feeling on the occasion ; and I assured him
that I would take an opportunity of making it
publicly known that I bad done it without his
knowledge . But this was unnecessary ; for the
publisher
of Childe Harold ’s Pilgrimage had
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already spread it sufficiently , as I had inform¬
ed him of it : and far from any harm resulting ,
it proved no bad advertisement of the publica¬
tion , which was ready for every inquirer , as
fast as the binder could put up the sheets into
boards . The blunder passed unobserved , eclipsed
by the dazzling brilliancy
of the object which
had caused it . The attention of the public was
universally fixed upon the poem j and in a very
few days the whole impression was disposed of.
It was not till he had this convincing proof ,
that Lord Byron had confidence of its success .
On the day he received the Hist copy in boards
he talked of my making an agreement at once
with the publisher , if he would offer a hundred
or a hundred and fifty guineas for the copy¬
right . I declared I would not ; and in three
days after , the publisher talked of being able
perhaps to make an offer of three if not four
hundred pounds ; for he had not a doubt now
of the sate , and that the edition would go off
in less than three months . It went off in three
days .
The rapidity of the sale of the poem , its
reception , and the elation of the author ' s feel¬
ings , were unparalleled . But before I continue
my account of it , I cannot refrain here from
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waking some mention of Newstead Abbey , as
it was at this juncture he again began to speak
to me freely of his aifairs . In spite of the
pledge he had given me never to consent to the
disposal of it , he occasionally spoke of the sale
as necessary to clear him of embarrassments ,
and of being urged to it by his agent . I never
failed to oppose it ; but he did not like to
dwell upon it , and would get rid of the sub *
ject by coinciding with me .
I thonght his
elation at the success of his poem favourable
juncture to take more liberty on so delicate a
point ; and to avoid the pain of talking , 1 wrote
him the following letter : —
« You cannot but see that the interest I take
in all that concerns you comes from my heart ,
and I will not ask forgiveness for what 1 am
conscious merits a kind reception . Though not
acquainted with the precise state of your afFairs ,
nor with those who have been employed in the
management of them , I venture to say , in spite
of your seeming to think otherwise , that there
can be no occasion for the desperate remedies
which have been suggested to you . It is an
ungracious
thing to suspect ; but from my
ignorance of the individuals
by whom your
business is conducted , my suspicion can only
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attach generally to that corrupt state of nature
in which self - interest is too apt to absorb alL
other considerations . Every motion of an agent ,
every word spoken or written by a lawyer , are
so many conductors
of the fortunes of their
employers into their coffers ; consequently every
advice from such persons is open to suspicion ,
and ought to be thoroughly examined before it
is adopted . But who is to examine it ? I would
say yourself , did I not think your pursuits ,
your mind , your very attainments , have by no
means qualified you for the task . But there
are men , and lawyers too , to be found of dis¬
interested minds , and pure hands , to whom it
would not be difficult to save you the mortifi¬
cation of parting with a property so honourable
in the annals of your house . For God ’s sake
mistrust him who suggested it ; and , if you are
inclined
to listen to it , mistrust yourself —
pause and take counsel before you act .
Your affairs should be thoroughly
submitted
to such a man or men as I have mentioned —
that is , all the accounts of your minority , and
all the transactions
relative to jour property ,
with every voucher , should be produced
to
them , and examined by them . Through them
every thing equitable and honourable would be

done , and a portion of your income appropri *
ated to the disencumbering
of your e >tates . I
am persuaded that you may be extricated from
your difficulties
without the harsh alternative
proposed . You mentioned the subject of your
affairs to me on your arrival in England , but
you appeared afterwards to wish it dropped ; I
have , however , frequently wished what , incon¬
sequence of your recent communication , I have
now again expressed . Think of it , I beseech
you . M
I felt much anxiety at the thought of New stead Abbey going out of the family — certainly
not merely because my nephew was his heir
presumptive , though a very natural
motive ;
but I am chevaleresque
enough to think the
alienation of an estate so acquired , and so long
possessed , a species of sacrilege . The following
is a part of a letter which I wrote home the
next day (March 12th , 1812 , ) after I had seen
him . Being written at the time , it is the best
continuation
of my narrative : —
« The intelligence
which Charles brought you
of the unparalleled
sale of Childe Harold 's
Pilgrimage must have given you great pleasure ,
though I think it will be more than counter 124 .
F
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balanced by the pain of the subject on which
I wrote yesterday to Lord Byron . I still hope
it will be avoided ; nor , till he talked of it ,
did I in fact credit that he had the power of
disposing of that estate . I was apprehensive that
I had gone too far in interfering in his private
affairs ; but , quite the contrary , he took my
letter hi very kind part , though , after a few
observations he dropped the subject . On part *
ing with Charles , we drove to St . JamesVstreet ,
where I staid with him till near six o ’clock ,
and had a good deal of pleasant conversation .
I found the enclosed on his table directed to
me .
On opening it , I was surprised at what
he wrote to me in it ; and still more on find¬
ing the contents to be a copy of verses tohiin ,
with a letter beginning — ‘ Dear Childe Harold , ’
expressing the greatest admiration , and advising
him to be happy . Neither the letter nor the
verses are badly written ; and the lady concludes
with assuring him , that though she should be
glad to be acquainted with him , she can feel
no other emotion for him than admiration and
regard , as her heart is already engaged to an¬
other . I looked at him seriously , aud said ,
that none of my family would ever write an
anonymous
letter . I said , that you had all
given your opinion openly , and I had shown
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him that opinion . *You are right , you are
right/ he said . ‘ I am sure it is not any of
your family , but I really know nobody who [
think cares half so much about me as you do ;
and from many parts of the letter , it is no
wonder I should suspect that it came from Mrs .
Dallas , who I know is a good friend of mine/
He is persuaded , he says , that it is written by
somebody acquainted with us . I cannot think
so . She says she should like to know if he ha3
received her letter ; and requests him to leave
a note at Hookham ' s for Mr . Sidney Allison .
He says he will not answer it . “
I have found another of my letters immedia¬
tely following this , from which I shall make
such extracts as relate to Lord Byron or the
Poem . « I called on Mr . Murray this morning ,
who told me that the whole edition was gone
off . He begged me to arrange with Lord Byron
for putting the Poem to press again , which is
to be done in the handsomest manner , in oc¬
tavo . He shewed me letters from several of the
most celebrated critics ; and told me that Mr .
of
Gifford spoke with the highest admiration
the second Canto , which he had not seen be¬
fore ; the first he had seen in manuscript . From
him I went to St . James ’s - street , where I found
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Lord Byron loaded with letters from critics ,
poets , authors , and various pretenders to fame
of different walks , all lavish of their raptures .
In putting them into my hands he said — ‘I
ought not to show such fine compliments , but
I keep nothing from you/
Among his raptur¬
ed admirers I was not a little surprised to find
an elegant copy of verses to him from Mr . Fitz¬
gerald , the very first person celebrated in his
Satire , of which he reminds him in a short
prefatory note , adding , in a pleasing and ami¬
able manner , that it was impossible to harbour
any resentment against the poet of Childe Ha¬
rold ' s Pilgrimage . It is impossible to tell you
half the applause , either as to quantity or qua¬
lity , bestowed upon him directly and indirectly .
The letter from Lord Holland places him on a
par with Walter
Scott . But to come to my¬
self : — After speaking of the sale , and settling
the new edition , I said , ‘ How can I possibly
think of this rapid sale , and the profits likely
to ensue , without recollecting "’ — ‘ What ? '
‘ Think what a sum your work may
produce/
‘I shall be rejoiced , and wish it doubled
and
trebled ; but do not talk to me of money . I
never will receive money for my writings/
CI
ought not to differ in an opinion which puts
hundreds into my purse , but others — ' lie

put out his hand to me , shook mine , said he
was very glad , and turned the conversation .
The sentiment is noble , but pushed too far .
It is not only in this , but in other points , I
have remarked a superior spirit in this young
man ; and which but for its native vigour would
have been cast away . I am happy to say that
I think his successes , and the notice that has
heen taken of him , have already had upon his
mind the cheering effect 1 hoped and foresaw ;
and I trust all the gloom of his youth will be
dissipated for the rest of his life . He was very
cheerful today . What a pleasing reflection is
it to me that when , on his arrival in England ,
he put this Poem into my hand , I saw its
merits , and urged him to publish it . There
and alike ;
are two copies binding elegantly
to him , and said , one was
this I mentioned
for him , ‘ and the other , ' said he ‘ for Mrs .
Dallas : let me have the pleasure of writing her
name in it/ ”
When I afterwards brought him the copies ,
he did write the name , and I had the happi¬
ness of finding him ready to send one also to
his sister . I handed him another copy to write
her name in it ; and I was truly delighted to
read the following effusion , which I copied be¬
fore I sent the volume off.
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« To Augusta , my dearest sister , and my best
friend , who has ever loved me much better
than I deserved , this volume is presented by her
father ’s son , and most affectionate brother .
« B. »
* March 14 ih } 1812 . n

He was now the universal talk of the town :
his speech and his Poem had not only raised
his fame to an extraordinary
height , but had
disposed all minds to bestow upon him the
most favourable reception ; to disbelieve his own
black account of himself , and to forget that he
had been a most bitter Satirist . Crowds of emi¬
nent persons courted an introduction , and some
volunteered their cards . This was the trying
moment of virtue ; and no wonder it was shaken ,
for never was there such a sudden transition
from neglect to courtship . Glory darted thick
upon him from all sides ; from the Prince Regent
and his admirable
daughter , to the bookseller
and his shopmau ; from Walter Scott to ***** ;
from Jeffrey to the nameless critics of the Sa *
tirist , Scourge , etc . He was the wonder of
greybeard ? , and the show of fashionable parties .
At one of these , he happened to go early when
there were very few persons assembled ; the
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;

was at
Regent went in soon after ; Lord Byron being
some distance from him in the room . On
sent
informed who he was , his Royal Highness
be
a gentleman to him to desire that he would
took
course
of
presentation
The
.
presented
of
place ; the Regent expressed his admiration
a
Childe Harold ' s Pilgrimage , and continued
, that
conversation , which so fascinated the Poet
deferring of
had it not been for an accidental
visitor
the next levee , he bade fair to become a
.
at Carlton House , if not a complete courtier
I called on him on the morning for which
him
the levee had been appointed , and found
his
in a full - dress court suit of clothes , with
means
fine black hair in powder , which by no
, as he
suited his countenance . I wa3 surprised
Court ;
had not told me that he should go to
neces¬
and it seemed to me as if he thought it
his ob¬
sary to apologize for his intention , by
but do
serving , that he could not in decency
to
it , as the Regent had done him the honour
Carlton
say that he hoped to see him soon at
House . In spite of his assumed philosophical
contempt of royalty , and of his decided junction
able to
with the opposition , he had not been
praise ;
withstand the powerful operation of royal
to influence him
which , however , continued

only till flattery of a more congenial kind di .
verted him from the enjoyment of that which
for a moment he was disposed to receive . The
levee had been suddenly put off , and he was
dressed before he was informed of the alteration
which had taken place .
It was the first and the last time he was ever
so dressed , at least for a British Court . A
newly -made friend of his
*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
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Lord Byron was more than half prepared to
yield to this influencej
and the harsh verses
that proceeded from his pen , were , I believe ,
composed more to humour his new friend ’s pas sions than his own . Certain it is , he gave up
all ideas of appearing at Court , and fell into
the habit of speaking disrespectfully
of the
Prince .
But his poem flew to every part of the king dom , indeed of the world ; his fame hourly in *
creased , and he all at once found himself
translated to the spheres , “ and complimented
by all , with an elevated character , possessing
youthful brilliancy , alas ! without the stamen
necessary to support it .
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on the
A gratifying compliment was paid him
, by
appearance of Childe Harold ’s Pilgrimage
for
the order given by the Princess Charlotte
displayed
its being magnificently bound . It was
-street .
for some days in Ebers ’s shop , in Bond
described
Lord Byron was highly pleased when I
it to him .
of the high feeling
Among the testimonies
produced , I ad¬
which the blaze of his genius to
him from the
mired and selected a letter
an additional
have
I
which
,
Clarke
.
Dr
late
appear
pleasure in inserting here , as it does not
lately given to
in the Doctor ’s correspondence
the public : —
« Dear

Lord Byron ,
to make
« From the eagerness which I felt

others
known my opinion of your Poem , before
I waited
had expressed any upon the subject ,
hearty ,
upon you to deliver my hasty , although
If it be worthy your acceptance ,
commendation
form !
take it once more , in a more deliberate
Mathias
Upon my arrival in town I found that
said I to
entirely coincided with me . Surely ,
, cannot
him , Lord Byron , at this time of life
as those
have experienced such keen anguish ,
may have
exquisite allusions to what older men

s
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felt seem to denote . This was his answer , i I
fear he has — he could not else have written
such a Poem / This morning I read the second
Canto with all the attention it so highly merits ,
in the peace and stillness of my study ; and I
am ready to confess I was never so much affect *
ed by any poem , passionately
fond of poetry
as I have been from earliest youth . When ,
after the 9th stanza you introduce the first line
of the 10th ,
Here let me sit upon the mossy stone ;
the thought and the expression are so truly Pe «
trarch 's , that I would ask you whether you
ever read
Poi quando T vero sgorubra
Quel dolce error pur li medesmo assido
Me freddo , pietra morta in pietra viva ;
In guisa d * uom che pensi e piange e scriva .
Thus rendered by Mr . W ^ilmot , the only person
capable of making Petrarch speak English : —
But when rude truth destroys
The loved illusion of the dreamed sweets ,
T sit me down on the cold rugged stone ,
Less cold , less dead than I , and think and
weep alone .

9 *
men , etc .
„ The eighth stanza , i Yet if as holiest
, the sen¬
has never been surpassed . In the 23 d
timent is at variance with Dryden ,

years
Strange cozenage ! none would live past
again :
for the
and it is perhaps an instance wherein breast an
first time I found not within my own
t be once
echo to your thought , for I would not
of men will
more a boy /' but the generality
path
agree with you , and wish to tread lifers
again .
the 12th stanza of the same Canto , you
to these
might really add a very curious note
lines —
« In

guard ,
Her sons too weak the sacred shrine to
pains ;
Yet felt some portion of their mother ’s
of the
by slating this fact : — ‘When the last
, and , in
metopes was taken from the Parthenon
with
moving it , great part of the superstructure
the
the triglyphs was thrown down by
one
, the Dis workmen whom Lord Elgin employed
the build¬
das , who beheld the mischief done to
, dropped
ing , took his pipe out of his mouth
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a tear , and , in a supplicating
tone of voice , said
to Lusieri — Tfi 'Acxr ! I was present
at the time .
« Once more I thank
you have afforded
me .
« Believe

you

for the

gratification

me ,

« Ever

yours

most

truly

,

« E . D . Clarke
« Trumpington
n

,

TVednesday Morning , »

.
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CHAPTER

X

.

SUPPRESSION OF THE SATIRE AND HINTS
FROM HORACE . — FIRST SALE OF NEW STEAD — PROPOSED NOVEL .

had

now

deeply

inoculated

him

flattery
with its poison , he was at first unwilling to
own its effects even to himself ; and to me he
declared that he did not relish society , and
was resolved never to mix with it . lie made
no resistance however to its invitations , and in
a very short time he not only willingly obeyed
the summons of fashion , but became a votary .
One evening , seeing his carriage at the door in
St . James ’s Street , I knocked , and found him

Though
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at home . He was engaged to a party , but it
was not time to go , and I sat nearly an hour
with him . He had been reading Childe Harold ,
and continued to read some passages of it aloud ,
— he enjojed it , and I enjoyed it doubly . On
putting it down , he talked of the parties he
had been at , and of those to which he was in¬
vited , and confessed an alteration in his mind ;
« I own , ” said he , « I begin to like them . ”
Holland House , on which so much of the
point of his satire had been directed , being now
one of his most flattering resorts , it was no
longer difficult to persuade him to suppress his
satirical writings . The fifth edition of « Engltsfi
Bards

and

Scotch

Reviewers

” was now ready
« Hints from Ho¬
race ” was far advanced
; and the « Corse of Mi¬
nerva ” was in preparation
. He had not listened

to issue from the press ; the

to me fully ; hut he had begun not only to be
easy at the delay of the printing of these poems ,
but to desire that delay , as if he had it already
in contemplation
to be guided by the reception
of Childe Harold ’s Pilgrimage . Yet even after
this was clear , he did not immediately
decide
upon the suppression of them ; till some of his
new friends requested it . Upon this the book¬
seller who was to publish them , Cawthorn , was

apprised of the author ’s intention , and was de¬
sired to commit the whole of the new edition
of « English Bards and Scotch Reviewers , ” to
the flames ; and the carrying this into execution
was entrusted entirely to him .
The expenses of the edition being defrayed ,
as well as those attending the other poems that
were also stopped in the press , and the book¬
seller having reaped all the profits of the four
preceding editions , he had literally no right to
complain on this subject ; but as far as respects
the right attached to expectations raised , he had ,
perhaps , cause to think himself ill used . He
to publish what had been re¬
had undertaken
fused by other publishers , had risked making
enemies , and had not neglected the publication
entrusted to him . He ought to have had the
advantages attending the circulation of the au¬
thor ^ other works . I wished it , and proposed
it . Lord Byron had been directed to Miller as
the publisher in fashion ; and from motives I
have already stated , Cawthorn was deprived of
a patronage , which he reasonably expected . He
naturally felt sore , but endeavoured to submit
with a good grace . The suppression of the saiire
was gratifying to Lord Byron ^s new friends ; but
it had the effect of raising the value of the

copies that could be obtained . An Irish edition
was circulated unadvertized , but it did not ap¬
pear to renew animosity . He was completely
forgiven as the venomous satirist , and embraced
as the successful poet of the Pilgrimage . I must
not omit to say that he had some occasional
doubts , or rather moments of assumed modesty ,
as to the merit of his new poem , in spite of
its success . « I may place a great deal of it , ”
said he , « to being a lord . ” And again , — « I
have made them afraid of me . ” There may be
something in both these remarks , as they re *
gard the celerity of his fame , and the readiness
of the <call hail , ” that was given to him ; but
the impression
by Chiide Harold on reiterated
perusals , and the nerve of his succeeding works ,
leave not a moment ' s doubt of his success being
indeed the just meed of his genius .
I was now to see Lord Byron in a new point
of view . The town was full of company , as
usual in the spring . Besides the speech he had
made on the Frame breaking Bill , he again at *
traded notice on the Catholic Question , which
was agitated warmly by the peers in the be¬
ginning of April . His name was in every mouth ,
and his poem in every hand . He converted cri¬
ticism to adulation , and admiration
to love .
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His stanzas abounded with passages which im¬
pressed on the heart of his readers pity for the
miserable feelings of a youth who could express
so admirably what he felt ; and this pity , unit¬
ing with the delight proceeding from his poetry ,
generated a general affection of which he knew
not the value ; for while the real fruits of hap¬
piness clustered around him , he neglected them ,
and became absorbed in gratifications that could
only lend to injure the reputation he had gained .
He professedly despised the society of women ,
yet female adulation became the most captivat¬
ing charm to his heart . He had not admitted
the ladies of his own family to any degree of
intimacy ; his aunts , his cousins , were kept at
a distance , and even his sister had hitherto
Among the admirers who
shared the like fate
had paid their tribute in prose or verse to the
muse of the Pilgrimage , I have already men¬
tioned one who asked for an acknowledgment
of the receipt of her letter . He had treated that
letter lightly , and said he would not answer it .
He was not able to keep bis resolution , and
on finding bis correspondent to be a fine young
woman , and distinguished for eccentric notions ,
he became so enraptured , so intoxicated , that
his time and thoughts were almost entirely de¬
voted to reading her letters and answering them .
124 .
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One morning
he was so absorbed
in the com¬
position
of a letter
to her , that he barely
no¬
ticed me as I entered
the room . I said , « Pray
go on ; ” and sat down at one side of the table
at which
he was writing , where I looked
over
a newspaper
for some time .
Finding
that he
did not conclude
, I looked
at him , and was
astonished
at the complete
abstraction
of his
mind , and at the emanation
of his sentiments
on his countenance
.
He had a peculiar
smile
on his lips ; his eyes beamed
the pleasure
he
felt from what was passing from his imagination
to his paper ; he looked
at me and then at his
writing , but I am persuaded
he did not see me ,
and
that
the thoughts
with
which
he teemed
prevented
his discerning
any thing about
him .
I said , « I see you are deeply
engaged . ”
His
ear was as little
open
to sound
as his eye to
vision . I got up ; on which he said , « Pray sit . #
I answered
that I would
return .
This roused
him a little , and he said , UI wish you would . "
I do not think
he knew
what passed , or ob¬
served
my quitting
him .
This scene
gave me
great pain . I began to fear that his fame would
be dearly
bought . Previous
to the appearance
of Childe
Harold ’s Pilgrimage
, his mind had
gained some important
conquests
over his senses ;
and l also thought
he had barred
his heart
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against the grosser attacks of the passion of
vanity . If those avenues of destruction to the
soul were again to be thrown open by the pub¬
lication of the poem , it were better that it had
never been published . I called upon him the
next day , when I found him in his usual good humour . He told me to whom he had been
writing , and said he hoped I never thought him
rude . I took my usual liberty with him , and
honestly warned him against his new dangers .
While I was with him the lady ' s page brought
him a new letter . He was a fairfaced delicate
boy of thirteen or fourteen years old , whom
one might have taken for the lady herself . He
was dressed in a scarlet huzzar jacket and pan¬
taloons , trimmed
in front in much the same
manner with silver buttons , and twisted silver
lace , with which the narrow slit cuffs of his
jacket were also embroidered . He had light
hair curling about his face ; and held a feather¬
ed fancy hat in his hand , which compelled the
scenic appearance
of this urchin Pandarus . I
could not but suspect at the time that it was a
disguise . If so , he never disclosed it to me ,
and as he had hitherto had no reserve with me ,
the thought vanished with the object of it , and
I do not precisely recollect the mode of his
exit . 1 wished it otherwise , but wishing was in
vain .
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Lord Byron
passed the spring
and summer
of
1812 intoxicated
with
success , attentions
of
every kind , and fame .
In the month
of April
he again promised
me the letters
to his mother
as a pledge
that he would
not part with
New stead ; but early in the autumn
he told me that
he was urged by his man of business , and that
Newstead
must be sold .
This
lawyer
appears
to have had an undue
sway over him .
New¬
stead was brought
to the hammer
at Garraway ' s .
I attended
the auction . Newstead
was not sold ,
only 90 , 000/ . being offered for it . .What
I re¬
member
that day affected me considerably
. The
auctioneer
was questioned
respecting
the title ;
he answered
, that
the title
was a grant from
Henry
VIII . to an ancestor
of Lord
Byron ' s ,
and that the estate had ever since regularly
de¬
scended
in the family .
I rejoiced
to think it
had escaped
that day ; but my pleasure
did not
last long .
From
Garraway ' s I went to St . Ja¬
mes ' s Street , when
he told
me that
he had
made
a private
agreement
for it with
Mr .
Claughton
, for the sum of 140 , 000/ .
I saw
the agreement
— but some time after it turned
out that the purchaser
could
not complete
the
purchase
, and forfeited , I think , 20 , 000/ . , the
estate
remaining
Lord
Byron ' s .
It has been
since sold , I know not for what sum , as I was
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my correspondence
at the time ; and
abroad
It is a legal
had ceased .
Byron
Lord
with
.” I
a perpetuity
that , Kthe law abhors
maxim
the landed
opening
to say against
have nothing
who may
to purchasers
of the kingdom
property
the sellers , but
of it than
worthy
be more
but
which cannot
there are two considerations
man . It disgraces
of a thinking
affect the mind
be¬
ancestry , and it robs posterity . A property
, for deeds of valour and
stowed , like Newstead
that
inheritor
the
and
;
gift
loyalty , is a sacred
a kind of sacrilege .
turns it into money co/nmits
He may have a legal , but he has no moral , no
of
to divert the transmission
right
honourable
I cannot but
it
that gained
it from the blood
Re¬
in the Edinburgh
the reviewer
that
thinh
, has overshot
of Newstead
view , who speaks
the
with
the abbey
in ornamenting
his aim
of its possessor ' s genius ; in a
reflections
bright
of soul ;
the alliance
requires
poet , imagination
poet .
can be a whole
both , no man
without
have ate his daily biscuit
should
Byron
Lord
Newstead . The
with his cup of tea to preserve
of the
arose from a perusal
reviewer ’s, remarks
I will here
.
given of it by "Walpole
account
:
and ihe critique
the account
insert
« A $ I returned

, ** says

Walpole

, ,( Isaw

New *
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stead and Althorpe ; I like both . The former
is the very Abbey . The great east 'window of
the church remains , and connects with the
house ; the hall entire , the refectory entire , the
cloister untouched , with the ancient cistern of
the convent , and their arms on : it has a private
chapel quite perfect . The park , which is still
charming , has not been so much unprofaned .
The present lord has lost large sums , and paid
part in old oaks ; five thousand pounds of which
have been cut near the house . In recompense ,
he has built two baby forts , to pay his country
in castles for damage done to the navy ; and
planted a handful of Scotch firs , that look like
plough - hoys dressed in old family liveries for a
public day . In the hall is a very good collect¬
ion of pictures , all animals ; the refectory , now
the great drawing - room , is full of Byrons ; the
vaulted roof remaining , but the windows have
new dresses making for them by a Venetian
tailor . “

I
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On this the reviewer remarks : —
,, This is a careless , but happy description , of
one of the noblest mansions in England ; and it
will now be read with a far deeper interest than
when it was written . Walpole saw the seat of

i
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the Bvuorcs , old , majestic and venerable ; but
he saw nothing of that magic beauty which
Fame sheds over the habitations of genius , and
which now mantles every turret of Newstead
Abbey . He saw it when Decay was doing its
work on the cloister , the refectory , and the
chapel ; and all its honours seemed mouldering
into oblivion . He could not know that a voice
was soon to go forth from those antique cloisters
that should be heard through all future ages ,
and cry , ‘Sleep no more * to all the house .
may be its future fate , Newstead
Whatever
Abbey must henceforth be a memorable abode .
Time may shed its wild flowers on the walls ,
and let the fox in upon the court * yard and the
chambers . It may even pass into the hands of
unlettered pride or plebeian opulence — but it
has been the mansion of a mighty poet . Its
name is associated to glories that cannot perish ,
and will go down to posterity in one of the
proudest pages of our annals *. ”
This is rather a poetical effusion than a sober
criticism . I have heard that the purchaser means
Edinburgh Review for December ,
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to remove the Abbey as rubbish , and to build a
modern villa upon its site . It may be as well
for the Poet ’s fame ; for though his genius might
mantle every stone from the foundations to the
pinnacles , it would not cover the sale of it * .
About this time Lord Byron began , I cannot
say to be cool , — for cool to me he never was ,
— but I thought to neglect me ; and I began to
doubt whether I had most reason to be proud of,
or to be mortified by , my connexion and cor¬
respondence with him .
The pain arising from the mortification in this
change was little , compared to that which l
felt in the disappointment
of my hope , that his
success would elevate his character , as well as
raise his fame . I saw that he was gone ; and it
made me unhappy .
With
an imagination ,
learning , and language to exalt him to the
highest character of a poet , his mind seemed
not sufficiently strong to raise him equally high
* We are glad to learn that the present pro¬
prietor of Newstead has expended a large
sum upon its repair with a good taste worthy
its high associations .
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not

adventitious

character

of a great

In the autumn he took a place in the country ,
near Lord ***’s , where he again became absorb¬
ed for a few months , and where he wro ’e his
first dedication ( a poetical one ) of Childe Ha¬
rold ' s Pilgrimage .
In the beginning of the year i 8 i 3 he seemed
to be a little recovered from his intoxication .
He lived in a house in Bennet -street , St . James ' s ,
where I saw him almost every day , by his own
desire , and his kindness and attentions seemed
uninterrupted . I confess I suspected that the
independence of my opinions had had some effect
upon his mind . I have the copy of a letter by
me , written to him in the Autumn of 1812 ,
( August 19th , ) when he was going to the coun¬
try -house he had taken , as I have just mention¬
ed ; and which I will insert here as another
proof of that independence : —
« You talked of going out of town in a few
days ; pray remember to leave St . Simon ’s works
for me . I will call again , but you may be gone
— if so , I shall be glad to hear from you .
you are I most sincerely wish you
Wherever
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happy ; but let me , with my old sincerity , add ,
that I am confident you are not at present in
the road of happiness . Do not hate me for this ,
for be assured that no man , nor woman either ,
more sincerely wishes you the enjoyment
of
every good , than does
Your truly

j
i

obliged , etc . ”

He again became satiated with praise and
pleasure , and turned his mind to composition .
I was highly gratified , allowing it even to be
flattery , at his acknowledgment
of being pleas¬
ed with the novels I had written ; and I was still
more flattered when he proposed to me to write
one jointly . I thought the proposal made on a
transient , thought ; and was rather surprised ,
when I next saw him , to receive from him two
folio sheets of paper , accompanied
with these
words , « ISow , do you go on . ” On opening the
paper I read , « Letter I . Darrell to G . Y . ” and
found it to be the commencement
of a novel . I
was charmed to find his intention real ; but my
pleasure , which continued through the perusal ,
forsook me when I reflected on the impossibility
of my adopting either the style or the objects
he had in view , as he dwelled upon them . I
told him I saw that he meant to laugh at me ,

!
(

bull kept the manuscript , though , at the time ,
of using it ; however , in
I had no intention
writing another novel , I was tempted to build
a very different structure upon it than was origi¬
nally planned , and it stands the first letter in
my novel of Sir Francis Darrell .

.

LETTERS

<, -

Darrell

to

G. Y.

is lost .]
of this letter
[ The first part
* * * * * * * So much for your present pursuits .

I will now resume the subject of my last . How
I wish you were upon the spot ; your taste for
the ridiculous would be fully gratified ; and if
for more serious amusement ,
you felt inclined
there is no ‘ lack of argument . * Within this last
week our guests have been doubled in number ,
some of them my old acquaintance . Our host
you already know — absurd as ever , but ra¬
ther duller , and I should conceive troublesome
to such ofhis very good friends as find his house
more agreeable than its owner . I confine my -
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self to observation , and do not find Kim at all
in the way , though Veramore and Asply are of
a different opinion . The former , in particular ,
imparts to me many pathetic complaints on the
want of opportunities
( nothing else being want¬
ing to the success of the said Veramore , ) created
by the fractious and but ill - concealed jealousy
of poor Brnmblebear , whose Penelope seems to
have as many suitors as her namesake , and for
aught I can see to the contrary , with as much
prospect of carrying their point . In the mean
time , I look on and laugh , or rather , I should
laugh were you present to share in it . Sackcloth
and sorrow are excellent wear for Soliloquy ;
but for a laugh there should be two , but not
many more , except at the first night of a modern
tragedy .
« You are very much mistaken in the design
you impute to myself ; I have none here or else¬
where . I am sick of old intrigues , and too in¬
dolent to engage in new ones . Besides , I am ,
that is , I used to he , apt to find my heart gone
at the very time when you fastidious gentlemen
begin to recover yours . I agree with you that
the world , as well as yourself , are of a different
opinion . I shall never be at the trouble to un¬
deceive either ; my folies have seldom been of
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my own seeking . ‘Rebellion came in my way
This may appear as coxcom¬
and 1 found it/
bical a speech as Yeramore could make , yet
you partly know its truth . You talk to me too
and yet it is one which you
of ‘ my character/
and fifty others have been struggling these seven
years to obtain for yourselves . I wish you had
it , you would make so much letter , that is
worse , use of it ; relieve me , and gratify an
ambition which is unworthy of a man of sense .
It has always appeared to me extraordinary that
you should value women so highly and yet love
them so little . The height of your gratification
ceases with its accomplishment ; you bow — and
you sigh — and you worship — and abandon .
For my part I regard them as a very beautiful
but inferior animal . I think them as much out
of their place at our tables as they would be
in our senates . The whole present system , with
regard to that sex , is a remnant of the chival¬
rous barbarism of our ancestors ; I look upon
them as grown up children , but like a foolish
mamma , am always the slave of some only
one . With a contempt for the race , I am ever
attached to the individual , in spite of myself .
You know , that though not rude , 1 am iuat tentive ; any thing but a ‘beau gar £ on/ I would
not hand a woman out of her carriage , but I
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would leap into a river after her . However , I
grant you that , as they must walk oftener out
of chariots than into the Thames , you gentle¬
men Servitors , Cortejos , and Cicisbei , have a
better chance of being agreeable and useful ;
you might , very probably , do both ; but , as
you can ’ t swim , and I can , I recommend you
to invite me to your first water -party .
« Bramblebear ’s Lady Penelope
puzzles me .
She is very beautiful , but not one of my beau¬
ties . You know l admire a different complexion ,
but the figure is perfect . She is accomplished ,
if her mother and music -master may be believ¬
ed ; amiable , if a soft voice and a sweet smile
could make her so ; young , even by .the register
of her baptism ; pious and chaste , and doting
on her husband , according to Bramblebear ’s
observation ; equally loving , not of her husband ,
though rather less pious , and t ’other thing , ac¬
cording to Yeramore ’s ; und , if mine hath any
discernment , she detests the one , despises the
other , and loves — herself . That she dislikes
Eramblehear is evident ; poor soul , I can ’ t blame
her ; she has found him out to be mighty weak ,
and little tempered ; she has also discovered that
she married too early to know what she liked ,
and that there arc many likeable people who
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would have been less discordant and more cre¬
ditable partners . Still she conducts herself well ,
and in point of good - humour , to admiration .
— A good deal of religion , {not enthusiasm , for
that leads the contrary way ) , a prying husband
who never leaves her , and , as I think , a very
temperate pulse , wilL keep her out of scrapes .
I am glad of it , first , because , though Bram blebear is bad , I don ’t think Veramore much
better j and next , because Bramblebear is ridi¬
culous enough already , and it would only be
thrown away upon him to make him more so ;
thirdly , it would be a pity , because no body
would pity him ; and , fourthly , ( as Scrub says )
he would then become a melancholy and sen¬
timental harlequin , instead of a merry , fretful ,
pantaloon , and I like the pantomime better as
it is now cast .
« More in my next .
« Yours , truly ,
« — — Darrell

.”
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I acaih enjoyed his friendship and his company ,
with a pleasure sweet to my memory , and not
easily expressed . He was in the habit of read *
ing his poems to me as he wrote them . In the
spring of the year i8i3 , he read me the Giaour
— ■ he assured me that the verse containing the
simile of the Scorpion was imagined in his
sleep , except the last four lines . At this time ,
I thought him a good deal depressed in spirits ,
and I lamented that he had abandoned every
idea of being a statesman . He talked of going
abroad again , and requested me to keep in

Hiind , that he had a presentiment that he should
never return . He now renewed a promise which
he had made me , of concluding Childe Harold
and giving it to me , and requested me to print
all his works after his death . I considered all
this as the effects of depression — his geuius
had but begun the long and lofty flight it was
about to take , and he was soon awakened to
the charm of occasional augmentations of fame .
It was some lime before he determined on pub *
lishing the Giaour . I believe not till Mr . Gif¬
ford sent him a message , calling on him not
to give up his time to slight compositions , as
he had genius to send him to the latest poste¬
rity with Milton and Spenser . Meanwhile , he
had written the Bride of Abydos . Towards the
end of the year , his publisher wrote him a let¬
ter , offering a thousand guineas for these two
poems , which he did not accept , but suffered
him to publish them . He was so pleased with
the flattery he received from that quarter , that
he forgot his dignity ; and once he even said
to me , that money levelled distinction .
The American government had this year sent
a special embassy to the Court of Petersburgh .
Mr . Gallatin
was the Ambassador , and my
nephew , George Mifflin Dallas , was his Secre 124 .
H

tary . When
the business
in Russia was finished ,
they came to England . My nephew had brought
over with him an American
Poem .
American
literature
rated
very low . The Edinburgh
Re¬
view says , « the Americans
have none — no
native
literature
we mean .
It is all imported .
They had a Franklin
indeed ; and may afford to
live half a century
on his fame . There is , or
was , a Mr . Dwight , who wrote
some poems ;
and his baptismal
name was Timothy . There is
also a small account
of Virginia
, by Jefferson ,
and ari Epic , by Jo <*l Barlow ’ — and some pieces
of pleasantry
, by Mr . Irving .
But why should
the Americans
write
books , when
a sis weeks
passage brings
them , in their own tongue , our
sense , science , and genius , in bales and hogs¬
heads ? * ” Much
cannot
be said for the libera¬
lity of this criticism .
Some names , it is true ,
have been doomed
by the spirit
of ridicule
to
mockery
; Lord Byron
himself
exclaims
against
both baptismal
and surname
—•
Oh ! Amos

Cottle

To

speaking

fill

the

Edinburgh
1818 .

! — Phcebus

Review
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! what

of future

a name
fame !
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So when it suited his Satire , he split the southern
smooth monosyllable
of Brougham
into the rough
northern
dissyllable
of Brough -am :
Beware
Turn

, lest

beef

blundering

to bannocks

Brough -am spoil the
sale ,
, cauliflowers
to kail —

Yet we know , that very unsonorous
names have ,
by greatness
of mind , by talents and by virtues ,
been exalted
to the highest pitch of admiration
.
Pitt , and Pox , and Petty , owe their grandeur
to the men who have borne them . Tom Spratt ,
and Tom Tickell , were English
poets and ce¬
lebrated
characters
.
President
Dwight
W’as no
writer of poetry , but bad he written
the Seasons ^
he would
have been a far -famed poet in spite of
his name
being
Timothy
; and the theological
works which he has written , and of which
the
Edinh urgh Reviewer seems to be totally ignorant ,
■
will immortalize
his name though
it were ever
so cacaphonic
. The reasoning
is equally
unin¬
telligible
, when the Reviewer
decides
it to be
sufficient
for the Americans
to import
sense ,
science , and " genius , in bales and hogsheads .
Might not the Americans
as reasonably
ask why
the lawyers of Edinburgh
should
write Reviews ,
when three
days bring
them , in the tongue

they write in , all the criticism of England , in
brown • paper packages ? Poetical genius is a
heavenly spark , with which it pleases the Al¬
mighty to gift some men . It has shone forth in
the other quarters of the globe — if it be be¬
stowed on an American , the ability of import¬
ing English and Scotch poems is no good reason
why it should be smothered . The poem which
my nephew brought to England was one of those
pieces of pleasantry
by an American gentle¬
man * . It was a burlesque of a fine poem of
one of our most celebrated poets , and as a spe¬
cimen of a promising nature , it was reprinted
in London . With this motive , only the in¬
genuity of the writer was considered . It could
not be thought more injurious to the real Bard ,
than Cotton ’s burlesque
to "Virgil j nor could
the American hostility to a gallant British com¬
mander be suspected of giving a
— at least I did not think so . moment ’s pain
* The gentleman to whom it was attributed
has since distinguished
himself in the li¬
terary world , and is now said not to be the
author of it .
It was not denied at the
time : the Americans in London ascribed it
to him .
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I believe

that

the

nature

of

this

American

poem was known
to the proprietor
of the Quar¬
terly Review *. *So far as it was a burlesque
on
the Lay of the Last Minstrel
, I know it was ;
yet was he , as a publisher
, so anxious
to get it ,
that he engaged
Lord
Byron to use his utmost
influence
with me to obtain
it for him and his
Lordship
wrote
me a most pressing
letter
upon
the occasion . Jle asked
me to let Mr . Murray
( who was in despair
about it ) have the publi¬
cation
of this poem , as the greatest
possible
favour .
The following
was my answer , dated
House , December
19th , 181 3 : —

Worton

*

« I would
not hesitate
a moment
to lay aside
the kind of resentment
I feel against Mr . Murray ,
for the pleasure
of complying
with the desire
you so strongly
express , if it were in my po¬
wer ; — but judge of the impracticability
, when
I assure you that a considerable
portion
of the
poem is in the printer ' s hand , and that the pub¬
lication
will soon make its appearance
. It has
indeed
been morally
impossible
for me to do it
for some time . I think I need not protest
very
eagerly
to be believed , when I say that I should
be happy to do what you could esteem
a favour .
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I •wish for no triumph over Murray . — The post
of this morning brought me a letter from him .
— I shall probably answer it at iny leisure
some way or other . — I wish you a good night ,
and ever am ,
« My dear Lord , ” etc .

In less than a fortnight , the current of satis¬
faction which had run thus highland thus strong
in favour of his publisher , ebbed with equal
rapidity ; and became so low , that in addition
to the loss of this coveted American poem , the
publication
of his Lordship ' s future works had
nearly gone into a different channel . On the
28th of December , I called in the morning on
Lord Byron , whom I found composing « Thc
Corsair . ” He had been working upon it but a
few days , and he read me the portion he had
written . After some observations , he said , ,<I
have a great mind — I will . ” He then added ,
that he should finish H soon , and asked me to
accept 6Jf the Copyright . I was much surprised .
He had , before he was aware of the value of
his works , declared he never would take money
for them ; and that I should have the whole
advantage of all he wrote .
This declaration
became morally void , when the question was
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about thousands instead of a few hundreds ;
and I perfectly agree with the admired and ad¬
mirable author of Waverly , that « the wise and
good accept not gifts which are made in heat
of blood , and which may be after repented of *. "
I felt this on the sale of Childe Harold , and
observed it to him . The copyright of the Giaour
and the Bride of Abydos remained undisposed
of , though the poems were selling rapidly ; nor
had I the slightest notion that he would ever
again give me a copyright . But as he continued
the sale
in the resolution of not appropriating
of his works to his own use , l did not scruple
to accept that of the Corsair ; and I thanked
him . He asked me to call and hear the por¬
tions read as he wrote them . I went every
morning , and was astonished at the rapidity of
his composition . He gave me the poem com¬
plete on New Year ' s Day , 1814 , saying , that
my acceptance of it gave him great pleasure ;
and that I was fully at liberty to publish it
of
with any bookseller 1 pleased . Independent
the profit , I was highly delighted with this con¬
fidential renewal of kindness , and he seemed
pleased that l felt it so . I must , however , own ,
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that I found hindness to me was not the sole
motive of the gift . I asked him if he wished
me to publish it through his publisher . — « Not
at all , ” said he , « do exactly as you please ;
he has had the assurance to give me his advice
as to writing , and to tell me that I should
outwrite myself . I would rather you would
publish it by some other bookseller . ”
The circumstance , however , lowered the pride
of wealth ; a submissive letter was written , con *
taining some flattery , and , in spite of awkward
apology , Lord Byron was appeased . He re *
quested me to let the publisher of the former
poems have the copyright , to which 1 of course
agreed .
"While
the Corsair was in the press Lord
Byron dedicated it to Mr . Moore , and at the
end of the poem he added , « Slanzas on a Lady
weeping . ” These were printed without my know¬
ledge . They no sooner appeared , acknowledged
by his name in the title page , than he was
violently assailed in the leading newspapers , in
verse and in prose : his life , his sentiments , his
works . The suppressed Satire , with the names
of his new friends at length , was re -printed , in
great portions , in the Courier , Post , and other

papers . Among other things , an attempt was
made to mortify him , by assertions of his re¬
ceiving large sums of money for his writings .
He was extremely
galled — and indeed the
daily -continued attempts to overwhelm him were
enough to gall him . There was no cessation of
the fire opened upon him . I was exceedingly
hurt , hut he had brought it upon himself , after
having by bis genius conquered all his enemies .
He did not relish the ecraser system , when it
was turned upon himself ; and he derived no
aid from those who had got him into the
scrape . In the goading it occasioned he wrote
to me .
His feelings upon this subject were clearly
manifested , but he expressed himself in the
kindest manner towards me ; and though Mr .
Murray was going to contradict the statement
made in the Courier and other papers , he de¬
sired that my name should not be mentioned .
Immediately on receiving Lord Byron ’s letter , I
sat down to write one to be published in the
morning -papers , and while I was writing it , I
received another note from him . It had been
determined that Mr . Murray should say nothing
upon the subject , and Lord Byron determined
to take no notice of it himself . He therefore

wished me not to involve myself in the squabble
by any public statement .
In the first of these letters it was very evident
that Lord Byron wished me to interfere , though
he was too delicate to ask it ; and in the second
letter , nothing can be clearer than that he was
hurt at the determination
which had been taken ,
that his publisher should say nothing . I there¬
fore resolved to publish the letter I had written ,
but , at the same time , to have his concurrence ;
in consequence l took it to town and read it
to him . He was greatly pleased , but urged me
to do nothing disagreeable to my feelings . I
assured him that it was , on the contrary , ex
tremely agreeable to them , and I immediately
carried it to the proprietor of the Morning Post ,
with whom l was acquainted . I sent copies to
the Morning Chronicle and other papers , and
I had the satisfaction of finding the persecution
discontinued . The following is the letter : —
TO

THE

EDITOR

OF

THE

MORNING

POST .

Sin ,

I have seen the paragraph in an evening
paper , in which Lord Byron is accused of « re-
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ceiving and pocketing ” large sums of his works ,
I believe no one who knows him has the slight¬
est suspicion of this kind , but the assertion
being public , I think it a justice I owe to Lord
Byron to contradict it publicly . I address this
letter to you for that purpose , and I am happy
that it gives md an opportunity at this moment ,
to make some observations which I have for se¬
veral days been anxious to do publicly , but from
which I have been restrained by an apprehension
that I should be suspected of being prompted by
his Lordship .
I take upon me to affirm that Lord Byron
never received a shilling for any of his works .
To my certain knowledge the profits of the Sa •
of it .
to the publisher
tire were left entirely
The gift of the copyright of Childe Harold 's
publicly acknow¬
I have already
Pilgrimage
ledged , in the Dedication of the new edition of
acknowledgment
my
add
now
I
and
;
novels
my
for that of the Corsair , not only for the profit¬
able part of it , but for the delicate and delight¬
ful manner of bestowing it , while yet unpub¬
lished - With respect to his two other poems ,
the Giaour and the Bride of Abydos , Mr . Mur¬
ray , the publisher of them , can truly attest
that no part of the sale of those has ever touched
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his hands , or been disposed of for his use .
Having said thus much as to facts , I cannot but
express my surprise , that it should ever be
deemed a matter of reproach that he should
appropriate the pecuniary returns of his works .
Neither rank nor fortune seems to me to place
any man above this ; for what difference ddesit
make in honour and noble feelings , whether a
copyright be bestowed , or its value employed
in beneficent purposes . I differ with my Lord
Byron on this subject as well as some others ;
and he has constantly , both by word and action ,
shown his aversion to receiving money for his
productions .
The pen in my hand , and affection and
grateful feelings in my heart , I cannot refrain
from touching upon a subject of a painful na¬
ture , delicate as it is , and fearful as I am that
I shall be unable to manage it with a propriety
of which it is susceptible , hut of which the
execution is not easy . One reflexion encourages
me , for if magnanimity
be the attendant of
rank , ( and all that I have published proves
such a prepossession in my mind , ) then have I
the less to fear from the most illustrious , in
undertaking to throw , into its proper point of
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view * a circumstance which has heen completely
misrepresented or misunderstood .
I do not purpose to defend the publication of
the two stanzas at the end of the Corsair , which
has given rise to such a torrent of abuse , and
of the insertion of which I was not aware till
the Poem was published ; but most surely they
have been placed in a light never entered the
mind of the author , and in which men of dis¬
passionate minds cannot see them . It is absurd
to talk seriously of their ever being me ^ nt to
disunite the parent and the child , or to libel
the sovereign . It is very easy to descant upon
such assumed enormities ; but the assumption of
them , if not a loyal error , is an atrocious crime .
Lord Byron never contemplated the horrors that
have been attributed to him . The lines alluded
to were an impromptu
upon a single well known fact ; I mean the failure in the endeavour
to form an administration
in the year 1812 ,
according to the wishes of the author ' s friends ;
on which it was reported that tears were shed
by an illustrious female . Tbe very words in
the context show tbe verses to be confined to
that one circumstance , for they are in the sin¬
gular number , disgrace , fault . What disgrace ?
— What fault ? Those ( says the verse ) of not
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saving a sinking
realm
(and let the date be re *
, March , 1812 ) , by taking the writer ’s
membered
friends
to support
it . Never was there
a more
simple
political
sentiment
expressed
in rhyme .
If this be libel , if this be the undermining
of
filial affection , where shall we find a term for
the language
often
heard
in both
houses
of
?
Parliament
"While
I hope that I have said enough to show
the hasty misrepresentation
of the lines in ques¬
tion % I -must take care not to lie misunderstood
myself . The little part I take in conversing
on
politics
is well known , among
my friends , to
differ completely
from the political
sentiments
which
dictated
these verses ; but knowing
their
author
better
than
most
who pretend
to judge
of him , and with motives
to affection , vene¬
ration , and admiration
, I am shocked
to think
that
the
hasty
collecting
of a few scattered
poems , to he placed
at the end of a volume ,
should
have raised such a clamour . — I am , Sir ,
your obedient
Servant ,
R . C . Dallas

.
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I was delighted , and Lord Byron was pleased
with the effect of my public letter . 1 passed a
very pleasant morning with him a day or two
after it appeared , and he read me several letters
he had received upon it .
The Corsair had an immediate and rapid sale .
As soon as it was printed , the publisher sent it
to a gentleman of fortune and of talents , who
supported his Review ; informing him , at the
same time , that he had sold several thousand
copies of the Poem on the first day .
In the original manuscript of the Corsair , the
chief female character was called Francesca , in
whose person he meant to delineate one of his
acquaintance ; but , before the Poem went to
the press , he changed the name to Medora .
Through the winter , and during the spring of
an open and frieudly in¬
1814 , he maintained
tercourse with me . I saw him very frequently .
In May he began his Poem of Lara ; on the
19th I called upon him , when he read the be¬
ginning of it to me . I immediately said that it
was a continuation of the Corsair .
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He was now so frank and kind that I again
ventured to talk to him of Newstead Abbey ,
which brought to his mind his promise of the
pledge ; and , on June 10 , 1814 , after reading
the continuation
of Lara , he renewed the reso¬
lution of never parting with the Abbey . Iti
confirmation of this he gave me all the letters
he had written to his mother , from the time of
his forming the resolution to go abroad till his
return to England in July , 181 l . The one he
originally meant as a pledge for the preservation
of Newstead , is that of the 6th March , 1809 .
In giving them to me , he said , they might one
day be looked upon as curiosities , and that
they were mine to do as I pleased with .
T remained of opinion that Lara was the Cor¬
sair disguised , or , rather , that Conrad was Lara
returned , after having embraced the life of a
Corsair in consequence
of his crime . He had
not determined the catastrophe when I left him
— I wrote and urged it . This was my letter
on the subject : —
« The
of them
in your
narrative

beauties of your
perhaps excel ,
preceding tales
, the interest ,

new Poem equal , some
what we have enjoyed
. With respect to the
as far as you have read ,
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is completely sustained . Yet , to render Lara
ultimately as interesting as Conrad , he ought ,
I think , to he developed of his mystery in the
conclusion of the Poem . Sequels to tales have
seldom been favourites , and 1 see you are dis¬
posed to avoid one in Lara , but such a sequel
as you would make , with what you have begun ,
could not fail of success . Slay him in your
proposed battle , and let Calad 's lamentation
over his body discover in him the Corsair , and
in his page the wretched Gulnare . For all
this gloom pray give us after this a happy tale . "
He chose to leave it to the reader ’s determi¬
nation ; but , I think , it is easy to be traced in
the scene under the line where Lara , mortally
—wounded , is attended by Rated
tones are in that other tongue ,
some strange remembrance wildly
clung .
They spoke of other scenes , but what — is
known
To Kalcd , whom their meaning reached
alone ;
And , he reptied , though faintly , to their
sound ,

« His dying

To which
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While

gazed

the rest in dumb amazement
round :
They seemed e ’en then — that twain — unto
the last
To half forget the present in the past ;
To share between themselves some separate
fate ,
Whose
darkness
none beside should pene *
trate . w
Canto

II . Siam

. 18 .

In the next stanza , also , he speaks of rem £!h *
bered scenes . In the 21st stanza the sex of
Kaled is revealed . — In the 22d the reader is
led to conclude that Kaled was Gulnare —
though
« -

that

wild

tale she brook ' d not to
unfold . n

Lara was finished on the 24th of June , 1814 *
He read it over to me , and while I was with
him that day he made me a present of four
proof prints taken from Wesiall ' s picture of
him . He also gave me the small engraving which
was taken from the portrait painted by Phillips .
These portraits combine all that depends upon
the pencil to transmit of personal resemblance ,

that It can catch for posterity
and all of mind
, and
The effect of utterance
or the stranger .
the living grace of motion , must still he left to
of those who have not had op¬
the imagination
them ; but the power
of observing
portunities
by
is displayed
with which no pencil is endowed
the pen of Byron himself , and to this must these
of their
for the completion
be indebted
pictures
effect . I have seen him again and again in both
of Mr .
That
the artists .
by
the views given
—
of a gentleman
the portrait
is simply
Phillips
which appears
it is very like ; but the sentiment
If
.
in it is haughtiness
to me to predominate
I judge aright , I am not the less of opinion ,
to the pencil
that there is no error attributable
I have
was marked .
the sentiment
by which
it on some occasions ,
assume
seen Lord Byron
which pro¬
that the feeling
and I have no doubt
duced it was a fluctuation . from his natural , easy ,
dignity .
of intended
one
look , to
flexible
there be more of dignity or of haughti¬
"Whether
, as there expressed , I
ness in the countenance
— it strikes me as I have
mean not to contend
that I
picture
. But it is WestalTs
mentioned
at times with calm delight , and at
contemplate
of emanat¬
times with rapture . It is the picture
— it needs not
ing genius , of Byron ’s genius
utterance , it possesses the living grace of thought ,
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of intellect , of spirit , and is like a sun beam *
ing its powerful rays to warm and vivify the
imaginations and the hearts of mankind . From
the free and unlimited egress he permitted me
to his apartments , I saw him in every point of
view . 1 have been with him when he was
com¬
posing . Some of the additional stanzas of Chiide
Harold ’s Pilgrimage , and many lines of the
Corsair , and of Lara , were composed in my
presence . At his chambers in the Albany , there
was a long table covered with books standing
before the fire -place ; at the one end of it stood
his own easy chair , and a small round table at
his hand ; at the other end of the table was
another easy chair , on which I have sat for hours
reading , or contemplating
him ; and I have seen
him in the very position represented
in Mr .
Wes tail ’s picture . I have already said that he
gave me four of the earliest impressions of the
print taken from it . It brings him completely
to my mind . I have been in the habit of con *
templating it with great affection , though some *
times mixed with a sorrow for those opinions
on which I found it impossible to accord with
him , and for those acts which incurred the dis¬
approbation
of the good and the wise , but
never did I look upon it with such sorrow as
on the day I heard that he was no more .
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I have little to add . Peace with France being
in the year 1814 , I resolved on
concluded
going to Paris , and thence to the South ; but
leave England , and
as I did not immediately
Lord Byron returning to town , I had an op¬
portunity of seeing him again . 1 sat some time
with him on the 4th of October , and then took
my leave of him ; and here I think our inter¬
course may be said to terminate . While I was
at Bordeaux , his marriage took place . Napo¬
leon ’s successful entry into Paris hurried me
back to England ; and on my arrival in London
I saw both Lord and Lady Byron at their house
in Piccadilly .
I think that for some years I possessed more
of his affection than those who , after the esta¬
blishment of his fame , were proud to call him
friend . This opinion is formed , not only from
the recollected pleasure I enjoyed , but from his
own opinions in conversation , long after he
bad entered the vortex of gaiety and of flattery ;
and from what he read to me from a book in
which he was in the habit of drawing charac¬
ters ; — a book that was not to be published till the
living generation had passed away . That book
suggested to me these pages : nor did I keep
my intention a secret from him . In the year

1819 > I informed him that my posthumous
lume was made up ; and I said : —

vo¬

« I looh into it occasionally with much plea¬
sure , and I enjoy the thought of being in com¬
pany with your spirit , when it is opened on
eartli towards the end of the nineteenth cen¬
tury , and of finding you pleased , even in the
high sphere you may then , if you would but
will it now , occupy — which it is possible you
might not be , were you to see it opened by
the world in your present sphere . I do not
know whether you are able to say as much for
your book ; for if you do live hereafter , and
I have not the slightest doubt but you will , I
suspect that you will have company about you
at the opening of it which may rather afford
occasion of remorse than of pleasure , however
gracious and forgiving you may find immortal
spirits . Of you I have written precisely as I
think , and as I have found you ; and though I
have inserted some things which I could not
give to the present generation , the whole as it
stands is a just portrait of you during the time
you honoured me with your intimacy and friend¬
ship , ( for I drop the pencil where the curtain
dropped between us , ) and the picture is to me
an engaging one . ”
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, nay I -will
If liis affection , his confidence
occasions ,
, on difficult
boldly say his preference
lasting for years ,
or an illusion
were but flattery
to be
of it is too agreeable
the remembrance
of my life ,
period
at the closing
with
parted
is accompanied
as that remembrance
especially
of my anxiety , and of my
with a recollection
as nature
wisdom
in
efforts to exalt him as high
had raised him on the standard
education
and

/

; and at the
But it was no illusion
of genius .
for
his country
of his quitting
very moment
one more proof of his remem¬
ever , 1 received
returned
I had
and of his confidence .
brance
was the cause of
"Whatever
.
to the Continent
and his lady , it ap¬
him
between
the breach
, and it attracted
pears to have been irreparable
. All the odium
public notice and animadversion
were glad of
fell on him , and his old enemies
him . Tale suc¬
of assailing
opportunity
another
in
hideously
tale , and he was painted
ceeded
and
prose and verse , and tittle - tattle . Publicly
in such
and goaded
he was annoyed
privately
to go abroad . On
a manner , that he resolved
, he sent a note to my
this resolution
taking
to
son , who was then in London , requesting
upon him .
waited
He immediately
see him .
that I
Lord Byron said to him , he was afraid
him of his
me ; told
he had slighted
thought
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intention to go to Switzerland
and Italy , and
invited him to accompany him . This invitation
doubly pleased me : it showed that I still pos *
sessed a place in his memory and regard ; and
I saw in it advantages for my son in travelling
which he might not otherwise enjoy ; but , upon
reflection , 1 was not sorry he did not avail
himself of the opportunity , and that the pro¬
posal fell to the ground .
Lord Byron left England in the year 1816 ,
and I trace him personally no farther . I con¬
tinued to read his new poems with great plea¬
sure , as they appeared , till he published the
two first cantos of Don Juan , which I read
with a sorrow that admiration
could not com¬
pensate . His muse , his British muse , had dis¬
dained licentiousness and the pruriency of petty
wits ; but with petty wits he had now begun to
amalgamate his pure and lofty genius . Yet he
did not long continue to alloy his golden ore
with the filthy dross of impure metal : what¬
ever errors he fell into , whatever sins lie at his
door , he occasionally burst through his impuri¬
ties , as he proceeded in that wonderful and
extraordinary tmedley , in which we at once feel
the poet and see the man : no eulogy will reach
his towering height in the former character ;

no eulogy dictated by friendship and merited
for claims which truth can avow , will , 1 fear ,
cover the — I have no word , I will use non *
— that has been fastened upon him in the
latter . The fact is , that he was like most men ,
a mixed character ; and that , on either side ,
was out of his nature . If his pen
mediocrity
were sometimes virulent and impious , his heart
was always benevolent , and his sentiments
pious . Nay , he would
sometimes apparently
have been pious , — he would have been a
Christian , had he not fallen into the hands of
atheists and scoffers .
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

There was something of a pride in him which
the common sphere of
carried him beyond
thought and feeling . And the excess of this
characteristic pride bore away , like a whirlwind ,
even the justest feelings of our nature ; but it
could not root them entirely from his heart .
In vain did he defy his country and hold his
countrymen in scorn ; the choice he made of
the motto for Childe Harold evinces that pa¬
triotism had taken root in his mind . The visions
fancy deprived
of an Utopia in his uniravelled
reality of its charm ; but when he awakened to
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the state of the world , what said he ? « I have
seen the most celebrated countries in the world ,
and have learned to prefer and to love my
own . ” In vain too was lie led into the de¬
fiance of the sacred writings ; there are passages
in his letters and in his works which show that
religion might have been in his soul . Could
he cite the following lines and resist the force
of them ? It is true that he marks them for
the beauty of the verse , but no less for the
sublimity of the conceptions ; and I cannot but
hope that had he lived he would have proved
another instance of genius bowing to the power
of truth :
Dim

as the

borrow ' d beams of moon and
stars ,
To lonely , wandering , weary travellers ,
Is reason to the soul . — And as on high
Those rolling fires discover but the sky ,
Not light us here ; so reason ' s glimmering
ray
Was lent , not to assure our doubtful way ,
But guide us upward to a better day .
And as those nightly tapers disappear ,
When
day ' s bright lord ascends our hemi¬
sphere ;

,
So pale grows reason at religion ’s sight
super *
So dies , — and so dissolves — in
natural light *
Dryden — quoted in the Liberal .
inten¬
When l planned this hook , it was niy
genius
tion to conclude it with remarks on the
suffer¬
and writings of Lord Byron . Alas ! I have
to the
ed time to make a progress unfriendly
an in¬
subject to which I had attached so great
the hap¬
terest . Had Providence vouchsafed me
know¬
piness of recording of him , from my own
,
ledge , the renovation of his mind and character
prayers ,
which has beeu an unvaried object of my
energy
my delight would have supplied me with
and
and with spirits to continue my narrative
writings
my observations . His genius and his
have already been widely and multifariously
will no
examined and acknowledged , but they
by
doubt be treated of in a concentered manner
the
an abler pen than mine ; and I therefore
Of his
this task .
relinquish
more willingly
,
course of life subsequent to his leaving England
he may
1 will not write upon hearsay . However
the last
have spent some portidn of the time ,
honour
part of it cannot but redound to his
to me
and his fame as a man ; and he seemed

building in Greece a magnificent road for his
return to his own country . Had he lived and
succeeded , one single word of contrition would
have wiped away all offences ; and the hearts
and the arms of his countrymen would have
opened to receive him on his arrival . They would
have drawn him in a triumphal car from the
coast to the metropolis .

CHAPTER

XII .

CONCLUSION .

This

work

had

proceeded

thus

far ,

when

it

pleased God to stop the pen of the writer , and
bid to cease the current of recollections which
had set it in motion . Mr . Dallas had been at¬
tacked , in the month of July * , with an in¬
flammatory fever , for which copious bleeding
was necessary : he recovered indeed from the
immediate disease , but the debility occasioned

See Preliminary

Statement .
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by the remedy was too great for his constitu¬
tion to overcome , and he gradually sank under
its effects . On the 21st of October , 1824 , he
expired . On his death - bed , and with a near
view of eternity before him , which was brighten¬
ed by the firm hope of its being passed in the
presence of his reconciled
Maker , he confided
to the writer of the following pages the task of
closing these Recollections , and imparted to
him his feelings and opinions upon the matter
which should compose this concluding chapter .
While
executing this sacred commission , I
intreat the reader to remember that it is not
the same person who writes ; and not only that ,
the writer is different , but to call to mind *
that it is a son who takes up the mantle which
a father has cast down in leaving this world .
Whoever has perused the foregoing pages , can¬
not but feel that the author has borne a part
in the circumstances
which are related of so
honourable a nature , that a son may be well
authorised to speak in other terms than those
which the person himself might use . And if,
in any thing I may say , it should be thought
that I have overstepped the reasonable licence
which may be granted to the feelings of so near
and dear a connexion , I trust that whatever
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may be counted as excess , will be pardoned in
consideration of the fresh and powerful impulse
which cannot but be given by the sense of so
recent an event .
The character of Lord Byron , as it stands
depicted in the preceding pages , will appear in
a different light from that in which the public
have recently been led to regard it . Piquant
anecdotes , and scandalous chronicles , may serve
to amuse for a time the unthinking ; but their
real tendency is to pander to the worst feelings
of our nature , by dragging into light the cor¬
ruptions which disgrace humanity . It is not
difficult to form an estimate of whatLord Byron
might have been , by attending to the causes
which made him what he wa9 .
To reason from hearsay , and form opinions
annals of common
upon the unauthenticated
conversation , can never bring us to truth , nor
sufficient certainly for
give to our judgments
practical purposes . It will therefore be useless
to attempt to estimate Lord Byron ' s original
character from the events commonly related of
his early life ; nor to take into consideration
the defects of his education , and his education ,
and the misfortunes of his boyhood . We have
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no authorized data upon which to conduct such
an inquiry . But the pages of this book do con¬
tain authorized data . They contain opinions ,
and feelings , and facts , established by his own
band , although circumstances
withhold
from
the British public the original records . These
data will show us what he was , - immediately
before and immediately
after the public de «
velopment
of his poetical powers had thrown
him into a vortex which decided his character ,
whatever it might have been previously .
There might have been some difficulty in
finding so reasonable a ground -work upon which
to form an opinion of what he had continued
to be in his subsequent progress through life ;
and the fairest inference would have been that
which his own later productions
afford , had
not a work been published purporting to be the
record of Conversations held with Lord Byron
at Pisa , in the years 1821 and 1822 .
This
book appeared on the very day on which my
father ’s remains were consigned to the grave ,
and I cannot be too thankful
that he was
spared the pain which he would have felt in
reading it .

The perusal of this book rewards the reader ,

as he was rewarded who opened Pandora ' s box .
It fills the mind with an unvaried train of mi¬
serable reflections ; but there is one consolation
axiom the
at the end . As by a mathematical
lesser is contained in the greater , so the com¬
paratively smaller crime of falsehood is neces¬
sarily within the capability of one so depraved
as Lord Byron appears in this booh ; and by
the same argument , the man whose mind could
be in such a state as to suppose that he was
doing « the world ” and « the memory of Lord
Byron ” a service , by thus laying bare the de¬
gradation to which a master -mind was reduced ,
must surely be unable to restrain the tendency
to exaggeration which would heighten the in¬
of wbat is already beyond belief .
credibility
the reporter of Lord
This opinion concerning
Byron ' s conversations is in some degree con¬
firmed , by the simplicity which he displays in
stating , that wheft Lord Byron was applied to
of his life , his
particulars
for some authentic
lordship asked the reporter himself , « Why he
did not write some , as he believed that he
knew more of him than any one else ? ” This
was after three or four months ' acquaintance * !
* There are several things
124 .

mentioned
K

in this
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In my own case , after reading the book to
which 1 allude , this solitary consolation
ou

book of Conversations which prove , to say
the least , that Lord Byron ' s memory was
not correct , if what is reported of him be
true , On one occasion his lordship is stat¬
ed to have said that his mother ' s death was
one of . the reasons of his return from Tur¬
key , and this is repeated more strongly in
another place . His mother ' s death did not
take place until several weeks after his ar¬
rival in London , and he had not the
slightest expectation of it when it happened Lord Byron is also stated to have said , that
after an absence of three years , he returned
to London , and that the second canto of
Childe Harold was just then published .
The fact is , that he was absent two years
to a day , which he remarked himself in a
very strong manner , returning
in Juhj
181 i , and that the first and second cantos
of Childe Harold were published together
eight months after , in March , 1812 , in
the manner
related in these Recollect¬
ions .

*
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account of Lord Byron was accompanied by a
feeling of great satisfaction on account of my
father ; for , if its contents be not only the
truth , but the whole truth , Lord Byron afforded
of his respect for my
the highest testimony
father ’s character , which in his unhappy situa tion he could possibly upon give . In such com¬
pany , and conversing such subjects , he forbore
to
to mention his name , although referring
matters upon which , the reader will have seen ,
it would have been natural to have spoken of
him . I am willing to attribute this silence to
the circumstance that , in Lord Byron ’s mind ,
my father ’s name must have been connected
of all he had done ,
with the remembrance
and said , an ^ written , to turn him into the
better path ^ and his Lordship could not have
borne to recal that train of thought , after he
had decidedly chosen the worse . That my fa¬
ther ’s earnest exertions had been applied to
this end , will sufficiently appear from the fore¬
going part of this work ; and , perhaps , I shall
be pardoned for inserting here the body of a
letter which he wrote to Lord Byron at a much
later period , to prove thgt he still retained
that object in view . The letter is that alluded
to in the last chapter , when , stating that he
informed Lord Byron of his intention to leave

a posthumous
account
of him , he extracted
a
short passage from it . The whole letter , which
might
not so well have been
made public
by
the writer
himself
, cannot
be considered
as
improperly
published
by the present
Editor .
It was dated
the 10th of November
, 1819 ,
and after some introductory
remarks
upon
the
cessation
of his correspondence
with Lord Byron ,
it proceed
as follows : —
« I am almost
out of life , and I shall speak
to you
with
the freedom
of a spirit already
arrived
beyond
the grave : what
I now write
you may suppose
addressed
to you in a dream ,
or by my ghost , which I believe will be greatly
inclined
to haunt
you , and render
vou even su¬
pernatural
service .
*
,<I take it for granted , my Lord , that when
you
excluded
me from
your friendship
, you
also banished
me from your thoughts , and for¬
got
the occurrences
of our intimacy . I will ,
therefore
, bring
one circumstance
to your re¬
collection
, as it is introductory
to the subject
of this letter .
One day when
I called
upon
you at your
apartments
in the Albany , you
took up a book in which you had been writing ,

and having read a few short passages , you said
that you intended
to fill it with the characters
of those
then
around
you , and with
present
, to be published
anecdotes
in the succeeding
century , and not before ; and you enjoyed , by
, the effect that would
anticipation
be produced
on the fifth and sixth generations
of those to
whom
you should
give niches in your posthu¬
mous
volume .
I have often
thought
of this
fancy
of yours , and imagined
the wits , the
belles , and the beaux , the dupes of our sex ,
and the artful
and frail ones of the other figur¬
ing at the beginning
of the twentieth
century
in the costume
of the early
part of the nine¬
teenth . I remember
well that after one or two
slight sketches you concluded
with , ‘This morn¬
ing Mr . Dallas was here , etc . etc/
You went
on no farther , but the smile with which you
shut your book gave me to understand
that the
colours
you had used for my portrait
were not
of a dismal
hue , and I was inclined
enough at
the time
to digest the flattery , as I was con¬
scious that I deserved
your
kindness , and be¬
lieved that you felt so too . But , however
that
may be , whether
the words were a mere flat¬
tering
impromptu
or not , whatever
character
you may have doomed
me to figure in , a hun¬
dred years hence , you certainly
have not done
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me justice in tills age : it will not , therefore ,
appear extraordinary
if I should not have de¬
pended
altogether
for my character on the
smile with which you put your volume down .
« I , est you should
suspect some inconsistency
in this , and that although I began by assuring
you that I did not mean to complain , my
letter has been imagined for no other purpose ;
I will pause here , to declare to you solemnly
that the affection I have felt for you , that the
affection I do feel for you , is the motive by
which l am at present actuated ; and that but
for the desire I feel to be of some service to
you , you never would have heard from me
again while I remained in this life . Were not
this the case , this letter would deserve to be
considered as an impertinence , and I would
scorn to write it . I would give the world to
retrieve you ; to place you again upon that
summit
which you reached , I may say on
which you alighted , in the spring of 1812 . It
may be a more arduous attempt , but I see no
impossibility ; nay , to place you much higher
than ever . You are yet but little beyond the
dawn of life — it is downright affectation ; it
is , I was going to say , folly , to talk of grey
hairs and age at twenty -nine . This is free Ian -

I
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guage , my Lord , but not more than you for¬
merly allowed me , and my increased age , and
nearer view of eternity confirm the privilege .
As a Poet you have indeed wonderfully
filled
up the years you have attained — as a man
you are in your infancy . Like a child you fall
and dirt yourself , and your last fall has soiled
you more than all the rest . I would to heaven
you had not written your last unaccountable
work . * , and which , did it not here and there
bear internal incontestible
evidence , I would
suffer no man to call yours . Forgive my warmth
— 1 would rather consider you as a child slip¬
ping into mire , that may be washed away , than
as a man
Stept in so far , that
Returning

should he wade
more ,
were as tedious as go o ' er .

no

Your absence , and the distance of your abode ,
leave your name at the mercy of every tatler
and scribbler , who , even without being personal

* The first Canto of Don Juan .
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enemies , attack character for the mere pleasure
of defamation , or for gain ; and the life you
are said to lead , and I grieve to say the work
you have published , leave you no defenders .
However you may stand with the world , I can *
not but believe that at your age you may shake
off all that clogs you in the career for which
you were born . The very determination
to re¬
sume it would be an irresistible claim to new
attention from the world ; and unshaken perse¬
verance would effect all that you could wish .
Imagination has had an ample range . No genius
ever attained its meed so rapidly , or more com¬
pletely ; but manhood is the period for reality
and action . Will you be content to throw it
away for Italian skies and the reputation of ec¬
centricity ? May God grant me power to stir
up in your mind the resolution of living the
next twenty years in England , engaged in those
pursuits to which Providence seems more di¬
rectly to call every man who by birth is en¬
titled to take a share in the legislation of his
country . But what do I say ? I believe that
I ought first to wish you to take a serious view
of the subjects on which legislation turn . Much
has been argued in favour of adopting and ad¬
hering to a party —- I have never been con¬
vinced of this — but I am digressing . At ^ ll
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events , I beseech
you to think
of reinstating
yourself
in
your
own
country .
Preparatory
to this , an idea has come into my mind , which
it is time for me to state to you ; to do which
1 must return
to the seemingly
querulous
style
from which I have digressed . Well
then , my
Lord , I did some time ago think
of your treat *
ment
of me with pain ; and reflection
, with¬
out lessening
my attachment
, showed
me that
you had acted
towards
me very ungenerously
,
and , indeed , very unjustly
— you ought
to
have made more of me .
I say this the more
freely
now because
I have lived till it is be¬
come
indifferent
to me .
It is true that I be¬
nefited
not inconsiderably
by some
of your
works ; but it was not in the nature
of money
to satisfy
or repay
me .
I felt the pecuniary
benefit
as I ought , and was not slow in acknow¬
ledging
it as I ought . The six or seven hundred
pounds
paid by the purchaser
of Childe Harold
for the copyright
v$as , in my mind , nothing
in comparison
with
the honour
that
was due
to me for discerning
the genius
that lay buried
in the Pilgrimage
, and for exciting
you to the
publication
of it , in spite of the damp which
had been
thrown
upon
it in the course of its
, and in spite of your own reluc¬
composition
tance and almost
determination
to suppress
it ;
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nothing in comparison with the kindness that
was due to me for the part I took in keeping
back your Hints from Horace , and the new
edition of the Satire , till the moment I im¬
pressed conviction on your mind that your fame
and the choice of your future career in life de¬
pended upon the suppression of these , and on
the publication
of Childe Harold . I made an
effort to render you sensible that I was not
dead to that better claim , but it was unsuccess¬
fully and though you continued your personal
kindness whenever we met , you raised in my
mind a jealousy which 1 was perhaps too proud ,
if not too mean -spirited , to betray . The result
of the feeling , however , was , that I borrowed
from you the hint of a posthumous volume , for
after awhile I did not much care for the present ,
and I have indulged meditations on you and on
myself for the amusement
and judgment of
future generations , but with this advantage over
you , that I am convinced that I shall participate
in whatever effect they produce ; and without
this conviction I cannot conceive how the slightest
value can be attached to posthumous fame . This
is a topic on which I feel an inclination
to
dwell , but I will conquer the impulse , for my
letter is already advanced beyond the limits I
proposed . My Lord , my posthumous
volume

is made up — I look into it occasionally with
much pleasure , and I enjoy the thought of
being , when it is opened , in the year 1900 ,
in company with your spirit , and of finding
you pleased , even in the high sphere you may ,
if you will , then occupy , which it is possible
you would not be , were you to see it now
opened to the public in your present sphere .
•I do not know , my Lord , whether
you are
able to say as much for your book , for if you
do live hereafter , and I have not the slightest
doubt hut you will , I suspect that you will
have company about you at the opening of it ,
which may rather afford occasion of remorse
than of pleasure , however gracious and forgiv *
ing you may find immortal spirits . Of you I
have written precisely as I think , and as I have
inserted some things which I would not give to
the present generation , the whole , as it stands ,
is a just portrait
of you during the time I
knew you ; for I drop the pencil where you
dropped the curtain between us , and the pic¬
ture is to me an engaging one . I contemplate
it together with some parts of your works , and
I cannot help breaking forth into the exclama¬
tion of ‘ And is this man to he lost ! ’ You ,
perhaps , echo , in a tone of displeasure , ‘Lost !*
— Yes , lost . — Nay , unclench your hand —

remember
it is my ghost that is addressing
youj not the being of flesh and blood whom
you may dash from you at your will , as you
have done . The man whose place is in the
highest council of the first nation in the world ,
who possesses powers to delight and to serve
his country , if he dissipates years between an
Italian country -house and opera -box , and mur¬
ders his genius in attempts to rival a Rochester
or a Cleland , — for I will not , to flatter you ,
say a Boccacio or a La Fontaine , who wrote
at periods when , and in countries where , in¬
decency was wit — that man is lost . Gracious
Heaven ! on what lofty ground you stood in
the month of March , 1812 ! The world was
before you , not as it was to Adam , driven in
tears from Paradise to seek a place of rest , but
presenting an elysium , to every part of which
its crowded
and various inhabitants
vied in
their welcome of you . ‘ Crowds of eminent
persons / says my posthumous volume , ‘ court¬
ed an introduction , and some volunteered their
cards . This was the trying moment of virtue ,
and no wonder if that were shaken , for never
was there so sudden a transition from neglect
to courtship .
Glory darted thick upon him
from all sides ; from the Prince Regent , and
bis admirable daughter , to the bookseller and

his shopman
; from
Walter
Scott
to — — ;
from Jeffrey
to thq nameless
critics
of the Sa¬
tirist and Scourge .; he was the wonder
of wits ,
and the show of fashion/
I will not pursue
the reverse ; hut I must
repeat , 6And is this
man to be lost !' My head is full of you , and
whether
you allow
me the merit
or not , my
heart tells nie that I was chiefly
,
instrumental
by my conduct
, in 1812 , in saving you from
perpetuating
the enmity
of the world , or rather
in forcing
you , against
your will , into its ad¬
miration
and love ; and that I once afterwards
considerably
retarded
your
rapid
retrograde
motion
from
the envied
station
which genius
merits , but which
even genius
cannot
preserve
without
prudence . These recollections
have ac¬
tuated
me , it may be imprudently
, to write
you this letter , to endeavour
to impel
you to
reflect
seriously
upon
what you ought
to be ,
and to beseech
you
to take
steps
to render
your
manhood
solidly
and lastingly
glorious .
Will
you once more make use of me ? 1 can *
not believe
that
there is an insurmontable
bar
to your return
to your
proper
station
in life ,
— a station , which
let me be bold enough
to
say , you have no right
to quit .
All that I
have heard
concerning
you is but vague talk .
The breach
with Lady Byron was evidently
the
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ground of your leaving England ; and I presume
the causes of that breach are what operate upon
your spirit in keeping you abroad .
In recol *
lecting my principles , you will naturally ima¬
gine that the first thing that would occur to
my mind in preparing the way for your return ,
is an endeavour to close that breach — but I
am not sufficiently acquainted with her to judge
of the force of her opposition . At any rate , I
would make the blame rest at her door , if re¬
conciliation is not obtainable ; I would be mo¬
rally right ; and this it is in your power to be ,
on whichever side the wrong at first lay , by a
manly severity to yourself , and by declaring
your resolution to forgive , and to banish from
your thought for ever all that could interrupt
a cordial reconciliation . This step , should it
not produce a desirable effect on the mind of
Lady Byron , would infallibly lead to the esteem
of the world . Is it too much for me to hope
that I might , by a letter to her , and by a
public account of you , and of your intended
pursuits in England , make such a general im¬
pression , as once more to fix the eyes of your
country upon you with sentiments of new ad¬
miration and regard , and usher you again to
a glory of a . nature superior to all you ever
enjoyed . It has , I own , again and again come

into my mine ! , to model my intended posthu¬
mous work for present publication , so as to
have that effect ; could I but prevail upon you
to follow it up by a return to England , with
a resolution to lead a philosophical
life , and
to turn the great powers of your mind to pur¬
suits worthy of them : and , among those , to a
candid search after that religious Truth which
often , as imagination
sobers , becomes more
obvious to the ordinary vision of Reason . Once
more , my dear Lord Byron , forgive , or , rather ,
let me say , reward , my warmth , by listening
again to the affection which prompts me to ex¬
press my desire of serving you . I do not ex¬
pect the glory of making a religious convert of
you . I have still a hope that you will your¬
self have that glory if your life be spared to
the usual length — but my present anxiety is
to see you restored to your station in this
world , after trials that should induce you to
look seriously into futurity . ”
Such was the affectionate interest with which
the author of this letter continued
to regard
Lord Byron ! But it was too late ; he had har¬
dened his heart , and blunted his perception of
the real value of such a friend . This was the
last communication
that ever took place between
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them , although an accidental circumstance af¬
forded the assurance that this letter had reached
its destination .
To return to the original character o £ Lord
Byron . Whoever has read these pages attenti¬
vely , or has seen the original documents from
whence they are drawn , cannot fail to have
perceived , that in his Lordship ' s early character
there were the seeds of all the evil which has
blossomed and borne fruit with such luxuriance
in his later years . Nor will it be attempted
liere , to shew that in any part of his life he
was without those seeds ; but I think that a
candid observer will also be ready to acknow¬
ledge , after reading this work , that there was
an opposing principle
of good acting in his
mind , with a strength which produced opinions
that were afterwards entirely altered . The co¬
terie into which he unfortunately
fell at Cam¬
bridge familiarized
him with all the sceptical
arguments of human pride . And his acquaint¬
ance with an unhappy atheist — who was sud¬
denly summoned
before his outraged Maker ,
while bathing in the streams of the Cam , was
rendered a severe trial , by the brilliancy of
the talent which he possessed , and which im¬
parted a false splendour to the principles which
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he did not scruple to avow . Yet , when Lord
Byron speaks of this man , as Being an atheist ,
he considers it offensive ; — when he remarks
on the work of Mr . Townsend , who had at¬
tempted in the sketch of an intended poem to
give an idea of the last judgment ., he consider¬
ed his idea as too daring ' ; — in opening his
heart to his mother he shows that he believed
•that God knew , and did all thing * for the best ;
— after having seen mankind in many nations
and characters , he unrestrainedly
conveys his
opinion , that human nature is every where
corrupt and despicable . These points are the
more valuable , because they flowed naturally
and undesignedly from the heart ; while , on the
contrary , his sceptical opinions were expressed
only when the subject was before him , and as
it were by way of apology .
When , in this period of his life , there is
any thing like argument upon this subject , ad¬
vanced by him in his correspondence , it is mi¬
serably weak and confused . The death of his
atheistical
friend bewildered him : he thought
there was the stamp of immortality
in all this
person said and did — that he seemed a man
created to display what the Creator could make
— and yet , such as he was , he had been
124
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gathered into corruption , before the maturity
of a mind that might have been the pride of
posterity . And this bewildered
him ! If his
opinion of his friend were a just one , ought
not this reasoning rather to have produced the
conviction , that such a mind could not be
gathered into the corruption which awaited the
perishable
body ? Accordingly , Lord Byron ’s
inference
did not lead him to produce this
death as a support to the doctrine of annihila¬
tion ; but his mind being tinctured previously
with that doctrine , he confesses that it bewil¬
dered him .
When about to publish Childe Harold ' s Pil¬
grimage , containing
sceptical
opinions , the
decided expression of which he was then in¬
duced to withdraw , he wrote a note to accom¬
pany them , which has been inserted in this
work . Its main object is to declare , that his
was not sneering , but desponding scepticism —
and he grounds his opinions upon the most un *
logical deduction that could be formed : that ,
because he had found many people abuse and
disgrace the religion they professed , that there¬
fore religion was not true . This is like say¬
ing , that because a gamester squanders bis gui¬
neas for bis own destruction , they are therefore
I
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not gold , not * applicable
for good purposes .
Weak as this was , he called it an apology for
his scepticism .
It cannot he said , that up to this period ,
Lord Byron was decidedly an unbeliever ; but ,
on the contrary , I think it may be said , that
there was ' a capability in his mind for the re¬
ception of Divine Truth , — that he had not
closed his eyes to the light which therefore
forced its way in with sufficient power to main¬
tain some contest with the darkness of intellec¬
tual pride ; and this opinion is strengthened
,
by observing the effects of that lingering light ,
in the colouring which it gave to vice and virtue
in his mind . His conduct had been immoral
and dissipated ; but he knew it to be such , and
acknowledged
it in its true colours , lie re¬
gretted the indulgence
of his passions as pro¬
ducing criminal acts , and bringing him under
their government . He expressed these feelings ;
— he did more , be strove against them . He
scrupled not publicly to declare his detestation
of the immorality
which renders the pages of
Mr . Moore inadmissible
into decent society ;
and he severely satirizes the luxurious excite¬
ments to vice which abound in our theatrical .
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importation
of Italian manners * . When a cir¬
cumstance occurred in which one of his tenants
had given way to his passions , Lord Byron ' s
opinion and decision upon the subject were
strongly expressed , and his remarks upon that
occasion are particularly worthy of notice . He
thought our first duty was not to do evil , though
he felt that was impossible . The next duty was
to repair the evil we have done , if in our power .
He would not afford his tenants a privilege he
did not allow himself . —■ He knew he had been
guilty of many excesses , but bad laid down a
•resolution
to reform , and latterly kept it .
I -mention these circumstances
to call to the
reader ’s mind the general tenor of Lord Byron ' s
estimate of moral conduct , as it appears in the
present work ; because I think it may be said
that he had a lively perception of what was
right , and a strong desire to follow it ; but he
wanted the regulating influence of an acknow * Then let Ausonia , skilled in every art
To soften manners , but corrupt the heart ,
Pour her exotic follies o ' er the town ,
To sanction vice , and hunt decorum down .
English
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lodged standard of sufficient purity , and , «vt the
same time , established by sufficient authority
in his mind . The patience of God not only offered him such a standard in religion , but
kept his heart in a state of capability for receiv¬
ing it . In spite of his many grievings of God ’s
spirit , still , it would not absolutely desert him
as long as he allowed a struggle to continue in
his heart .
of Childe Harold was
But the publication
followed by consequences which seemed to have
closed his heart against the long * tarrying spirit
of God , and at once to have ended all struggle .
Never was there a more sudden transition from
the doublings of a mind to which Divine light
was yet acce ^ ible , to the unhesitating abandon¬
ment to the blindness of vice . Lord Byron ’s
vanity became the ruling passion of his mind .
He made himself his own god ; and no eastern
idol ever received more abject or degrading wor¬
ship from a bigotted volary .
which have been detailed
The circumstances
in this work respecting -the publication of Childe
Harold , prove sufficiently how decided and how
a turn they gav-e to a character ,
lamentable
for
which , though wavering and inconsistent

wan t of the guide I have referred to , had not
all the avenues which might take
him from the broad way that leadeth to des¬
truction , into the narrow path of life . But
Lord Byron ’s unresisting surrender to the first
temptation
of intrigue , from which all its ac¬
companying horrors could not airrighthim , seems
to have banished
for ever from his heart the
Divine influence which could alone defend him
against the strength of his passions and the
weakness of his nature to resist them ; and it is
truly astonishing to find the very great rapidity
with which he was involved in all the trammels
of fashionable vice .
j -et passed

With proportionable
celerity his opinions of
moral conduct were changed ; his power of
estimating virtue at any thing like its true value
ceased ; and his mind became spiritually dark¬
ened to a degree as great perhaps as has ever
been known to take place from the results of
one step . Witness
the course of his life at
this time , as detailed in the conversations la¬
tely published , to which I have before alluded .
Witness
the fact of his being capable of de¬
tailing such a course of life in familiar conver¬
sation to one almost a stranger .

What must have l>een the change in that man
who could at one time write these lines , —
to condemn , the muse must still ba
just ,
Nor spare melodious advocates of lust ;
Pure is the flame that o' er her altars burns ,
From grosser incense with disgust she turns ;
Yet kind to youth , this expiation o ' er ,
She bids thee mend thy line , and sin no
more —
Grieved

and at another become the author of Den Juan ,
where grosser , more licentious , more degrad¬
ing images are produced , than could have been
to have found their way into any
expected
mind desirous merely of preserving a decent
character in society ; —- than could have been
looked for from any tongue not habituated to
the conversation of the most abandoned of the
lowest order of society ? "What must have been
the change in him who , from animadverting
of a village in¬
severely upon the licentiousness
trigue , could glory in the complication of crimes
adultery ; and
which give zest to fashionable
even in the excess of his glorying could forego
his title to be called a man of honour or a
gentleman , for which -the merest -coxcomb of
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the world will commonly restrain himself within
some hounds after he has overstepped the nar¬
rower limits of religious restraint ! For who can
venture to call Lord Byron either one or the
other after reading the unrestrained disclosures
he is said , in his published Conversations , to
have made , « without any injunctions
to se¬
crecy . ” Who could have imagined that the
same man who had observed upon the offensive ness of the expression of another ’s irreligious
principles , should ever be capable of offending
the world with such awfully fearless impiety as
is contained in the latter Cantos of Don Juan ,
and boldly advanced in Cain ? Who can read ,
in his own handwriting , the opinion that a
sublime and well intentioned
anticipation
of
the Last Judgment is too daring , and puts him
in mind of the line —
« And

fools

rush

in where Angels fear to
tread

and conceive that the same hand wrote his Vi¬
sion of Judgment ?
Yet such a change
one may be convinced

did take place , as any
who will take the

of ,
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trouble to read the present work , and tbe Con¬
versations to ■which I have alluded - , and compare
them together . For , let it be obsserved , that
the few pages in the latter publication which
refer to Lord Byron ’s religious opinions , state
only his old weak reasoning , founded upon the
disunion of professing Christians , some faint ,
and , I may say , childish wished ; and a dis owning of the principles of Mr . Shelley ’s school .
So also that solitary reference to a preparation
for death , when death stood visibly by his bed¬
side ready to receive him , which is related by
his servant , * and upon which I have known a
charitable hope to be hung , amounts to just as
much — an assertion . It can only be the most
puerile ignorance
of the nature of religion ,
which can receive assertion for proof in such a
matter . The very essence of real religion is to
let itself be seen in the life , when it is really
sown in the heart ; and a man who appeals to
his assertions to establish his religious character ,

Lord Byron is stated to have said to his
servant , « I am not afraid of dying — I am
more fit to die than people thiuk . ”

may be his own dupe , but can never dupe any
bat such as are like him — just as the lunatic
in Bedlam may call himself a king , and believe
it ; but it is only those who are as mad as him¬
self who will think themselves his subjects . There
is no possibility of hermetically sealing up reli¬
gion in the heart ; if it be there it cannot be
confined , — it must extend its influence over
the principle
of thought , of word , and of
action .
When we see wonderful and rapid changes
take place in the physical world , we naturally
seek for the cause ; and it cannot hut be useful
to trace the cause of so visible a change in the
moral world , as that which appears upon the
comparison I have pointed out . It will not , I
think , be too much to say , that it took place
immediately
that the resistance
against evil
ceased in Lord Byron ’s mind . Temptation cer¬
tainly came upon him in an overpowering man¬
ner ; and the very first temptation was perhaps
the worst , yet he yielded to it almost immedia¬
tely . I refer to the circumstance
recorded in
these pages , which took place little more than
a week after the first appearance of Childe Ha¬
rold ’s Pilgrimage , when he received an extra¬
ordinary anonymous
letter , which led immc -
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diately to the most disgraceful liaison of which
he has not scrupled to boast . There was some thing so disgusting in the forwardness of the
person who wrote , as well as deterring in the
enormity of the criminal excesses of which this
letter was the beginning , that he should have
been roused against such a temptation at the
But the sudden gust of public
first glance .
applause had just blown upon him , and having
raised him in its whirlwind above the earth ,
he had already began to deify himself in his
own imagination ; and this incense came to him
as the first offered upon his altar . He was in¬
toxicated with its fumes ; and , closing his mind
against the light that had so long crept in at
to shine through
crevices , and endeavoured
every transparent part , he called the darkness
light , and the bitter sweet , and said Peace
when there was no Peace .
to resist
As long as Lord Byron continued
his temptations to evil , and to refrain from ex¬
posing publicly his tendency to infidelity , so
long he valued the friendship of the author of
the foregoing chapters , who failed not to seize
the struggle
of supporting
every opportunity
within him , in the earnest hope that the good
contents
The
.
successful
might ultimately be

of tins hook niffy give some idea of the nature
and constancy of that friendship , and cannot
fail of being highly honourable to its author ,
as -well as of reflecting credit on Lord Byron ,
who , on so many occasions , gave way to its
influence . But it is a strong proof of the short¬
sightedness of man ’s judgment , that upon the
most remarkable
occasion on which this in¬
fluence was excited , by inducing him to publish
Chifde Harold instead of the Hints from Horace ,
though the best intentions guided the opinion ,
it was made the step by which Lord Byron was
lost ; and he who , in a literary point of view ,
bad justly prided himself upon having withheld
so extraordinary
a mind from encumbering
its
future efforts with the dead weight of a work
which might have altogether prevented its sub¬
sequent buoyancy , and who was alive to the
glory of having discerned the neglected merit of
the real poem , and of having spread out the
wings which took such an eagle flight — having
lived to see the rebellious
presumption
which
that towering flight occasioned , and to antici¬
pate the destruction
that must follow the au¬
dacity , died deeply regretting
that he had ,
even though unconsciously , ever borne such a
part in producing so lamentable a loss . One
of the last charges which he gave me upon his

death -bed , but a few days before he died , and
with the full anticipation of his end , was , not
to let this work go forth into the world with¬
out stating his sincere feeling of sorrow that
ever he had been instrumental
in bringing for¬
ward Childe Harold ’s Pilgrimage
to the public ,
since the publication
of it had produced such
disastrous effects to one whom he had loved so
affectionately , and from whom he had hoped
so much good — effects which the literary sa¬
tisfaction the poem may afford to all the men
of taste in the present and future generations ,
can never , in the -slightest degree , compensate .
In obeying this solemn charge I should have
concluded these remarks , had I not found , in
looking over the manuscript
of the work upon
this subject , which was first intended to have
been left to posterity as a posthumous offering ,
and which was written about the year 1819 , a
passage which appears to me to form a fitter
conclusion to this Chapter , and which , there¬
fore , I copy from the author ’s writing : —
« I have suffered Time to make a progress un¬
friendly to the subject to which I had attached
so great an interest . Had Providence vouchsafed
me the happiness of recording of Lord Byron ,

from my own knowledge , the renovation of his
mind and character , which was the object of
my last letter to him , my delight would have
supplied me with energy and spirits to continue
my narrative , and my observations . Of his
course of life subsequent I will not write upon
hearsay ; but I cannot refrain from expressing
my grief , disappointment , and wonder , at the
direction which was given to it by the impulse
of his brilliant
success as a Poet . It seemed
not only to confirm him in his infidelity , but
to set him loose from social ties , and render
him indifferent to every other praise than that
of poetical genius . I am not singular in the
cooling of his friendship , if it be not deroga¬
tory to call by that name any transient feeling
he may have expressed ; and his intended pos¬
thumous volume will , probably , shew this , if
he has not , in consequence
of what I said to
him in my last letter , altered or abandoned
it . In the dedications
of his poems there is no
sincerity ; he had neither respect nor regard for
the persons to whom they are addressed ; and
Lord Holland , Rogers , Davies , and Hobhouse ,
if earthly knowledge becomes intuitive on retro¬
spection , will see on what grounds I say this ,
and nod the recognition , and I trust forgive¬
ness of , heavenly spirits , if heavenly their 's be -
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come , to tlie wondering Poet with whose works

their names are swimming down the stream of
Time . He and they shall have my nod too on
the occasion , if , let me humbly add , my
prayers shall have availed me beyond the grave . n'

The End *
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